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I NTRODU CTI ON 
INTRODUCTION 
This study is an attemp t to develop measures which can 
be used with small groups of kindergarten children to discover 
ability to identify sound elements in words. 
In the field of rea ding , existing tests of auditory 
discrimination show a lack of distribution of zero scores. 
In the Mur~y-Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Testl 
normative group of 2500 first- graders, a p9roximately one 
third of the children were found to h av e such poor auditory 
discrimination a s to need the very beginning steps in ear 
training. It h a s been felt by some exp erts in the field that 
the zero scores may not indicate comp lete l a ck of aud itory 
' discrimination, but rather that the existing tests are too 
difficult for many children at the levels tested. This 
jl 
study is an attemp t to dev ise an instrument which would better , 
I 
1l distribute these zero scores. 
jl 
I 
·I 
'I r, 
II 
In the field of s~ eech , no tests for identif ication ' of 
sound elements in words have been develop ed for y oung 
children. This study is an attemp t to develop such a test. 
Previous research studies have shown the importance of 
auditory discrimination as a factor influencing children's 
lHelen A. Murphy and Donald D. Durrell. M~~~al ! or 
Mu~hz-~~_!'ell_ Dia$_e-osti~ Readin~ Read_iness Test. Yonkers-on-J __ Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1949 p .7 
:I 
I 
i' I 
I 
~~ 
I success in learning t0 read. A correlation has been shown 
II 
1 netween reading ability and auditory discrimination. Murphy 
I 
and Durrelll say, "The ability to distinguish the separate 
sounds in spoken words is one of the most important back-
ground abilities for learning to read. The inability to 
notice separate sounds in words is considered by the authors 
to be the most common cause of lack of progress in reading .rr 
Inability to recognize separate sounds in words may also 
result in difficulty in acquiring correct speech. Research 
does not find a consistent relationship betwe en poor speech 
sound discrimination and articulatory speech defects. The 
II 
L 
II 
I 
I 
findings, however, I are sufficiently inconsistent to require 11 
Dumbleton•s2 study of articulation ability, further study. In 
speech sound discrimination, reading ability, and auditory 
discrimination among first grade children, correlations were 
low for all except reading and auditory discrimination. 
1 However, when the children with poor articulation were 
,\ 
I 
I 
-, 
1_rb_i~ . ' p. :2 
2charles F. Dumbleton et al. "An Analysis of the Relation j 
ship between Speech and Reading Abilities of Four Hundred and 
I
ll Twenty-five First Grade Children. 11 Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, 
Boston University, 1952. 
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considered separately they were found to be "consistently 
poorer than the whole group in all other aspects tested. 11 
Th e greatest difference between the children with poor 
articulation and the whole group was in speech sound 
discrimination. 
He concluQe s that 11 the results indicate that speech 
sound discrimination should be considered in any analysis 
of contributory factors to poor articulation. il 
This study is part of a group project in which eleven 
graduate students took part. Two other theses are being 
written by other members of the group. One is compilation 
of materials for teaching consonants and vowels in reading 
and speech.l The other is an analysis of the relationship 
between articulation and auditory discriminati on in kinder-
gart en children.2 
l Helen Corbett et al. Materials for Teachiri_g Consonants 
and Vowels if! Read ing and Spee ch, Unpu bl .ished Ed • .I'J . Thesis, 
1953. 
2Lois Averill et al. An Analysis of the Relationship 
between Articulati on and Auditory piscri~ination in Kinder -
garten Children, Unpublished :Ed. M. Thesis, .Boston Uni versity , , 
1953. 
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SUMMARY OF REL ATED RESEARCH 
Previous studies have shown a possible relationship 
between speech and reading. Dumbletonl made an analytical 
comparison of the methods of teaching speech and the methods 
of teaching reading. He found ear training to be the point ofl 
I 
greatest similarity. In the field of r eading, ability in 
auditory discrimination is recognized through ear training. 
In the field of speech, ear training is stressed in teaching 
correct word pronunciation and articulation. A summary of 
research concerned with ear training programs for developing 
auditory discrimination and with methods of testing auditory 
discrimination follows. 
Research Related to Ear Training Programs in Teaching Reading 
Gray2 states that auditory perception is the first step 
in the program for developing power in phonetic analysis. A 
child must be able to hear a consonant sound accurately and . 
/' to produce this sound in his own speech. He is then re ady to 
-:1 associate the sound with the printed symbol. At the preprimer! 
1 level extensive training in auditory perception of initial 
consonants should be provided. At the primer level provision 
should be made for te ach ing children to associate appropriate 
lrbid. 
' ZWilliam s. Gray. Develop ing Word Attack Skills, Grades 
,..-=-=-:--=:;c~- _ ~~b~ .~Ghicago :-=-=-Scot-t=, -RQre::aman-=c_omp~l:rut!t ----=- __ - ~- _ 
sounds with single consonants in words . At Book One level 
this training should be extended and applied by the child in 
attacking new words. 
McKee1 believes that auditory discrimination ability 
should be developed during the reading readiness period. He 
recon~ends that the program include: 
l . Practice in listening for and saying on e syllable words 
that rhyme. 
2 . Practice in listening for and adding endings to given 
known words to make word variants. 
3. Practice in listening for and giving words which 
contain the most frequently occurring phonetic 
elements in the initial position. 
4. Using consonant blends.------bl, br, cl, dr, fl, fr, 
sn, st, str, sw, tr, gr, pl, pr, sl. 
5. · Using speech consonants.----ch, sh, th, wh. 
6. Using long and short vowels. 
In discussing the auditory training to be given durin g 
beginning reading, he advises the teaching first of an 
adequate sight reading vocabulary. Then the child should be 
taught the familiar phonetic elements contained in these words 
He will then recognize these same phonetic elements later in 
more compound words. This order of presentation is given by 
McKee2 : 
l. Teach the important single consonants in the initial 
position . b, c, (hard), d, f, g, (hard only), h, j, 1, 
m, n, p, r, t, w, s (soft c sound only). 
1::Baul McKee. Reading for Ivieaning . Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company 
2Paul McKee. ~ Teaching of Reading . Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948. 
I 
2. Teach the s p eech consonants ch, sh, th (voiced and 
unvoiced), wh, only in the initial position. 
I 
I · 
/I 
3. Teach the consonant blends in the initial position only ! 
s k , sm, sn, sp , st, sw, tw, bl, gl, fl, pl, cl, fr, tr. l 
4. Teach the ending s: s, es, d, ed, ing . 1 
Betts1 stresses a systematic development of auditory 
lj 
:I 
1 discrimination. The child s h ou ld oe taught to he ar sounds in 
instruction to develop auditory discrimination: 
1. Awareness of word elements in a sentence. 
2. Ability to discriminate between likenesses a nd diff er-
ences in sounds of words. 
3. Ability to recognize identical sounds in i niti a l and 
final positions. 
4. Ability to distinguish between closely rel ated sounds. 
5. Ability to pronounce, enuncia te, and a rticulate words 
accurately. 
6. Ability to follo w directions. 
lEmmett A. Betts. Languag e Arts Series Guide Book. 
New York: Americ an Book Comp any, 1946 
2----=-~· Foundations of Reading Instru ction. New York: 
American Book Comp any, 1946. 
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Gatesl places emphasis on auditory discrimination as a 
rea ding readiness skill. He feels that ear training should 
serve the purpose of developing abilities basic to recognition 
I 
and pronunciation of printed words. He suggests the use of 
activities with rhymes and jingles for develo p ing sensitivity 
to word sounds. The child shou ld first be given a ctivities 
with single sounds and later with blends. 
Harrison2 considers that the consonants which children wil~ 
11 hear and reco gnize most easily in the re a dine s s pro gram are 
I those wh ich they use most readily in learning to talk. The 
consonants which children make easily are those which are 
' habitually substituted for others in b aby t a lk. She lists 
this order for teaching the first sounds: m, f, s, t, hard c, 
b. There is no statistica l evidence t o prove that t h is order 
I of p resent a tion is best. 
Durre l l and Sullivan3 present findings based on a study of l 
more than four thousand children who had difficulty in learn- J 
ing to read. Lack of auditory discrimination was fou nd to be 
the most frequent cause of reading failure. 
1Arthur I. Gates.Here We Go, Teacher's Guide Book. New 
York: Macmillan Company, 1951 
9 
2JI.L Lucille Harrison. "Develop ing Readiness for Word , 
Recognition". Elementary English Review XXIII: 122-131; Mar. 1 4~ . 
1 3Donald D. Durrell, Helen B. Sullivan, and Helen A. Murphy., 
, Building Word Power in Primary Re ading . Yonker s-on-Hudson, New , 
J York : World Book Company, 1945 . j 
I 
I 
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I Children with excellent sp eak ing vocabul aries often fail to 
hear the separate sounds in words. Exercises in au dit or y dis- 1 
crimination in their book beg in with identifying sound element ~ 
in the child's spoken voc abulary. Later the visual form of 
the sound is introduced. 
1
1 Durre111 sta tes tha t when te a ching initial c onsonants in 
II an ear 'training pro gram, those sounds with lip movements which j 
I are distinct and easily noticed by the pu 9 ils should be taught 
1/ first. This will help the child to produce the s ound he hears 
I 
correctly, He suggests starting with these sounds: f, b, g , c l 
h, 1, and n. In the pro gr am suggested by Durrell, c h ildren 
II II listen and wa tch as groups of words having the sound being 
I 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
,, 
taught are said by the tea cher. Then they p ronounce the words 
after the teacher. Later they are a sked to g ive other words 
tha t beg in the s a~e as the words they have said. 
In her evaluation of t h e effect of sp ecific tra ining in 
auditory discrimina tion on beg inning reading , Murphy2 reports, 
"At every measurable period after the auditory and v isual 
I 
I 
ij lnonald D. Durrell. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities i 
j/ Yonker-on-Hudso n, New York: World Book Comp any, 1940. 
I 2Helen A. Murphy. "Evalua tion of the Effect of Specific 
Training in Au ditory and Visual Discrimination on Beg inning 
Reading ". Unpublished Ed. D. Thesis, Boston University, 1943. 
-l-,-
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'I I 
discrimination exercises had been g i v en, the exp erimental group s 
showed statistically significant superiority in reading achieve~ 
ment to the control group. She suggests the following order in 
I 
presenting sounds: 
1. Initial sounds 
2. Initial blends 
3. Rhymes 
4. Final consonants 
Robinson1 made a study at the University of Chica go 
Ortho genic School of clinical cases of deficient r eaders and 
' analysed the best methods of treatment in light of reading 
trends of the time. She reported that preliminary training in 
auditory discrimination proved valuable for reading success. 
i She also reported that auditory discrimination proved valuable 
'I in speech improvement. 
I 
I Data reg arding the importance of auditory discrimination 
lj is g iven in Kennedy•s 2 study. She made an audiometric study 
Her tests 
were of a more p h ysiological nature than those previously 
mentioned. She found tha t there are distinct developmental 
- I 
lHelen M. Robinson. "Types of Deficient Readers and Methods 
of Treatment". Supp lementary Educ ational Mono graph XLIX:l56- J 
166 ; November, 1937. 
2Helen Kennedy. "A Study of Children's Hearing As It Relat ,s 
to ~eading ." Journal. of Experimental Education X: 238-245; 
June 1942. 
I 
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1 changes in auditory acuity and auditory discrimination as 
children mature. The most evident differences in auditory 
acuity are between the ages of: 6-7 years; 7-8 years; 12-15 I' 
11 years. She feels that these develO '')mental aspects are signif1 1 
i' cant enough in the child's physical condition to necessitate 
thoughtful consideration when planning adjusted auditory 
progral1ls. 
Crossleyl evaluated the effect of using lantern slides in 
developing auditory discrimination. Her experimental p eriod 
l a sted for ten weeks. 
The fifteen minute per day lessons involved teach ing sound ' 
\! in the initial and final positions during the same period, Th~ 
II II auditory elements included in the exp eriement were the initial ' 
and final blends, letters, and digraphs, as well as the short 
sounds of the five vowels. Among her conclusions are: 
1. It can be assumed, from the results of testing , that it f 
is possible to teach letters as beginnings and endings 
at the same time without causing confusion. 
2. Children who are subjected to auditory discrimination 
of vowel sounds profit by such training. 
3. In general, children who had higher scores in auditory 
discrimination attained higher scores in reading , even 
though they were equal on the basis of mental age. 
Bresnahan2 made an experimental study using sound 
lAlice B. Crossley. "An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word I 
Elements". Unpublished Ed. D. Th esis, Boston University, 1948~ 
2r~Iarie Bresnahan. "An Evaluation of Recording s for Teaching j 
Auditory Discrimination of Word Elements for Beginning Reading ! " 
Unpublished Ed. D. Thesis, Boston University, 1952. 1' 
I 
~ I 
I 
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recording s for te a ching auditory discrimination of word 
elements at the kindergarten level. She included sound 
elements first met b y children in beginning reading . Soun~~ 
selected represented different t ypes of auditory character-
/ I istics. A k inesthetic app roach to strengthen auditory aware-
ne s s was also used. Sounds included in her experiment were: 
1. Initial and final consonants: b, m, s, t, 1 
2. Sp eech consonant digraphs: sh, ch , s p , st, tr 
3. Phono grams: ay, ing , oak, an 
The exp erimental teaching period lasted six we eks. The 
II 
I 
,! day, and for the control group twenty minutes each day. 
I 
'I 
!I 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
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Initial an d final consonants were introduced in t he same 
lesson. Records were played on which a s ound was taught in 
the initial position on one side and in the final position on 
the other side. In her t each ing p rocedu re, a story was told 
in which words containing the s ound being taught we r e stressed., 
Directions for making the sound were g iven in a very simp lifie ' 
way. G&~es and rhymes using the sound followed. Her conclu-
sions were: 
1. The recording s were a s effective in ten minu tes a d ay 
as current, approved teach ing techniques in t wenty 
minutes a day . 
2. The record s were more effective with ch ildren who had, 
initially , zero au ditory scores than current, ap pro v ed 
teaching t echniques. 
3. The records were as effective in teach ing auditory 
,, 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
discrimination as were current, a pproved te a ching tech-
niques on both u pp er and lower levels of mental ability. 
4. The records were as effective, for children with high 
ability in auditory discrimination, as current, approv ed 
teaching techniques. 
5. The children taught specific sounds in words by the recor
1 
s 
were able to make a transfer to sounds in words not taugh1 • 
6. In the matched groups there was no significant difference :.' 
between boys and girls either initially or finally. 
Research Related to Ear Training in Teaching Speech 
Pronovost1 states, 
nThere are many possible approache s to the tea ching 
of consonant sounds, particularly rel ating to the 
seauence of introducing the sounds in spe~ch. The most 
efrective approach seems to be a combina t1on of the 
auditory and phy siological approaches. The auditory 
approach is the most i mportant, since s peech is learned 
through hearing . The physiological approach strengthens 
the auditory awareness by appealing to kinesthetic as 
well as auditory sensations. 
It is recommended tha t the sounds be introduced 
according to the auditory analysis. Within each auditory 
group the sounds are arrang ed according to physiological 
difficulty, the e a sier ones listed first. Each sound 
should be taught in relation to sounds taught earlier. 11 
He sugges~ the following procedure for te a ching a 
consonant sound: 
1. Auditory presentation by the te acher. The teacher r eads 
material in which the sound occurs frequently so that the 
children learn to r e cognize the sound as they hear it. 
2. Drill on auditory discrimination between this sound and 
similar sounds alrea dy taught. Emphasize auditory dis-
crimination between the sound to be taught and the 
sounds which are substituted incorrectly. 
I 
1Wilbert L. Pronovost. "Skills Instruction in Speech 
1
·, wU·ork 11 , Tenth Conference .9,£ Elementary Education, Boston 
niversity, July 11-22, 1949 (Revised, Sep tember I951). 
----_ M-:- =-·-· - ===--=-=---=--c~----,=-~-.. - -
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3. Practice producing the sound by itself. This can be 
done through ~itating objects or animals which 
produce the sound or through stories and jingles in 
which the sound appears in isolation. 
4. As the children make the sound they should be aware of I 
the physiological aspect; that is, they should know 
how they use their lips, tongue, etc., to make the 
sound. Group practice may be used. 
5. Use the sounds in words in initial medial and final 
positions. Avoid the use of consonant blends until 
skill in combining the consonant with a vowel is 
develop ed. 
6. Provide pra ctice in using the sound : .. in prepared 
sentences. 
7. Provide practice in the use of the sound in conversa-
tional speech. 
Rasmussen1 found that the auditory factor is of major 
importance - in~ speech re-training program at the elem~ntary 
school level. She advocates tha t the sound stimula tion or ear 
training method be one of the most commonly used methods. I Her 1 I 
procedures stress the stimulating of a child's hearing me- I 
:1 chanism until the sound becomes clearly interpreted in his 
~~ brain. When the e a r has heard many correctly made repetitions 
;1 of the sound, the brain will interpret it correctly and the 
' child will rep eat the sound in the same correct manner in 
I 
ij 
!! 
which he has heard it. 
Kramer2 considers t;b.e ear training program during the pre-
school period to be important in laying the groundwork for 
l1 
11 future speech sound work. 
I 
Ear training at this level should 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
lcarrie Rasmussen. Speech Methods in the Elementary School . • 
New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1949. 
1: 2Magdalene E. Kramer. Here We Come, Teacher's Edition. 
, New York: Macmillan Company, 1951.----
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build the basic abilities necessary for sound 
of the elements in spoken words. Rhymes, jingles, word g ames, il 
and the like help to build up auditory ability which will be 
an integral part of phonetic work in grade one. Motivation 
and success at this time will assure a more facile transition 
and ma stery of the first formal phonetic elements met in the 
beginning grade one pro gram. She advises that the following 
guides be used when est ablishing an auditory program at this 
pre-school level: 
1. Drill on isola ted sounds ONLY for a short time. 
2. Begin with practice in sentences. ONLY if necessary, 
use separate words for study. 
3. Emphasize practice on the child's ability to hear the 
sound being taught. Isolate the sound in this phase 
for particular attention. 
Raubicheck 1 sl recommendation for teaching good speech in 
'I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
the elementary school comprises t hree phases: auditory, tactil , 
and kinesthetic. The sound should be associated with at least 
one object or action which is comnon and well know. Meaning-
ful drill should be p rovided and the child should be shown how 
to make the sound correctly. More interesting practice should 
be given until gr a dually the sound is part of the unconscious 
speech pattern of the child. 
Analysis of Commercially Published Tests of Auditory Discrimi-
nation 
Marion Monroe's Reading Aptitude Test2 contains an audit 
lLetitia Raubicheck. How to Teach Good Sn eech in the 
Elementary School. New Y~Dk: Noble & Noble Comp any-,-1937 
~~=-c--~-=--=--'2::::"'-'~~· -~~-d h ---~~~~n __ v~(f~~~ _Corrt:g_~{l"Y~ _).~~5-_" _ --=---=--=-= ==~-,=-- __ .... __ 
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test for word discrimination. There are nine picttres, each 
with the numbers 1, 2, 3, listed beneath. The tester says 
three words of very similar sound. After listening to the 
words, the child encircles the number corresponding to his 
idea of the best way to say the picture name. 
A second part of her auditory test is a measure for word 
bl~nding. The aim is to test the ability to blend sounds in 
I word building. Once again the child listens to the word and 
I draws a line around the correct picture, The tester s ays the 
I word in prolong ed sounds or group s of sounds as: c-a-t (cat) 
and m-u-th-r (mother). 
In his Readi~ Readi~E~ Te ~~~' Ga te s l uses the ability 
to rhyme as the basis for the auditory section. The test 
contains fourteen rows of four p ictures each. The tester say.~ 
the stimulus word for each row and the child marks the picture 
which rhymes with it. 
The auditory section of the PintneF-Cunningha~ Primarx 
Test2is similar to the Gates test in that rhyming skills are 
tested. From rows of four pictures, the child finds the pictur 
that rhymes with the stimulus word. 
The auditory section of the MurpEY=R~!.r~l~ Diagnostic Test 
of Reading Readiness3 tests ability in discrimination of: 
-- 1. Initial sounds: -- all except k, q, x, y, z. 
2. Initial blends: ch, sh, sp, st, tr. 
3. Final sounds: -- d, g , k, 1, n, p, s, t, y. 
4. Rhymes: -- an,- ane, at, ing , un. 
!Published by Columbia University Press, 1939 
§Published by World Book Company, 1939 
I Published by World Book Company, 1949 - -=--=---::--=. ~=--== =-=-=--=--=---"'""-=- -~---= =----=~~~,---_ ----- ==-=-=-=--c== -=---~-=-=-c-_-_ ----c=-
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1 Three practice rows are provided for the initial sounds and on ~~ practice row is included for final sounds. Eighty-four p ictur jlj s 
II 
1 are arranged in rows of four pictures. The tester p ronounces 
the key word for each p icture. The child marks the p icture 
;I only if it begins (or ends) with the same sound as the key II 
lj 
word. 
Ji 
In the 1950 edition of the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readi-
ness Testsl there are two types of auditory test. One test 
p art measures the ability to discriminate between the sounds 
in s poken words. The other test part measures the ability to 
use auditory clues with context clues in the identification of 
strang e words. The Auditory Discrimination test is of a 
multiple choice type using pictures. In each s quare there are 
three small pictures. The teacher says the name of the left 
picture which is the stimulus p icture. Each child underlines 
this key p icture as he has been shown in s nmple items. The I 
I 
I 
I 
te a cher says the names of the other two pictures in the box. 
Each child then draws a line to the p icture whose name begins I 
like the key ·:·picture. There are three practice items and 
1 fifteen scored items in this part. The time needed is 
li 
II 
'I 
II 
'I 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
estimated at approximately fourteen minutes, 
The te st of Context and Auditory Clues acts as a supple-
mentary check on auditory d iscrimination ability because the 
correctness of the guesses from context is determined by the 
way the child hears the words. The child listens to a short 
II 
'18 Ji_ ..:; 
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represent~ng the only corr ect choice .for both context and 
auditory clues. The correct response must begin with the same 1 
sound a s the name mentioned in the context. Three practice 
items are provided and there are 17 scored items. Th irteen 
minutes is the approx i mate time mentioned i n the manual for 
administration of the test. 
1! Analysis o.f Unpublish ed Experimental Tests o.f Auditory Dis-
lj 
II 
I 
crimination 
Murphy•sl study included a Group~ .for Auditory~-
criminat ion in Gr ade l• The te s t wa s constructed to evalu ate 
the effect of tra ining in auditory discrimination on beginning ! 
! 
reading . Initial and final sounds and rhyme s wer e t e s ted. The i 
I 
vocabulary used was from t h e Internationa l Kindergarten Union i 
Voc abulary List. 2 All letters of the alphabet except o, q, u, l 
x, y, and z were tested. Twenty rows of p icture s were used in \ 
te sting initial sounds and ten rows in te sting final sounds. I 
The te ster s aid the s ame stimulus word for each p ic t ure in a 
line and the child was to mark only the p icture s having the 
same sound as· t he stimulus word. 
l Murphy, on . cit. 
- --
2child Study Committee of International Kindergarten Union 
---
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The first three parts of Tuftsl auditory discrimination 
'I test were patterned after those of Gates2, Monroe3, and Murphyj 
using a different vocabulary. Part IV, based on the Monroe I 
technique of saying three words, differa in that the printed 
words were used instead of the number_s used by Monroe. 
The Group Te ~:t .. ~r _h._u~it~D=!-_~~Eim!nation_constructed l?Y j 
Kelley5 was planned to determine the relative order of diffi-
culty of consonants and vowels. Two-thirds of the test was 
II The II given to testing vowels and one-third to consonants. 
It manual and materials were based on Murphy's test. It df f'f'ered 
1 
,
1
! in that i terns were arranged in rows containing three or four 
,, 
ii 
I! 
I 
-------' 
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II 
il 
pictures and the tester said a different stimulus word f'or 
each picture in the row. 
l Betty R. Tufts. "Evaluation of Several Types of' Audito 
Discrimination Tests for Kindergarten". Unpublished Ed. M. 
Thesis, Boston University, 1941 
2Gates, 2£.• cit. 
3Monroe, ~· cit. 
4Murphy, .91?.• cit. 
5Helen I. Kelley. "Relative Difficulty of Auditory 
Perception of Word Elements 11 • Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, 
Boston Unive r sity, 1948 
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Crossleyl devised an individual check sheet to test the 
--- -- ----~ --=-
retention of word elements in auditory discrimination. She 
included initial consonants and blends, final consonants and 
blends, short medial vowels, and long medial vowels. The 
'I tester read the words orally and the child was to identify 
the designated sound orally. 
,/ 
.I To evaluate her use of recordings in teaching auditory 
:1 
;I discrimination, Bresnahan 2constructed an individual inventory 
' test. She tested the sounds, blends, and rhymes which had 
been taught as well as sounds which had not been taught. The 
latter were included to see if there was a transfer of skills 
I 
11 to new sounds in words. The tester held up a picture as part 
of a story. The tester said the picture name and the child 
repeated it. The story was continued and the child was told 
to listen for other words which began (or ended) like the 
name of the picture. VJhen the child heard a word containing 
the sound, he would say it aloud. The tester checked the 
results on an individual check ~heet form. 
1 AnaJ_x.~is of Published .§E_eech-Sound Tests 
I The majority of the existing speech sound discrimination 
/: 
-- _____ j_ 
- -- - - - - - .li. 
I 
lcrossley, o~. cit. 
2Bresnahan, .2.E• cit~ · 
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tests are modified around the Travis Rasmus Testl published in 
I 1931. There are three hundred and sixty-six pairs of speech 
II 
I jl 
I' 
II 
,i 
,, 
sounds included in this test. All the sounds are compared on 
the basis of likeness and difference in quality. Three 
of the sound groups are consonant sounds. Provision is made 
for comparison of each consonant sound with itself and with 
1
' the other consonant sounds used in the test. There is no 
1 
provision made, however, for comparing the consonant sounds 
with vowel sounds. 
The §p~~ch §o~E~ Discrimina~ion Test constructed by s. D. 
Robbins and R. S. Robbins2 uses pictures in testing young 
children. It contains one hundred and eight paired speech 
sounds which are presented by naming two hundred and sixteen 
pictures. The speech sounds are arranged in nine groups with 
twenty-four pictures for each group. 
!Ila}.:.ysi s o~ Unpublis,h~d Spe_ech-Sound Test~ 
Mansur3 constructed a test to measure the speech-sound 
discrimination ability of young, speech handicapped children. 
L. E. Travis and B. J. Rasmus. 11 The Speech-Sound Dis-
crimination Ability of Cases with Functional Disorders of 
Articu~ation." ~he Quarterly Journal of Speech Education XVII: 
217-226; April, 1931. 
2published by Expression Company, 1948 
Richard w. Mansur. 11 The Construction of a Picture Test 
for Speech Sound Discriminationu. Unpublished Ed. D. Thesis, 
Boston University, 1950. 
1 1 lr Q· I · I IJi,~r · n , 1 I I 
I 
In his testing instrument he incorporated the use of pictures 
with the verbal stimulus. His test includes twenty word pairs. 
Gau tion was taken to balance phonetically the vvord pairs and 
to provide t he necessary difference only in one of the com-
p onent phononemes. Since this test was administered to a small 
sample of children, the au thor was able to provide large, 
colorful illustrations made in the cartoon sketch manner. 
Each pair of words was read to the child being tested. 
The child pointed to the correct picture . on a sheet of pictures 
The child had to choose from the groups of pictures the one 
pair that represented the stimulus combination said by the 
tester. This test was administered to groups of ten children 
and took approximately thirty minutes for each group. 
In 1952 Dumbleton 1 revised the Mansur Test. Some ad-
di tional word pairs were inserted. The pictures were in black 
and white. The final test used contained thirty-six word 
pairs. Each picture sheet included a half page for like 
word pairs and a half page for unlike word pairs. This test 
was administered in the same way as the Mansur Test. 
1Dumbleton, QQ. cit. 
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PLAN 0:8' THE STUDY 
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CHAPTER II 
I PLAN OF THE STUDY 
! Definition of Terms 
I 
In this study Auditory Discrimination is used to mean the 
p ower to distinquish similarities and differences in the sounds 
11 of words and word elements. 
1
1 Sp eech Sound Discrimination is used to mean t he ability to 
1 
d i scriminate between p airs of phonetic ally balanced words with 
I 
I 
1 a differtri g :· single phoneme. 
Dr amati zation is used to mean the presentation of the sound 
Identification is used to mean the dictation of words tha t 
beg in (or end) with the sound being tested. 
An auditory analysis of the consonants is used in group ing 
them "acc or ding to the manner in which they are h eard. For 
1
example, E and bare called p losive sounds because an exp losion 
is heard when they are p roduced. 111 The following auditory 
analysis of consonant sounds presented by Prono vost2 is used. 
! 
lpron ovost, op . cit., p . 8 
- -- . 
2 
I Ibid., P • 9 
-····l· I 
I I I I 
Plosives Unvoiced Voiced 
b 
d 
g 
_Qoy 
dog 
,girl 
Nasals 
Fricatives Unvoiced Voiced Semi -vowels 
h 
f 
e 
hw 
f 
ts 
s 
home 
face 
think 
where 
she 
chip 
.§DOn 
v __ ya se 
~ them 
~ pl ea_§ure 
d3 .John Combination 
z ~00 
Voic£;d 
m man 
n nap 
~ .§ing 
Voiced 
w !,ill 
j .zes 
1 log 
r J:Un 
Voiced 
ju !:!,Be 
'rhe terms voiced and unvois:ed refer to presence or absenc 
of vocal ,a:ord vibration. 'l'he general characteristics of each 
group are summarized by Fai rban ks1 as follows: 
!asal consonants-Emission of sound is nasal, oral 
emission being entirely precluded; all three are voiced. 
Plosive consonants - Involve typically a stoppage, then an 
explosion of the breath, although the explosive phase is 
sometimes absent in American speech; occur in three voiced 
and voiceless pairs, the members of each pair having sub-
stantially identical positions and movements. 
Semi-vowel consonants-Vowel-like, both perceptually 
and physiologically. 
Fricative consonants-Characteristic quality produced 
by forcing air through a restricted opening. 
Selection E! Sounds to ~ Tested 
The corr~ittee of eleven graduate students which con-
stnlcted this test considered first the sounds to be tested. 
It was decided that only consonants sounds would be introduced, 
since the teaching of consonant sounds first is emphasized in 
both the reading and speech field~. In the field of reading, 
lGrant Fairbanks . Voice and ~rticulation Drillbook. New 
--------- ----= --=c--=--:-=-il====--c=~ 
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Durrelll says, "In any ear-training pro gr am the initial con-
sonants most often give the child the cue for recognizing word • 
Also if he notices the sound of t h e first letter or letters, 
many t yp e s of pronunciation errors will be avoided. 11 McKee2 
says, "The order of teaching the di f ferent phonetic elements 
should fit t h e child's ability to learn and use those elements I 
and should follo w closely the order of their:.· appearance in his 
first grade reading matter. Since it is i mportant for the 
pupil to start his attack at the beginning of a wor d and since 
most words begin with single consonants, the singt e consonants 
used in the initial position in words should be taught first." 
In the field of s peech, Raubicheck3, in discu ssing the 
order in which sounds should be studied says, rr Applying the 
rule of proceeding from the simple to the more difficult, it 
would seem wise to begin with a study of the consonant sounds. 
She further states, "It is usually easier to study the con-
sonant in t he init i al position first". Consonant sounds ane 
also studied at this ~evel i1because children need help with 
those consonant sounds which are still in the developmental 
process. Raubicheck states tha t4 "the sounds most frequently 
mutilated or omitted by young children are first of all :. 
1 Durrell, £2• cit., p. 206 
2McKee, £E.• cit. P • 244 
3Raubicheck, ££• cit., p. 147 
4Ibid., p . 36 
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the sibilants ~' !_, sh, ch, and _j) t 'hen 1 and r 11 • She adds 
that the voiced and unvoiced th and the consonants ~ and £ are 
£requently difficult. 
All consonant sounds which could b~ introduced in a 
dr~'llatic situation~and which could be pictured would be used; 
initial and final consonants would be tested wherever possible 
'rhe sounds o£ .!. in the initial position in words and of y_, _j_, 
and th in the final position in words would be omitted because 
it would be difficult to p icture words containing these sounds 
The s ounds of h, r, and :! do not occur in the final po sition 
the children's speech and therefore would not be tested. 
Teaching of Sounds 
It wa s decided that the testing of each sound would be 
preceded by a brie£ teaching o£ the sound following these 
step s: 
1. Dramatization 
2. rlrticulation 
3. Identification 
4. Auditory Discrimination 
Dir e ctions for the teaching of each sound v'lOuld be a part 
,, of the general instructions for administering the test. 
I 
I 
I 
Typ es of Presentation 
Different t yp es of presentation b ased on the use of these 
, £our steps were considered. The sound to be tested would be 
dramati zed in a similar manner in each typ e. It would be 
p re sented alone t o represent some sound within t h e exp erience 
o£ Kindergarten and first-grade children. 
- --=---=--=---=·--~- -~lo-r=--~~--·. -- -- =-=-==~- ··-.. -· - ···- ==-:-. ·=· -- - -. =-=o-.==-c 
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'l'he procedure for identification would vary. In one typ e 
of' presentation the teacher would say the words; in another 
tY,:pe she would show a picture while saying the word; in another 
type she would say the words and the children would repeat the • 
~or auditory discrimination, in one type of presentation 
the teacher would dictate words and the children would listen 
for words that began with the sound being tested. In a second 
type she would show pictures representing words being dictated. 
· A third possibility would be to use objects representing the 
words being dictated. In a fourth type she would sho w a se r ies 
of p ictures and say their names. Children would walk to the 
front of the room and mark the pictures that began or ended 
with the sound being tested. 
It was decided that the use of objects would not be 
practical since not enough could be obtained in a uniform 
size for any one sound. The followin g five possible techniques 
were selected, each to be put in a separate test form: 
Type I: 
1. Dramatize the sound to be tested. 
2. Emphasize vi ·sual, kinesthetic, and auditory clues in 
producing the sound. 
3. Present the sound in words. 
4. Present a series of four words, one of which does 
not begin (or end) with the sound being tested. 
Children listen to identify the words that begin ( or 
end) with the sound being tested. 
5. Present sample test item. 
Type I I : 
1. Dramatize the sound to be tested. 
2. The teacher says words that begin (or end) with the 
sound being tested. 
3. ~resent a series of four words, one of which does 
--- -- =--=-=--o-=-=-=--* ====-- =-c --=-410-c:t- 13-e-g-i-n--,----,(;--El:-r"-=- erui-::}= =.-W-i-tJ.!.-::--th,e- s oun ci --c-,9.,_~ ~n~ _t~e s:t=-'e""'-d~--
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4 . 
Type Ill 
Children lis t en to identify the wo rds tha t begin (or 
end ) with the sound being tested. 
Present samp le test item. 
1. Dramatize the sound to be tested. 
2. Show large pictures, the names of which begin (or end) 
with the sound being tested. Say the words . 
3. Show a series of four large pictures, the name of one 
of which does not begin (or end) with the sound being 
tested. Children identify the words that begin lor 
end) with the sound being tested. 
4. Present sample item. 
·.ryp e I V 
1. 
3. 
4. 
Type V 
Dramatize the sound to be tested. 
The teacher says words that begin lor end) with the 
sound being tested. The children repeat the words 
after the teacher each time. 
Present a series of four words, one of which does not 
begin (or end) with the sound being tested. Children 
listen to identify the words that begin (or end) with 
the sound being tested. 
Present sample test i tern. 
1. Dramatize the sound to be tested. 
2. The teacher says words that begin (or end) with 
the sound being tested. The children repeat 
the words after the teacher each time. 
3. Show a series of four large pictures, the name of one 
of which does not begin lor end) with the sound being 
tested. Children walk to front of the group to mark 
30 
the pictures that begin or end with the sound being teqted. 
P ictures are, covered with cellophane and marked with 
crayon that can be erased. 
4. Present sample test item. 
Distrib~..!!..Q!! of Sounds to be ·rested 
The decision was reached that the sounds to be tested 
would be distributed among the several forms of the test 
according to an auditory analysis. ~ach form would be limited 
to one plosive, one nasa l, two f r icatives, and one semi-vo wel . 
In this way there would be a re~resentative sample of each 
type of auditory stimulation in each form of t h e test. The 
---- ·- ---- -·- ·- ---. ----· . ··- __ , ---=-- ---. -----==----=-=--=- .. ·.--=~'~-.:7" •. --c:---~~--c;-~~.,-Jj,==-=-=-c-c~· 
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f'ollowing distribution wa s decided upon: 
Form I 
1. Initial and f'inal E. 
2. Initial and final m 
3. Initial and final f' 
_4. Initial and final s 
5. Initial r 
-Porm II 
1. Initial and final t 
2. Initial and final sh 
3. F inal ~ 
4. Initial th 
5. Initial and final r 
Form III 
1. Initial and final k 
2. Initial a nd final n 
3. Initial v 
4. Initial a n d final ch 
5. Initial w 
Form IV 
1. Initial and final d 
2. Initial and f'inal rli 
3. F inal z 
4. I nitial 
_j_ 
5. Initial h 
Form v 
1. Initial and f'inal b 
2. Initial and final n 
3. Initial and final f' 
4. Initial and final sh 
5. Initial r 
-
Testing t h e Sounds 
It wa s next decided tha t the te s t for each sou nd vrould 
consist of' one pag e c ontaining four rows with four p ictu res 
in each ro w. Three of the p ictures in each ro w would rep r ese n 
words which beg in (or end) with the sound being tested. The 
··-- - - ··- ---- -·--···-- --- ------- --·-····-,.,...·-=··-=-=c,.--;-:--=-== 
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r: othe r picture in each row ·would rep resent a word which did 
not beg in (or end) with the sound being te s ted. The teacher 
I 
would dictate the words which the pictures represented and the . 
children would mark only the ones that begin (or end) with the 
sound being tested. In order to be sure that the children 
understood what to do, the four test rows would be preceded 
by a sample row. 
containing the sound element being tested would be marked. 
She would show the children how to draw a mark diagonally 
across the p icture block. She would work with the children 
to see that they understood which w:>rds to mark and how to 
mark them. 
Selection of Different Sound in Test Rows 
In selecting the word in each row that would not beg in 
(or end) with the sound being tested, the auditory character-
istics of the sounds would be kept in mind. In the sample 
row and the first and second rows, the different word would be 
selected so that the b e g inning or ending sound would be 
acoustically very different from the sound being tested. The 
word as a whole would also be very different. 
In the last two rows of the test the different word woul 
be one that would rhyme with one of the other words so tha t 
t he t wo would b e phonetically alike excep t for the initial or 
final sound. Discrimination would get p rogressively more 
difficult, making this a more controlled test than previous 
I 
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I ones from the acoustic viewpoint. 
Havine; formul a ted these p lans, the committee constructed / 
the te s t. 
Construction of t he Test 
The te s t was constructed in five dif ferent forms follow-
ing the step s outlined for the five dif ferent t ypes of 
p r e sentation exp laine d above. 
Form I 
Form I of the test was constructed to follow the step s 
exp l a ined in Type I Pre,s entation. Dir e ctions for tea ching 
each sound beg an with the dramatization of the sound. Each 
s·ound was introduced by a brief story and p icture to present 
the sound in a situation which would h a ve me aning to t h e 
children. The E. sound wa s dramatized as the "motorboat 
I 
sound 11 , t he !!! sound as the 11 hu..rmning sound", and f sound as t h 1 
"angry kitty sound", the E. sound a s the "tea kettle sound", 
and the.£. sound as "the airpla ne sound". The follo wi ng 
dramatization of the f' sound is a sample of the way in which 
the sounds were p resented. 
DI REC'r i ONS : 
HOLD UP THE PICTURE OF A KITTEN . 
Teacher: See the kittyl Did you e v er h ave one? I did. Do · 
you know wh a t she would do when she was very angry? She ! 
would s ay , "F-f-f-f- 11 • Isn• t that a funny soundl Let 1 s 1 
p retend that we are all angry k it t ens a nd s ay, "F-f'-f-f- 1 
£' 11 together. All r epeat. 
I 
For the nex t step , Articulation, directions were written! 
I 
for g iving visual clues in the position of the te a cher's lip s l1 
I - - --- . 
I 
I 
I, 
I 
II 
II 
li 
I 
'I 
,I 
1
:,· 
I 
I 
II 
tongue, and teeth in making the sound. Kinesthetic training 
in feeling the sounds as they are produced was also nrovided. 
In teaching the ~ sound, the te a cher says, 
" Now watch my mouth while I am the tea kettle. See tre 
tiP of my tongue right behind my top teeth on that little 
ridge? My lip s are op enand my teeth are together. I can feel 
that breeze as I p lay the tea kettle. Let's all be tea k et t le ' 
and see if we can feel the breeze on our hands1 
The nex step was identification, in which the sound was 
presented in words. The procedure follo ,ned is illustrated by 
this sample in which the sound of E in words is being taught: 
Teacher: Now listen very c arefully. I want you to hear the 
motorboat sound at the beg inning of these words. 
Listen carefully! 
Te a cher: 
Teacher: 
Say the words after me. 
p encil put p at p ickle 
Did you hear the motorboat sound at the beg inning of 
those words? Let's say the words again with the 
motorboat sound at the b e g inning. Repe a t 
p encil put ~ p ickle 
il Teacher: Here are some other words that begin with the motor-
boat sound. Say them a fter me. 
I' 
I ~
IJ 
,, 
pansy pocket pull 
After the sounds were identified in words,.a series of 
Directions tell the tea cher to 
Teacher: Now you will h ave to listenvery carefully to the 
words I am going to s ay . Some of the words begin 
with the airplane sound and some do not beg in with 
the airp l ane sound. I want you to raise your hand 
every t ime you hear a word tha t does begin with the 
airplaite.,. sound. Don'::b let me fo ol you1 You will 
hear some words that do not beg in with the airplane 
sound, but only raise your hand when you he ar words 
~/1 u~ 
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that do b e g in with the airplane sound. Ready ~ 
Te a c her: ride read rib 
Finel Ride,~-~, and rib do be gin \nt h t h e air p l ane 
som1d so you r aised your~ds for those words. Pu ppz 
did not b egin with the airplane sound so you did not 
raise you r h and for that. 
Te a c h er: Here are some more words. Lis t en very c a refully 
and remembe r tha t you a r e to r a ise your hand only for 
the words t hat b e g i n wj_ th the a irplane sound. 
run r ound coa t 
Teacher: Finel Run, round, and wra.E all beg an with t h e air-
plan e sound so you r a J.sed your hands. Coat did n ot, so 
you d i d not r a ise your h arid for tha t word. 
Presen tation of s ~1p le te s t items wa s t he next s tep . Th e 
first row on the test ws.s made a s .a:mple in wh ich children are 
taught to draw a line through each picture whic h beg ins (or 
ends) wt t h t h e sound being te s ted. Directions to the teacher 
for administeri n g the s a mple row for eac h sound were written 
in a manner similar to those which f o ll8W for the sound of m: 
Pas s ou t test papers and m..arkers. Th e first r ow is a s runp le. 
Teacher: Look at the first row of picture s on your paper. 
Put your mar k er under the first row of pictures. ( Be sure 
all pupi ls have proper p lacement.) 
You wi ll look at the pictur es while I say the names of 
the pictur es, an d you will draw a line through the ones 
that be g in with the humrn.l. n g top sound. (Show line on 
the board.) 
Remember, only draw lines t hrough the ones t hat be g in with 
t r..e hummin g sound. Re ady t 
:Mouse 
Did mouse be g in wi th the humming sound? Yes, it did. So 
you will have a line t h rough mouse. 
- - -----=--~""""'-
Teacher: Here is another word. Don 1 t l e t me fool you nowL 
Man 
Man does begin v!Tit b the humming sound so you will h a ve a 
mark through it. ~Check papers to see tha t children are 
marlcing correc tl y .) 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordl 
Match 
Did match b egin with the humming sound? Yes. Did you 
draw a line t h rough itt Finel 
Teacher: Here is another word. Readyt 
Saw 
Saw did not begin wi th the humrning sound so you did not 
draw a line through it. 
The te s t s ection wa s constructed followi ng the plans 
already exp lained . The d ifferent sound in · each row was 
selected according to its acoustic relations h i p to the ,gound 
being tested. Th e different sound is relatively easy to dis-
tingu ish from the test sound in the sample row and the first 
two rows, but i~ difficult to discriminate in the l as t two 
rows. The following are directions for the teacher in testing 
the sound of s: 
.TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some . more words. Remember to mark 
only the ones that begin with the tea kettle sound. Readyt 
scissors swing lamb saw 
Teacher: ~ut your nllrker under the next row. Ready l 
saddle sink comb sail 
Teacher: Put your marker under the next row. Readyt 
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sandwich 
Teacher: Now look at the last ro w. 
socks 
I 
A similar p rocedure wa s follo wed in teachin g and testing I 
s oun d s in the final p o s i ti on . Since ea ch sound was dramati z e , 
wh en introduced in the initial position, this step was omitted. 
. I Thus, for identifica tion of..§ in the final position, ch1ldr en / 
wer e told to listen for words ending wi·th the tea kettle 
sound. 
Form II 
Form II of the t e st wa s co n structed t o follo w the s tep s 
expla ined in Typ e II Presenta tio n. Direct i ons for tea chi ng 
ea ch s ound were written in a manner similar to t h os e of Form 
I. Ho wever, visua l, kin e sthetic, and auditory clue s were 
omitted in this for:n • . lso, in the Identification s tep, t h e 
children do not sa y t he w o~d after the teacher. The t s ound 
wa s drama tize d a s the "clock sound ", the Qg sound as t h e ua ir ..L 
p lane so und", the th sound as the "goos e sound 11 , the sh sound 
a s the " se3. shell sound ", and the 1. sound a s the "looby - loo 
sound " . A copy of Form II may be found in the App endix . 
H'orm III 
Form III follo ws t he s ame step s as Form II but differs i 
that words in the Identifica ti on and Audit or y Discriminati on 
sections a re pictu red in line d r aw i n s s on 9 "xl 2 " oak tag . 
·I the teacher sa ys the words in these sec t ions, s he hol d s up t h e 
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drawing for e ach word. The followin g is a s .ample of teach ers' :1 
directions for use of the pictures: 11 
Teacher: Let's look at these pic tures1 
Teacher :. takes l arge fJictures of k sound. 
Teacher: They are pictu_:res of things· the names of which begin 
with the squirrel sound. Look at each picture as I hold it up 
and listen for the squi rrel sound , 
Show pictures and name them. 
Kid Kic kball Kidney bean Ki m on a 
In this fo r m the sound of k is dramatized as the 
"squirrel . sound", the sound of n as the "top sound", the sound 
of v as the "vacuum cleaner soundn, the sound of c h as the 
"engine sound", and the sound of !l.: as the "dog sound". 
F orm IV 
Thi s form was constructed to follow the steps outlined 
i 
in Type IV Presen t a tion. It is similar to Form II, but di,ffers 
in the Identification step in that children re peat t he words 
after the t eacher each time. Directions for this step in 
teaching initial 1 are: 
Teacher: Here is a new game 1 You wi 11 h o. ve to listen very 
carefully. I am going to say words that begin with the 
Jump ing Jack sound. 
I Teacher · says the follow:i. ng 
J sound: 
Jello Just 
words emphasizing the beginning 
John Je l ly 
Did you hear the Jumping Jack sound at the be g inning ? 
Let's all s ay the words tha t begin wi t h the Jumping J a c k 
sound. 
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In Form IV, d is dramatized as the "s ewing mac h ine sound 11 
m a s t he 11hmn"'11ing top sound", ~ as the "honey bee soundn , .J. 
as the nJumping Jack sound tt, and ~ as the "tired dog soundn. 
A hUL~ning top was used inst e ad of a story or p icture in 
dramatizin g the m sound. Directions for its use were wr itten 
as follows: 
Sh ow top. 
Teacher: Today we are going to p lay some games wi th this top. 
Listen while I play the top. 
Start to p humming. 
Teacher: The top hums. It says, 11Ivi-m-rn-m-m-m-m. List en1 Did 
you hear it say , " IVI-m-m-m-m-m? 
Let 1 s all be tops and make the humming sound. "M:-m-m-m-m. 
Wasn 1 t t ba t fun1 
Choose one child to make the top go. 
Te8.cher : (Child' s name) may make the top go. Let's all be 
tops too and make the humming sound. M-m-m-m-m-m-m. 
That was very goodt 
Form v. 
Th e steps in Form V were constructed to fo l low t ho se in 
Typ e V Pre s e n t ation. Th is form differs from F orm· Iv on ly in 
the Aud itory Discrimination step. Here the teacher s h ows a 
series of four l a rge pictures, t h e n ame of one of which does 
not beg in (or end) with t h e sound being tested. Chi ldren 
walk to the front of the group to ma rk the p ictures tha t 
b e g j.n (or end) with the sound being tes ted. Directions for 
t his step were written as follows: 
Dr aw a mark l lke t h is / on the board. 
Teacher: Can you list en very c a re fully as I s ay the words:: 
Teacher holds up e ach picture in te s t order a nd says name. 
Class re peats name. Teac her p l a ces pictures on chalk tray . 
Teacher: Listen carefully to the fir s t word. 
Butter 
Does butter beg in with the bottle sound? Yes, it does. 
Jane, you come u p and put a line through Butter. 
Teacher: Here is 81lother word. Don't let me fo ol you. 
Does BabY; be g in with the bottle sound? Yes, mark it, Ma • 
Lis t en . to . the next word. 
Man 
Does Man be gin with the bottle sound ? No. You wi ll no t 
ma r•k it. 
Listen c areful ly to the l as t word . 
Banana 
Doe s Banana begin with the bottle sound1' Yes. Yes, you 
put a I in e -thr oug h it , Joe. 
In this form, the sound of B is dr•amatized as the "bottle 
sound tt, the sound of' n as the 11mos quite sound 11 , the s ound of ;r 
as the kitty sound, an d the sound of sh as the r'sh ell sound", 
and the sound of r a s the "car sound". 
Porm I o f the tes t is bein g conside red in a sepa rate 
thesis 1 • Forms II, III, IV and V with D:i.rections for Ad-
ministerin0 can be found in the Appendix. 
lLois Averill et al. !£ Analys i~ of Relatio ns~ between 
Art~cula~Lonand Au.dito£Z Discrimination in Kindergarten 
\ Children, Unpublishe d Ed. M. Thesis, 1953 . 
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Selection and Status ~ Cases for Study 
Superintendents of four public school systems near 
Boston gav e permission to have testing done in their schools. 
Forms II, III, IV, AND V were each g iven to fifty children. 
Form I was not administered at this time; it wil l be consider I 
ed in a separate thesis in which the relationship between art i ~u 
culation and auditory discrimination at the kindergarten leve 
will be analy zed. 
Forms II and III were administered to children who came 
from home s of a middle socio-economic background in a residen·•;-
tial community; Form IV was g iven in a suburban community to 
group of high socio-economic st atus; Form V was given to two 
different group s, one from homes of middle socio-economi c 
st a tus and one from homes of below average socio-economic 
st a tus. 
Since this wa s an exploratory study, no attemp t was 
made to equate the g roups taking t he various test forms. 
Administration of the Test 
The administering of the tests took four weeks. Form 
II, III, and V were g iven b y the eleven graduate students 
who constructed the test. Form IV was g iven by two classroom 
teachers who offered to give their reactions to te st ad-
ministra tion. 
Group s of not more than ten Kindergarten children were 
tested at a time. For Forms II and III they sat at desks in 
a first grade room. For Form IV they s a t around one big 
---- ---- ===..:'-====--=-=='-=~tt=-=-== 
!1 kindergarten table. For Form V they sat in small chairs in a 
I group while each sound was being taught and a t desks while eacq 
so~d was tested. It wa s t he consensus of op inion of t~ test1 
ers that the more informal arrangements used in Fo~1 s IV and V 
were best for a te a ching situation at the kindergarten level. 
The teaching and testing of a sound took between fifteen 
and twenty minutes. Since there were sever a l t ypes of exercis 
in the te a ching of each sound, the children were able to p ay 
attention for this span of time. For final sounds which had 
alrea dy been dramatized when presented in the initial position 
the time r equired for administr ation was about ten minutes. 
Vfhen the te s t for one sound had been administered to one group 
of ten children, they were r eturned to their classroom and 
another group was tak en to be tested. By rot a ting groups in 
this manner the testing could be carried on continuously while 
children were given a ch ang e of activity. 
Some testers g ave more than one form of the test and were 
able to compare · administra tion of · the different forms. It was 
the opinion of these '_; 'tte s ters tha t Form IV and Form V were 
more p ractical, easier to administer, and more enjoyable to 
the children than Forms II and III. It wa s felt that these 
forms were more enjoyable because there wa s pup il-particip atio 
in the teaching section, while in Forms II and III there was 
no pup il-particip ation. Of the four forms, form III seemed 
the least desirable because many of the words pictured were 
'--=--- =-~~---,--
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not within the understanding vocabularies of the children, and 
they lost interest in them. 
Method of Scoring 
Each item (picture) in the test was marked as being 
correct or incorrect. If every picture on a gage was marked, 
the page was considered as not having been done. The test 
score was computed b y subtracting twice the number wrong from 
the number right. 
The data for Test For~s II,III, I V, and V were analyzed 
and the results are presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This study was an attempt to devise a group test for 
measuring auditory discrimination of kindergarten children. 
Four forms were develo p ed and each was a~ministered to fifty 
children. The data were analy~ed . to discover: 
1. The frequency distribution of scores 
2. The means and standard deviations 
3. An item analysis 
In making the item analysis for each test form, percentag e 
,! of correct responses were computed for the thirteen pu p ils wit 
II 
r 
the hi ghest total test scores and the thirteen pupils with the 
lowest te s t scores. Since the two criterion sub group s were 
equal in size, EHlford' s 1 formula for chi square was used as 
an indicator of validity of test items: 
where N 
X 2 ~ N (Pu - Pl)2 
4 P(q) 
= the number of c a ses considered 
: percent of the u pper criterion group that responds 
correctly to the item. 
P1 = percent of the lower criterion group that responds 
in the s ame manner. 
lJ. P . Guilford. Fundamental Statistics in Ps~cholo~v and 
Education. Ne w York: McGraw-Hill Book Company-,-194 • p .~7 
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P : percent of the two subgroup s combined t hat react in 
this manner and is given b y the relation 
p = 
2 
q = 1 - p 
11For the case of 1 degree of freedom, a chi square of 
3.841 is considered significant, and one of 6.635 is very 
significant." 
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TABLES FOR FORM II 
TABLE I Shows the distribution of scores on Form II in 
intervals of six. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON FO RM II 
Scores Frequencie s 
126-131 0 
120-125 0 
114-119 0 
108-113 0 
102-107 0 
96-101 0 
90-95 1 
84-89 0 
78-83 1 
72-77 5 
66-71 2 
60-65 1 
54-59 8 
48 -53 4 
42-47 4 
36-41 3 
.30-35 5 
24-29 4 
18-23 2 
12-17 4 
6-11 2 
0-5 4 
I 
I 
I 
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Table II shows the mean, standa rd deviation, and median 
for Form II. 
TABLE II 
MEAN·, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND liA:EDIAlif 
Mean 
S . D . 
Median 
FOR FORM .II 
42.2 
23.8 
44 
This table shows that from a total of 50 scores, the 
Mean was 42 .2, the Standard Deviation was 23 .8, and the 
J:.II edi~n was 44. 'fhere were 128 i terns and the range of 
scores was from 0 to 92. 
Table ]l.l is an item analy sis of Form II. 
II TABLE III 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF FORM II 
Percentages of 
Correct Res~ons~ 
High Low 
- sound 13 13 Chi 
~e~ted Item P~:eils .!'.UPils ~quare 
- - - ·-
Initial t 
--~-r tiger 100.00 69.23 4~73 
2 table 100.00 61.54 6.19 
3 mouse 100.00 61.54 6.19 
4 tub 100.00 38.46 11.56 
5 towel 92.31 46.15 6~50 
6 tulip 100.00 61.54 6.19 
7 rake 100.00 69.23 4.73 
8 toes 8~hi. 62 46.15 4.25 
9 toad 92.31 _ 38.46 8.33 
10 dart 84.62 15.38 12.46 
11 tart 84.62 53.84 2. 8 9 
12 toaster 100.00 53.84 7~80 
13 telephone 100.00 69.23 4.73 
14 tie 92.31 61.54 3.46 
15 pie 76.92 15.38 9. 8 9 
16 teaspoo:Q. 92.31 53.84 4.89 
Final t 
--~·---
1 belt 100 .00 92.31 1~04 
2 bo at 84.62 76.92 .25 
3 mat 92.31 84.62 ~38 
4 key 100.00 38.46 11.56 
5 kite 100.00 84.62 2.17 
6 pear 92.31 46.15 6.50 
7 hat 100.00 100.00 0 
8 bat 92.31 92.31 0 
9 light 92.31 92.31 0 
10 pilot 61.54 84.62 1.76 
11 cod 76.-92 30.77 5.57 
12 cot 92.31 69.23 2.22 
13 coat 100.00 92.31 1.04 
14 cat 100.00 69.23 4.73 
15 cap 76.92 15.38 9.89 
16 rat 84.62 69.23 .87 
I 
i 
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Sound 
Tested ___ ..,_,_
f~nal gg_ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
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Item 
·-- - - ... -
jumping 
running 
knitting 
nut 
fishing 
: mouth 
stocking 
skating 
sailing 
singing 
swing 
swim 
King 
rim 
ring 
painting 
thread 
tie 
throne 
throw 
theatre 
turkey 
thick 
think 
throat 
whistle 
thistle 
thermometer 
through 
thirty 
thin 
shl:fu.,·;_ 
Percentages of 
Correct ResPonses 
High 
13 
~- .PEPJ.1s 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
. 1. 00~.0:0 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
53.84 
' 61.54 
100.00 
46.15 
100.00 
84.62 
100.00 
92.31 
84.62 
100.00 
100.00 
23.08 
38.46 
92.31 
76.92 
46.15 
92.31 
100.00 
~; 94: .62 
-• .. ;J!OQ. oo 
61.54 
46.15 
-~.··--
' 
Low 
13 
Pupil§._ 
84.62 
100.00 
69.23 
53.84 
84.62 
38.46 
61.54 
84.62 
84.62 
9 2 .31 
61.54 
30.77 
84.62 
15.38 
61.54 
61.54 
92.31 
30.77 
69.23 
76.92 
84.62 
15.38 
69.23 
84.62 
46.15 
23.08 
46.15 
76.92 
84.62 
100.00 
61.54 
15.38 
Chi 
Squ~ 
2.17 
0 
4~73 
7.80 
2.17 
11.56 
6.19 
2.17 
2.17 
1~04 
.16 
2.48 
2.17 
2.89 
6.19 
1.76 
1.04 
10.40 
.87 
3.39 
2.17 
.25 
2.49 
.38 
2~60 
1.53 
6~50 
3.39 
0 
0 
0 
2.89 
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Percentages o:f 
Correct Res:eonses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pupils Pupils Square 
Initial sh 
1 shade 100.00 100.00 0 
2 cake 100.00 38.46 11.56 
3 shirt 100.00 92.31 1.04 
4 shake . .. 100.00 61.54 6.19 
5 shed 100.00 100.00 0 
6 shoot 100.00 84.62 2.17 
7 shovel 92.31 92.31 0 
8 sun 92 :?~f ' _ 46.15 6.50 
9 shell 100.00 84.62 2.17 
10 Jack 46.15 46.15 0 
11 S:t ack 92.31 76.92 1.18 
12 shower 61.54 76.92 .72 
13 sharpener 92.31 76.92 1.18 
14 ship 100.00 92.31 1.04 
15 chip 61.54 30.77 2.48 
16 sheep 84.62 69.23 .87 
Final sh 
1 bush 100.00 92.31 1.04 
2 squash 100.00 84.62 2.17 
3 polish 100.00 69.23 4.73 
4 needle 100.00 53.84 7.80 
5 splash 100.00 76.92 3.39 
6 eyelash 100.00 84.62 2.17 
7 sash 92.31 76.92 1.18 
8 ladder 100.00 61.54 6.19 
9 trash 100.00 92.31 1.04 
10 smash~ 100.00 100.00 0 
11 :fish 100.00 76.92 3.39 
12 :fizz 92.31 61.54 3.46 
13 mesh 100.00 92.31 1.04 
14 cash 100.00 92.31 1.04 
I 15 watch 46.15 38.46 .16 
II 
16 wash 53.84 84.62 2.89 
I 
I 
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Percentages of 
Correct Responses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
. Tested Item Pt;tpils Pupil~ §guar~ 
'I 
i Initial 1 
- - -
1 leaf 100.00 69.23 4~73 
2 lily 92.31 76.92 1.18 
3 lamp 84.62 53.84 2~89 
4 vase 84.62 46.15 4. 25 
5 lettuce 92.31 46.15 6.50 
6 radio ·61. 54 23.08 3.94 
7 light 76.92 84.62 ~25 
8 ladder 61.54 46.15 ~62 
9 legs 92.31 7 6 .92 1~18 
10 yard 38.46 46.15 .16 
11 lard 100.00 61.54 6~19 
12 l unch 30.77 76~92 5.57 
13 line 100.00 76.92 3~39 
14 J.0jck 100.00 61.54 6.19 
15 rock 53.84 15.38 4~25 
16 lollypop 53.84 46.15 .15 
Final 1 
- ---
1 shell 100.00 7 6 .92 3~39 
2 pail 92.31 69.23 2.22 
3 doll 69.23 69.23 0 
4. scarf 69.23 30.77 3~ 8 5 
5 scale 100.0,0 92.31 1.04 
6 milk 69.-23 76.92 .20 
7 easel 100.00 15.38 19.07 
8 roll 84.62 84.62 0 
9 sail 100.00 92.31 1.04 
10 owl 100.00 69.23 4.73 
,, 11 hour 53.84 38.46 .62 
12 shovel 53.84 76.92 1.53 
j' 13 apple 100.00 7 6 .92 3.39 
II 14 rain 61.54 30.77 2.48 15 rail 84.62 46.15 4.25 
11 16 bell 84.62 76.92 .25 
'I 
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TABLE III shows that on Form II, for Ini~J~l !' all 
items except 11 and 14 were significant. 
For Fin~! t items 4, 6, 11, 14, and 15 were significant. 
For Final gg, items 3, 4, 6, 7, and 15 were significant. 
For Initial th, items 2 and 11 were significant. 
The significant items for Initial sh were items 2, 4, 
and 8. 
For Final sh, items 3, 4, and 8 were significant. 
For Initial 1, items 1, 4, 5, 6, 11, 14 and 15 were 
significant. 
Significant items for Final 1 were items 4, 7, 10 and 
15. 
55 
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TABLE I shows the distribution of scores on Form III 
in:.~ . .interva1s of six. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON FORM III 
Scores 
126 131 
120 - 1 25 
114 - 119 
108 - 113 
102 - 107 
96 101 
90 - 95 
84 - 89 
78 - 83 
72 - 77 
66 - 71 
60 - 65 
54 - 59 
48 - 53 
42 - 47 
36 - 41 
30 - 35 
24 - 29 
18 - 23 
12 - 17 
6 - 11 
0 - 5 
Frequencies 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
3 
5 
2 
3 
5 
3 
2 2 
L ;-
1 
I 
I 
I 
II 
- _I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
-- -------=-=~ -=..:__o_"'"---'--" ===========ii===== 
TABLE II shows the mean, standard deviation, and median 
f'or Form III. 
TABLE II 
MEAN , STANDARD DEVIATION, AND MEDIAN FOR FORM III 
Mean 
S. D. 
Median 
17.9 
20.5 
11.5 
This table shows that from a total of' 50 scores, the 
Mean wa s 17.9, the Standard Deviation was 20.5, and the 
Median was 11.5. There were 128 items and the range of' 
I scores was from 0 to 74. 
l' 
'I 
TABLE III is an item analysis of Form III. 
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TABLE III 
I TEM: ANALYSIS OF FORM III 
Percentages of 
Correct Res;eonses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item PuPils Pupils Square 
Initial k I 
1 92.31 84.62 .38 I cow 
2 moon 84.62 61 . 54 1.'76 
3 cup 100.00 69. 23 4.'73 
4. cake 92.31 38.46 8 .33 
5 corn 100.00 '76.92 3.39 
6 van 53.84 53.84 0 
'7 cot 69.23 46.15 1.42 
8 case 69.23 15.38 7.'71 
9 key 92.31 61.54 3.46 
10 cane 61.54 61.54 0 
11 coat 69.23 46.15 1.42 
12 goat 76.92 '76.92 0 
13 cap 84. 62 69.23 . 8'7 
14 kite 92.31 61.54 3 .46 
15 cable < 46: .. 15 46 .15 0 
16 table 53 . 84 84.62 2 . 89 
Final k 
1 stick 92.31 76.92 1.18 
2 mask "100. 00 76.92 3.39 
3 sun 61.54 53.84 .16 
4 bo_ok :_ ~e .9e 69 . 23 . 20 
5 block 100.00 69 . 23 4.'73 
6 tra ck 92.31 69 . 23 2 .22 
7 g~:r~g~ -· 69 . 23 61.54 .1'7 
8 desk 92.31 61.54 3.4.6 
9 rake 92~31 76.92 1 .18 
10 truck 100.00 84 . 62 2.17 
11 lock 100.00 69 . 23 4.73 
12 log 61.54 53.84 .16 
13 clopk 100.00 69 .23 4.'73 
14 tack 92.31 53.84 4 . 89 
I 15 fort 46.15 84.62 4 . 25 
I 16 fork 84.62 30.77 7 .71 
I 
I 
' 
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Pe r centages of 
Correct R e §Jlll.!L§.S..§ 
I Hi gh Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested It em Pupils PuQils Square 
I 
II Initial n 
! 
l nest 84 . 62 9:2 . 31 . 38 
2 number 92 . 31 15 . 38 ltl.48 
3 paw 53 . 84 61. 54 .16 
4 nickel ?6 . 92 30 . 7? 5 . 57 
5 net 100 . 00 84 . 62 2 .17 
6 nurse 84 . 62 6 ;1 . 23 . 87 
7 newspaper 6l. 54 69 . 23 . 17 
8 ladd e r 92 . 31 6 9 . 23 2 . 22 
I· 
9 nine 92 . 31 38 . 46 8 . 33 
10 nightgown 1 00 . 00 38 . 46 ll. 56 
11 dune 38 . 46 69 . 23 2. 48 
12 noon 38 . 46 15 . 38 1. ?6 
13 na i l 69 . 23 69 . 23 0 
1 4 mail 23 . 08 53.84 2 . 60 
15 . no t es 9 2 . :Sl 23 .08 12 . 76 
I 16 ne ckt i e 100 . 00 23 . 08 16 . 25 
II I 
]'i~al !l 
1 wagon 1 00 . 00 69 . 23 4.73 
,, 
~ ho rn 92 . 31 46 . 15 ' 6. 50 
3 . cray on 76 . 92 b3 . 84 1. 53 
4 pig 76 . 92 6l . b4 . 72 
5 crown 92. 31 46 . 15 6 . 50 
6 gun 92 . 31 61 . 54 3 . 46 
7 fan 92 . 31 53 . 84 4.89 
8 seal 76 . 92 ?6 . 92 0 
9 moon 92 . 31 76 . 92 1. 18 
,, 10 pail 53 . 84 46 . 15 . 15 
i 11 pane 69 . 23 46 . 15 l. 42 ,, 12 mitten 84 . 62 30 . 77 7.?1 
I 13 p i n 100 . 00 69 . 23 4 . 73 
I 14 l emon 92 . 31 76 . 92 1. 18 15 comb 7 . 69 38 . 46 3 . 46 
16 cone 46 . 15 46 .15 0 
II 
I 
I 
--·--
I ,, 
II 
I I 
so 
I 
1--=- - - ...::::::=:=.= - - - - --
Percentages of' 
Correct Resuonses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pu p ils Pup ils Square 
Initial v 
1 v alentine 100.00 84.62 2.17 
2 leaf 30.77 :~39 i146 .17 
3 vineg ar 92.31 92.31 0 
4 veil 76.92 46.15 2 .60 
5 vine 100.00 69.23 4.73 
6 violet 100.00 84.62 2.17 
7 vest 100.00 53.84 a.8o 
8 nest 69.23 53.84 .65 
9 village 100.00 69. 23 4.73 
10 vault 92.31 76.92 1.18 
11 face 0 30.77 4.73 
12 vase 53.84 15.38 4.25 
13 v a seline 84.62 69.23 .87 
14 voice 92.31 61.5 4 3.46 
15 vise 9 2 .31 61.54 3.46 
16 dice 53.84 46.15 .15 
Initial ch 
1 cherries 100.00 84.62 2.17 
2 chicken 92.31 76.92 lll8 
3 chain 92.31 84.62 .38 
4 barn 84.62 84.62 0 
5 church 100.00 92.31 1.04 
6 knife 76.92 38.46 3.94 
7 chalk 100.00 30.77 13.76 
8 child 92.31 53.84 4.89 
9 che s t 100.00 84.62 2.17 
10 churn 92.31 84.62 .38 
11 fern 69. 23 61.54 .17 
12 chopper 76.92 15.38 9.89 
13 chief' 100.00 69.23 4.73 
14 chipmunk 92.31 61.54 3.46 
15 shiek 15.38 61.54 5.84 
16 cheek 53.84 7.69 6.50 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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,. 
ll 
Sound 
•rested Item 
E.!inal ch 
1 match 
2 bench 
3 flag 
4 patch 
5 wrench 
6 broom 
7 Dutch 
8 spinach 
9 be ach 
10 lunch 
11 cows 
12 douch 
13 watch 
14 wash 
15 punch 
16 hatch 
Initial w 
1 witch 
2 wand 
3 l a ce 
4 window 
5 wash 
6 wall 
7 
8 
9 
money 
we ll 
wolf' 
10 run 
11 one 
12 watch 
13 wallet 
14 walnut 
15 . woof' 
16 hoof' 
o========- -- ----
Percentages of' 
Correct Responses 
High 
13 
Pup i ls 
100.00 
100.00 . 
76.92 
100.00 
100.00 
76.92 
92.31 
100.00 
100.00 
92.31 
69 .23 
92.31 
100.00 
15.38 
76 .92 
84.62 
92.31 
92 . 31 
53.84 
84 . 62 
92.31 
69.23 
46.15 
76.92 
100.00 
~2~ 008 
69~2:3 - ·, 
61.54 
100 .00 
92.31 
92.31 
38.46 
Low 
13 
Pupils 
69.23·: 
69 .23 
53.84 
46.15 
92.31 
46.15 
61.54 
53.84 
84.62 
61 .54 
61.54 
38.46 
84.62 
46.15 
46.15 
38.46 
53.84 
61 .54 
46.15 
15.38 
76.92 
84 .62 
38.46 
38.46 
69.23 
15.38 
61.54 
38.46 
84 .62 
84 . 62 
76.92 
76 .92 
Chi 
Square 
4.73 
4.73 
1.53 
9.58 
1.04 
2.60 
3.46 
7.80 
2 .17 
3.46 
.17 
8 .33 
2 .17 
2.89 
2 . 60 
5.84 
4 . 89 
3 .46 
.15 
12.46 
1.19 
.87 
.16 
3.94 
4.73 
. 25 
.17 
1.38 
2.17 
.38 
1.18 
3.94 
61 
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TABLE III shows that on Form III, for Initial k, items 
3, 4, and 8 were significant. 
For Final k, items 5, 11, 13, 14, and 16 were significan • 
Significant items for Initial n were items 2, 4, 9, 10, 
15, and 16. 
cant. 
For Final ~' items 1, 2, 5, 7, 12 and 13 were si gnifi-
Items 5, 7, 9 and 12 were · significant for Initial y. 
For Initial ch, items 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, and 16 were 
significant. 
For Final ch, items 1, 2, 4, 8 , 12 and 16 were signifi-
cant. 
The signific ant items for Initial w were items 1, 4, 
8 , and 9. 
I 
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TABLES FOR FORM IV 
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TABLE I shows the di atribution of scores on Form IV in 
intervals of five. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON FORM IV 
Scores Freguencies 
110 - 114 0 
105 - 109 0 
100 - 104 1 
95 - 99 0 
90 
- 94 2 
85 
- 89 2 
80 - 84 0 
75 - 79 2 
70 
- 74 3 
65 - 69 1 
60 - 64 6 
55 - 59 1 
50 - 54 3 
45 - 49 2 
40 - 44 1 
35 - 39 9 
30 - 34 4 
25 - 29 3 
20 - 24 2 
15 - 19 3 
10 
- 14 2 
5-9 1 
Q__,..,_ --
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TABLE II shows the mean, standard deviation, and median 
for Form IV. 
TABLE II 
MEAN , STANDARD DEVIATION, AND MEDIAN 
FOR FORM IV 
Mean 
S. D. 
Median 
45.9 
24.6 
38.0 
'rhis table shows that from a total of 50 scores, the 
Mean was 45.9, the Standard Deviation was 24.6, and the 
Median was 38. There were 112 items and the range of scores 
wa s from 0 to 100. 
TfiliLE III is an item analysis of Form IV. 
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TABLE III 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF FORM IV 
Percentag es of 
Correct Responses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pupils Pup ils Square 
Initial d 
l door 100.00 92.31 1.04 
2 doughnut 92.31 100.00 1.04 
3 shoe 76.92 30.77 5.57 
4 desk 100.00 92.31 1.04 
5 deer 100.00 84.62 2.17 
6 Dutch 100.00 100.00 0 
7 dog 100.00 84 . 62 2.17 
8 nut 61.54 38 .46 1.38 
9 daisy 100.00 8 4.62 2.17 
10 monkey 84.62 15.38 12.46 
11 donkey 100.00 92.31 1.04 
12 dig 100.00 92.31 1.04 
13 dish 100.00 100.00 0 
14 dime 100.00 84.62 2.17 
15 time 23.08 15.38 .25 
16 dollar 84.62 84.62 0 
Final d 
1 sled 100 .00 92.31 1.04 
2 bed 92.31 92.31 0 
3 wade 100.00 84.62 2.17 
4 camel 100.00 46.15 9.58 
5 wood 100.00 100.00 0 
6 thread 100.00 100.00 0 
7 c an 84.62 38.46 5.84 
8 taad 100.00 84.62 2.17 
9 yard 84 .62 69.23 .87 
10 road 100 •. 00 100.00 0 
11 . robe 38 ~.'4 6 23.08 .72 
12 cloud 92.31 84 .62 .38 
13 he ad 10'0.;'00 100.00 0 
14 c art 7. 6.9 7.69 0 
15 c ard 92.31 92.31 0 
16 sp ade 69.23 76.92 .20 
~:~~·"'1 ~~~ '\1 
II 
_____ i== ________ 
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I ,I 
/I 
Percentages of 
Correct Res pon e.es 
High Low 
I 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pupils Pupils Sguare 
I· 
:I 
Initial !!! 
II l mi llc 100 . 00 100 . 00 0 
2 leaf 100.00 23 . 08 16 . 25 
3 muff 92 . 31 92 . 31 0 
4 moon 100.00 84.62 2.17 
I 5 mitten 100 . 00 100.00 0 I 
I 6 monkey 100.00 92 . 31 l . 04 I 
I 7 milkman 100 . 00 100 . 00 0 
8 rake 100.00 23.08 16 . 25 
9 mop 100 . 00 100.00 0 
10 bunny 5 3.84 30.77 1.42 
11 money 100.00 84.62 2 . 17 
1.-' ,-::, marbles 100 . 00 100 . 00 0 
1:3 Mother 100.00 92 .31 1. 04 
14 mail 10 0 . 00 100 . 00 0 
15 nail 46 . 15 7 . 69 4 . 8 9 
16 mirror. 92 . 31 84 . 62 • 38 
J?inal 11 
1 thumb 10 0 . 00 100.00 0 
2 well 92 . 31 15 . 38 15 . 48 
3 farm 92 . 31 92. :5 1 0 
4 swim 100.00 92.31 1.04 
5 room 100.00 100 . 00 0 
6 dime 100 . 00 92 . 31 l. 04 
7 ladder 100.00 15 . 38 19 . 07 
8 worm 100.00 100.00 0 
9 lamb 100.00 100 . 00 0 
l.O lamp 53 . 84 7 . 69 6 . 50 
11 bomb 100.0 0 100.00 0 
12' ·arm 1 00 . 00 92.31 1. 04 
10 time 100.00 100.00 0 
14 gun 53 . 84 7 . 69 6 . 50 
15 gum 92 . 31 100.00 1.04 
:I 
16 limb 1oo . oo 76 . 92 3 . 39 
I: 
li 
il 
i/ 
-
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Percentages of 
Correct Res2onses 
High Low 
Sm .. md 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pup~ls ~ils Squ~ 
Final z 
1 toes 100 . 00 100. 00 0 
2 hose 100.00 100.00 0 
3 toys 100 . 00 100.00 0 
4 horn 92.31 53.84 4 . 89 
5 boys 100.00 lOO.<lO 0 
6 do g 1 00 .00 53.84 7.80 
7 hi;r:ds 100.00 100.00 0 
8 trees 100.00 84.62 2.17 
9 eyes 100.00 100.00 0 
10 ice 30.77 23 . 08 • 20 
11 b.9.lls 84.6 2 76.92 .25 
12 cookies 92.31 76.92 1.18 
13 rings 100.00 100.00 0 
14 flies 100.00 100.00 0 
15 belt 92.31 30.77 10.40 
16 bells 100.00 92.31 1.04 
Initial J 
- - - --
1 Jack-O-
lantern 100.00 100 . 00 0 
2 pig 84.62 53.84 2.89 
3 g iraffe 69.23 76.92 .20 
4 jail 100.00 :_s@.eg 2.17 
5 jacket 100.00 100.00 o. ·- :· 
6 juice 100 . 00 84.62 'lJil .I7' 
7 top 100.00 30.77 13 .,76 
8 jaw 92.31 76.92 1.18 
9 jam 100.00 92.31 1.04 
10 jump 100.00 92.31 1.04 
11 Jack 84.62 100 . 00 2.17 
12 shack 53.84 15.38 4.2'5 
13 jug 92.31 92.31 0 
II 
14 jet 100.00 92.31 1.04 
15 zoo 92.31 38 .46 8.33 
16 jewel 100.00 84.62 2.17 
I 
I 
- I 
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Percentages of 
Correct Responses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pup ils Pup ils Square 
Initial h 
l house 100.00 100.00 0 
2 hay 100.00 92.31 1.04 
3 aoat 76.92 7.69 12.76 
4 :horn 84.62 61.5 4 1.76 
5 hammer 100.00 92.31 1.04 
6 hbe : 100.00 100.00 0 
7 s o cks 92.31 23.08 1 2 .76 
8 horse 92.31 84.62 .38 
18 heart 100 .00 7 6 .92 3.39 wheel 61.54 0 11.56 
11 heel 84.62 100.00 2.17 
12 han ger 84.62 69.23 .87 
13 hill 100.00 100.00 0 
14 hen 92.31 100.00 1.04 
15 p en 53.84 0 9.58 
16 helmet 61.54 76.92 .72 
TABLE III shows that on Form IV, for Initi a l d, item 3 
and 10 were significant. 
For F inal d, items 4 and 7 were significant. 
Si gnificant items for Initial m were 2, 8 and 15. 
For F~ ~' items 2, 7, 10 an d 14 were significant. 
For ~inal ~' items 4, 6, 15 wer e signif icant. 
Items 7, 12, and 15 we r e s i gnif icant for Initial l• 
For Initial h, ±tems 3. 7, 10 and 15 were significant. 
£9 
• 
I 
I 
I 
TABLES FOR FORM V 
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TABLE I shows the distribution of scores on Form V 1 
in intervals of seven. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON FORM V 
Scores 
140 - 146 
133 - 139 
126 - 132 
119 - 125 
112 - 118 
105 - 111 
98 - 104 
91 - 97 
84 - 90 
77 - 83 
70 76 
63 - 69 
56 - 62 
49 - 55 
42 - 48 
35 - 41 
28 - 34 
21 - 27 
14 - 20 
7 - 13 
0 - 6 
Frequencies 
1 
0 
1 
4 
4 
2 
5 
5 
5 
2 
4 
3 
3 
· 5 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
------ ~=--=~-=-=-==--o 
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II 
I 
I 
II 
I for 
I 
TABLE II shows the mean, standard deviation, and median 
Form v. 
TABLE II 
MEAN , STANDARD DEVIATION, AND MEDIAN 
Mean 
S. D. 
Medi:an 
FOR FORM V 
83.2 
28.5 
82.5 
This table shows t hat from a total of 50 scores, the 
Mean was 83.2, the Standard Deviation was 28.5, and the 
Median was 82.5. There weve 144 items and the range of 
·1 scores was from 20 to 141. 
I 
TABLE III is an item analysis of Form V. 
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TABLE III 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF FORM V 
:I Percentages of 
II ij Correct ResEonses 
II High Low II Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pupils Pupils Square ,, 
Initial b 
1 bat 100.00 100.00 0 
2 bag 23.08 69.23 5.57 
3 bus 100.00 92.31 1.04 
4 lock 92.31 69.23 2.22 
5 bird 92.31 92.31 0 
6 box 100.00 92.31 1.04 
7 violin 100.00 84.62 2.17 
8 boy 92.31 76.92 1.18 
9 book 100.00 92.31 1.04 
10 beads 92.31 69.23 2.22 
I ll pear 46.15 30.77 .65 12b bear 100.00 92.31 1.04 I 13 boat 92.31 92.31 0 
,I 
14 ball 92.31 92.31 0 
15 doll 76.92 0 16.25 
\j 16 bicycle 92.31 69.23 2.22' I 
Final b 
l crib 100.00 100.00 0 
2 Bob 100.00 92.31 1.04 
il 
3 bil.lY 100.00 76.92 3.39 
4 knife l!DOWOO; 69.23 4.73 
5 club 100.00 ~-_-. 92~ :51 1.04 
lj 6 rub 100.00 84.62 2.17 
II 
7 seal 100.00 46.15 9.58 
8 crab 100.00 100.00 0 
9 sub 100.00 100.00 0 
·I 10 cab 100.00 98.31 1.04 
II 
11 cap 53.84 30.77 1.42 
12 rob 100.00 84.62 2.17 
13 knob 100.00 100.00 0 I 14 w·ed- 76.92 30.77 5.57 
15 web 100.00 69.23 4.73 
16 cub 100.00 92.31 1.04 
- '--= -=---- -~-.... ==-==---==--= _-:----:;- . 
Percentages of 
Correct Responses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
Tested Item Pupils Pupils Square 
Initial n 
1 nest 100.00 84.62 2.17 
2 numbers 100.00 84 .62 2.17 
3 p_aw .. 100.00 76.92 3.39 
4 nickel 100.00 92.31 1.04 
5 net 100.00 100.00 0 
6 nurse 100.00 100.00 0 
7 newspaper 84 .62 69.23 .87 
8 ladder 84 . 62 61.54 1.76 
II 9 nine 100.00 84.62 2.17 
10 night gown 100 .00 84.62 2.17 
11 dune 69.23 61.54 .16 
12 noon 100.00 76.92 3.39 
1 3 nail 100 ~00 100.00 0 
14 mail 46 .15 15.38 2.89 
il 15 notes 92.31 76.92 1.18 16 necktie 100 .00 76.92 3.39 
'I 
I Final n I 
j 1 wagon 100 .00 8 4.62 2.17 
" 
I 2 horn 100 .00 100 .00 0 
,I 3 crayon 100.00 100.00 0 ,, 
I 4 p i g 100 .00 76.92 3.39 
II 
5 crown 100.00 100.00 0 
6 gun 100 .00 92.31 1.04 
7 fan 100.00 76 .92 3.39 
8 seal 92.31 46 .15 6.50 
9 moon 100 .00 100.00 0 
10 pail 61 .54 46.15 . 62 
11 windowp ane 76 .92 53 .84 1 . 53 
I 12 mitten-~ 9 2 .31 100 .00 1.04 
II 13 p in 100.00 100 .00 0 
I 14 lemon 100 .00 100.00 0 15 comb 69.23 23.08 5.57 
16 cone 100.00 92.31 1.04 
='='·- -.-- ----=-.-.. - . 
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I Percentag es of II ;I 
Correct ResEonses 
High Low 
Sound 13 13 Chi 
II 
Test ed Item Pupils Pupils Square 
Initial f I 
! 1 fence 1oo .oo 92.31 1.04 2 father 100 .00 92.31 1.04 
I 3 foot 92.31 8 4. 62 .38 4 mask 84 . 62 38 _.46 5 . 84 
!I 
5 faucet 100.00 92 . 31 1 .04 
6 wat ch 84.62 53.84 2 . 89 
7 fireplace 100.00 92.31 1 .04 
8 feather 100 .00 84.62 2.17 
9 finger 100.00 100 .00 0 
10 p an 8 4.62 46.15 4.25 
il 
11 fan 100 .00 69 :;23:, 4.73 
I 12 fairy 100 . 00 76.92 3.39 
I 13 fender 100 .00 84.62 2.17 I 
I 14 furnace 100 .00 100 .00 0 I 
I 
15 face 100.00 10o:.:oo 0 
1 6 vase 46 .15 53.84 .15 
I' 
:I Final f 
I 1 calf 100.00 100 .00 0 :I 
;I 2 ring 100.00 100.00 0 
I 3 chief 100.00 100.00 0 II 4 wolf 100.00 100 .00 0 
I 5 hoof 100 . 00 92.31 1.04 
I 6 scarf 100.00 92.31 1.04 
I 7 cuff 100.00 92.31 1.04 
:I 8 robe 92.31 46.15 6.50 
I 9 cough 100 .00 84 . 62 2 . 17 10 muff 100 . 00 84. 62 2.17 
11 mouth 76.92 15.38 9 . 89 
12 elf' 100 .00 84 . 62 2.17 
I! 13 shelf 100.00 76.92 3.39 
:I 
14 laugh 100.00 84 . 62 2.17 
15 stove 53.84 23.08 2 . 60 
16 loaf 92.31 61.54 3.46 
,I 
'I I, 
II 
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Percentages of I I 
Correct Resnonses ,, 
Hi gh Lo~v I Sound 13 1 3 Chi 
I Te s ted Item Pupils Pupils Sguare 
Initial sh 
,J 
1 shade 100.00 92 . 31 1.04 
2 c ake 100 . 00 8 4. 62 2.17 
3 sh irt 100 . 00 100~00 0 
4 shake 100 .00 92 . 31 -1.04 
5 shed 100 .00 84.62 2.17 
6 shoot 1r2o r~ oo . 84 .62 2.17 
7 s hovel 100.00 100 .00 0 
8 sun 100 .00 53.84 7.80 
9 sh ell 100.00 76.92 3.39 
1 0 Jack 69.23 38.46 2.48 
11 shack 100.00 84.62 2.17 
12 shower 100.00 84 .62 2.17 
13 sharpener 100.00 92.31 1.04 
14 sh ip 
-
100.00 84 . 62 2.17 1, 15 chip 38 .46 30.77 .17 
1 6 sheep 92.31 92.31 0 I 
I 
Final sh I 
I 
1 bush 100.00 92 . 31 1.04 I 
2 s quash 100 .00 84.62 2 .1? ! 
3 polish 100.00 100 .00 0 
4 needle 100 .00 75 . ~2 ~; 3.39 
5 sp lash 100.00 92.31 1.04 
6 lash 100.00 69.23 4 .73 I 7 s a sh 100 .00 84 . 62 2.17 
8 ladder 100.00 38.46 11.56 I 9 trash 100 .00 92~31 1.04 
10 s mash 100.00 100.00 0 I 
11 fish 100 .00 92.31 1.04 I 
1 2 fi z z 100.00 61.54 6 . 19 
r' 
13 mesh 100.00 84 . 62 2.17 
14 cash 100.00 100 .00 0 
15 watch 30.77 7.69 2.22 
1 6 wash 100. 00 84.62 2 .17 
~ --- -==-==--=-=--= ----- -
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Sound 
Percentages of 
Corr ect Responses 
High Low 
13 13 
'l1e s ted Item Pu pils Pup ils 
Chi 
Squ are 
I n itial r 
1 r adio 100.00 100 .00 0 
2 valentine 100.00 53. 8 4 7.80 
3 roof 100 . 00 7 6 .92 3.39 
4 reindeer 100 .00 84.62 2.17 
5 rubber s :)_00 .00 92. 31 1.04 
6 robe ·· 100 .00 8 4. 62 2.17 
7 r abbit 100.00 92.31 1.04 
8 kite 100 .00 84. 62 2.17 
9 ro o s t er 100.00 84.62 2.17 
10 wr e ath 100.00 84.62 2.17 
11 lake 7 6 .92 69. 23 .20 
12 r a k e 100 .00 92.31 1.04 
13 rbb.in - 100 .00 76 .92 3.39 
14 ring 100 .00 84.62 2.17 
15 wing 84.62 23 .08 9.89 
16 rose 100 .00 69.23 4.73 
For Final b, items 4, 7, 14, an d 15 were significant. 
There were no significant items for Initial n. 
For Final £, items 8 and 15 were signi f icant. 
Items 4, 10, and 11 were significant for Initial f. 
For Final f, items 8 and 11 wene significant. 
Item 8 wa s significant for Initial sh. 
For Final sh , items 6 , 8 , and 12 were significant. 
Si gnificant items for Initial r were items 2 and 15. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUIJDVI..il..RY AND CON CLU SI ON S 
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CRA_PT J-c:::R IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was an attemp t to devise a group test f'or 
me a suring ability of' kindergarten children t o identif'y 
sound elements in words. 
A measure was constructed in which the tes t ing of' e ach 
sound was preceeded by a brief' te a ching of' the sound. F ive 
f'orms of' the test wer•e made based on f'i ve types o"f pre sent a -
tion of' the sound. 
All consonant sounds which could be introduced alone 
in a dramatic situation and which could be pictured we re 
included in the te st. Sounds were tested in the initia l and 
f'inal p ositions wherever ::Jossible. The sounds to be tested 
were distributed among the several f'orms of t he test accord-
ing to an auditory analysis. 
I 
I 
The test consisted of' pictures, the names of' some of' 
which, began ( or ended) with the oound being tested and some II 
of' which did not. The words which did not begin (or end) wit~ 
II 
the sound being tested were selected according to their 
I 
acoustic relationship to the sound being tested. 
In this study Forms II, III, IV, and V were each ad-
ministered to fifty children and the d a ta were analy zed 
to discover: 
1. The frequency distribution of' scores 
2. The means and standard deviations 
=---=-----
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3. An item analysis 
Conclusions 
Based on the small sampling used in evaluating these 
measures, the following results were indicated: 
Form II 
On Form II, which contained 128 items, scores 
ranged from 0 to 92 with most of the scores distributed 
near the middle of this range. The mean was 42 . 2 
and the standard deviation was 23.8. 
An item analysis showed 43 significant items. 
Form III 
Ji'orm III, containing 128 i terns, showe d scores 
ranging from 0 to 74 with a very skewed distribution. 
One half the scores fell between 0 and 11. The 
mean was 17.9 and the standard deviation was 20.5. 
An item analysis showed 40 significant items. 
Form IV 
On Form IV, which contained 112 items, scores 
ranged from 0 to 100. The mean was 45.9 and the 
standard deviation was 24 . 6 . 
An item analysis showed 21 significant items. 
= =-----===--- ~=--- - -
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Form V 
Form V, containing 144 items, showed scores, 
ranging from 20 to 141, distributed in a fairly normal 
manner. The mean was 83.2 and the standard deviation 
was 28.5. 
An i tern analysis showed 18 si gni fi cant i terns. 
The analysis of data would indicate that in its present 
f orm this test could not be used as a measure of auditory 
discrimination because of the small number of significant 
items. Significant items could not be taken out to make 
a ne w test since they would lose their meaning if not used 
in the pattern of this test. The test material doe s app ear 
to be useful as a teaching aid in introducing new sounds. 
Limitati ons of the Study 
1. Th e test was too long to administer in one sitting 
and r equired two or more sitting s for each group 
tested . 
2 . There were three times as many items that were to be 
marked as items that were not to be marked . 
3 . Because fifteen words t hat cou ld be p ictured were 
needed for each sound, some words were included 
which are not in the understanding vocabulary of 
kindergarten children. Su ch words as ca ble, wrench, 
chip, _sash, and mesh may have caused confu. si on. 
====o=lt==--=--=-=- ------ --=----,--,-~==-
4. In some instances, a word which was introduced on 
one page in a situation where it was to be marked, 
appeared on a later page in the same test form in a 
situation where it was the different sound and not 
to be marked. A child who had marked it ·correctly 
the first time might remember having marked it and 
mark it again without listening. An example of 
this is the word nest in Form III, which is first 
introduced in teaching Initial n and is then used 
as the different sound in testing Initial X· 
5. The different forms of the test could not be 
compared because they were given to different 
groups of children. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
1. Make a test in which fewer items are included for 
each sound. 
2 . Construct a test in which the number of it ems 
to be marked does not exceed the number of items 
which are not to be marked . A test containing 
two rows of six pictures with three to be marked 
might be possible . Such an arrangement would also 
make the testing time shorter. 
3 . Use only words and pictures which are withi n the 
understanding vocabulary of kindergarten children. 
4 . Do not have any word appear more than once in any 
II 
test form. 
5. If different test forms are constructed, give t h em 
to the same group so that they may be compared. 
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GENERAL 1HS'l1 RUCTIONS 9 
BOSTON UNIV:ERSITY AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TES'I' 
for 
READING READINESS AND SPEECH .DEVELOPMENT 
This is Form of the Testo 
----
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST~; 
This test is designed to test the auditory discrimination ability 
of kindergarten and first grade childreno It tests the ability of 
children to identify sound elements in initial and final position of 
wordso Not all sounds are tested in both positionso A number of 
experimental forms of the test have been preparedo 
Only one sound is treated in each section of the testo The first 
step involves teaching the soundo The sound is first presented alone 
in a meaningful dramatized situation to teach children to identify 
tbe soundo The teacher produces the · so~d and the children learn to 
produce the sound themselves o Visual, kinesthetic and auditory clues 
are giveno After tbe sound has been taught alone 9 it is presented 
in words in the initial positiono Then a series of four words is pre-
sented9 one of which does not begin with the sound being testedo The 
children are taught to identify the three words which begin with the 
sound being testedo This is done twice to establish the test procedureo 
In the teat proper 9 five rows of four pictures are pre~en ted 
for each soundo In each row 11 the names of three pictures '..;egin witi:J. 
the test sound and the name of one picture does not begin with the 
test soundo The first row is a sample in which the children are taught 
to draw a line through each picture which does begin with the sound 
being testedo The different sound for each row has been selected ac-
cording to its acoustic relationship to the sound being tested o The 
different sound is relatively easy to distinguish from the test sound 
in the -sample row and first two rows 9 but is difficult to relatively 
discriminate in the last two rowso 
Sounds tested in the dif fe;i:ierit forms are: 
Form I Form II 
Initial & fitial p Initial & final t 
Initial & final m Finil ng 
Initial & final f Initial t h 
Initial & final s · Initial & final sh 
Initial r Initial & final 1 
Form IV Form V 
Form III 
Initial & final k 
Initial & final n 
Initial v 
Initial & fi.nal ch 
Initial w 
Initial & final d Initial & final b 
Initial & final m Initial & final n 
Final z Initial & final f 
Initial j Initial & final sh 
Initial h In it ~al r 
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ADMINISTERING THE TEST: 
lo Test a group of 10 children at a timeo 
2o Fill in information on the title page of each chil d U s tes t e 
3o Be sure the testing room is as quiet as possibleo 
4o Follow the detailed instructions for the particular form usedo 
Read them over carefully before administering the testa During 
the test speak loud enough for all children to hear you easilyo 
In reading the practice words and test words .!' s;eeak distinctl=t .!) 
~x-onotinc e each word accurately .!) but do not overemphasize - ~he : 
est soundo Use a relative monotone in speaking all practice 
or test words to avoid inflections which might be clues to 
the childreno 
5o ~h~ t est need not be completed in one sittingo However.!) both 
initial and final positions of the same sound should be tested 
at the same sittingo 
APPENDIX B 
TEST FOHivi II 
I 
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INITIAL T 
Teacher:: One morning I awoke b efore anyone in my h ouse., Although 
I knew tha t everyone was asleep I could hear one faint 
soundo I t was tho soft ticking of the old c lock on our 
fro n t stairs. As its b i g golden pendulum swings back and 
forth~ it s a ys T-t-t-t-t- t . 
Let's all make believe we are clocks . We can make t he 
clock sound with our tongue . Let's all say "T-t-t- t-t-t.., 
Watch my tongue as I say it. I press the tip of my tongue 
on the little ridg e behi nd my t ee th o I k eep my mouth 
open a little.. W'nen I drop my t ongue quickly ~ I say T 1 just like the clock. Listen while I make t he clock sound, 
T~ t-t-t-t-t .. 
Now you do ito Press t he tip of your tongue a gainst the 
little ridge behind you r upper t eeth. Drop i t quickly 
and say T . Now let's all be c l oc ks and say T-t-t-t-t . 
Rememb er to pl,ess the t ip of your tongue . against the 
lit tle ridge before each t sound. 
Teache r and children say T-t-t-t-t-t together. 
Teacher:- Sometimes we use the .c lock sound v;hen we say woPds., Lis ten 
to the clock sound a t the beginning of these words. 
Television Tickle Time Tin 
Listen to the cloc k sound in these words. 
Take Turtle Tab 
Now I am go ing to say some more words . Some of the words 
begin with the cloc k soundo Some of the words do not b egin 
with the cloc k sound,. I want you to c lap y our h ands every~ 
time y ou hear a word tha t does begin wi th. t he clock s ound . 
Lis te~. -·--~~ 
Tall Tee th Toad 
Good1 Tall 1 t ee th, and toa'd begin with the clock sound 
so you clapped -yOU'r hands:--Rih,& did not b e g in with the 
cloc k sound$ so you d i d not clap your hands ~ 
Teacher: Listen again and clap your hands everytime I say a word that 
begins wit h the clock sound l 
Tube Ta il 
Goodl To;y, l_ll._~~~ and tai l did b e e:; in with the clock sound 
so you cla pped your hands ., !:!_?-.YJ£~.1! did no t begin w j'_ 'th 
t he clock sound~ so you did not clap your handso 
Now we are going to play a game with some p ic tures~ I 
will s ay th e names of the pic t ures ., Some of t he names of 
._,1 
· . . 
I NITIAL T ( 2) 
the pictures will begin with the clock sound and some will 
n ote You will have to listen very carefully because I am 
not goin@- to help you o 
Pass out test papers and markerso 
The first row i s a sampleo 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the first row of pictureso 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of p:tc-
· tureso 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names 9 
Dra:w a line like this / (Teacher draws a line on the board 
as an example) through each one that begins with the 
·· clock soundo ' 
Remember g Only draw a line through t·he ones · that begin 
,.;:·c h the clock soundo Ready& 
Tomato 
Did tomato , begin with the clock sound? Yes 9 it did o So 
you will dr.a,w a line through ito 
., 
Here is another wordo 
'I ent 
Tent does begin with the clock sound so you should have a 
mark through ito 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctlyo 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordo 
~oE 
. op does begin with the clock sound and you should have a 
mark through ito 
Here is another wordo Ready~ 
I•Joon 
.111oo!1 does not begin with the clock sound, so you should 
no t have a mark through ito 
TEST 
Teacher: Now ,j) I will say 'so .. me more wordso Remember to mark only 
the ones that begin with the clock soundo 
Put your marker under the second rowo Ready ! 
Table Mouse Tub 
--
Put your marker under the next rowo Readyl 
··.<. 
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INI TIAL T ( 3) 
Teacher g: Towel Tuli£ Rack · Toes 
--
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready g 
Toad Dirt Tart Toaster 
-
Now put your marker under the last rowo Ready~ 
Tel:ephone Tie Pie Teaspoon 
• 
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FINAL T 
Teacher~ Sometimes we say the clock s ound at the end of wordso Listen 
to t he clock sound at t he end of these wordso 
Went Sat Late Roo t 
Lis 't en t o the clock sound at the end of these words o 
Bent Sought Pat But 
Now I am going to say some more wordso Some of the words 
end with the clock soundo Some of the words do not end with 
the c lock sound o I want you t o clap your hands everyt ime 
you hear a word that does end wfth the clock soundo Listeno 
Let Hot Walk Eat 
GoodA Let 8 Hot 8 and Eat end with the clock sound so you 
clapped your handso Walk did not end with the clock sound 9 
.so you did not clap your handso 
Teacherg Listen again and clap your hands every time I say a word that 
ends with the clock soundo 
Violet Run Peanut Elephant 
Good~ Violet 9 peanut 9 and elephant end with the clock 
sound so you clapped your hands o Run did not end with the 
clock sounds so you did not clap your handso 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictureso I will 
rJay. t.he names of the pic·tureso Some of the names of the 
pictu~es will end with the clock sound and some will nato 
You wi 11 have t a list en very carefully bee ause I am not going 
to help youo 
Pass out test papers and markerso The first row is a sampleo 
Teacher:. Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the first row of pic tureso 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pictures, 
Teacher~ You will look at the pictures while I say their nameso Draw 
a line like this / (T,Q~cher draws a line on the board as 
an example) through each one that ends with the clock soundo 
· Remember ! Only draw a line through the ones that end with 
the clock soundo Ready~ 
Bonnet 
Did bonne t end with the clock sound? Yes 8 it dido So you 
will draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo 
Plant 
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:r ee.cher g Plan ·:: de es end wi t h t he cloc k sound s o you shoulc hstve a 
ma rk t hrough i t o 
Check papers to see that children are marking correetlyo 
Teacher: Ready for t he next wordo 
Moon 
Moon does not end with the clock sound so you should not 
have a mark through ito 
Here is ano ther wordo Ready~ 
Shirt 
Shir t does end with the clock sound ~ so you should have a 
mark through it .o 
TEST 
Teacher~ Now ~ I will say some more wordso Remember to mark only 
the on Et,~ · t hat end with the clock soundo 
Put your marker under the second rowo Ready! 
Belt Boat Mat 
Eut your marker under the next rowo Ready! 
Kite Pear Hat Bat 
-
Put your marker under the next rowo ReadyJ 
Light_ Pilot Cod Cot 
Now 9 put your marker under the last rowo Readyl 
Coa t Ca t Ca£ Rat 
Teacher~ 
FINAJ:1 NG 
When Dick and Jane w s aunt went to Fran ce last summer the 
children went to the airport to say 9 "Good-by"o Aft er all 
tbe people boarded the pl ane the whistle blew and. the plane 
began to move slowly down the runway ~ · As it began to move 
off the ground 9 the children could hear it say "Ng-ng~ng-ngo 
What did the plane say 9 children? 
Children~ NG-ng"":"ng-ng-ng-ngo 
Teacher: Letis all -make believe we are airplaneso Letis all say Ng-ng-
ng-ng-ng-ngo Our lips and teeth are slightly parted and the 
tip of our tongue is behind our lower teetho We hump our 
tongue against the roof of our mouth and make the sound 
come out our noseo It sounds as if we were hummingo Let's 
all say ng~ng-ng-ng, just•like the airplane ~otoro 
Teacher and children say ng-ng-ng togethero 
Teacher: Sometimes we use the airplane hum when we say words o Listen 
to th0 airplane sound at the ends of these wordso 
Looking 
Listen to the airplane hum in these wordso 
Teacher: Now I am going to say some more wordso Some of the words 
end with the airplane sound and some of the Words do not end 
with the airplane soundo I want you to clap your hands 
every time you hear a word that does end wtth the airplane 
sourido Listen! 
Asking Looking Peeping "Wash 
-
Good& Asking .. looking .. and peeping end with the airplane 
hum sound so you clapped your handso Wash did not end 
with the airplane hum sound so you did not clap your handso 
Listen again and clap your hands everytime I say a word 
that ends with the airplane hum soundo 
Raining_ Call in& Fall 
-
Picking 
Goodg Raining., calling., and pic king did end with the 
airplane hum so you clapped your handso Fall did not end 
with the airplane sound ., so you did not clap your handso 
Now we are going to play a game with pic .tureso I will say . 
the names of the pictureso Some of the names· of the pictures 
will end wi t h the airplane hum sound and some will not o 
You will have to listen very carefully because I am not 
going to help youa 
Pass out test papers and markerso The first row is a samplea 
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Teacherg Lo ok at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
t he fir st row of pic t ureso 
Be sure all children have their markers under t he first r ow of pic tureso 
Teacher: You wi ll look a t the pictures while r -say their nameso 
Dr·a w a line like this / (Teacher draws li.ne on board) 
t hrough each one that ends with the airplane hum soundG 
RememberJ Only draw a line through the ones that end with 
the airplane hum soundo Ready! 
Build i ng 
Did building end with the airplane hum sound? Yes 3 it did 8 
so you will draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo 
Playing 
Pl8."7' ing does end with the airplane hum sound so you should 
Have a mark through ito 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctlyo 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordo 
Dlck 
TIUCK does not end with the airplane hum sound 3 so you do 
not have a mark through ito 
Here is another wordo Ready! 
~ing 
ng does end with the airplane hum sound9 so you should 
have a mark through ito 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more wordso Remember to mark only 
the ones tha t end wi t h t he airplane hum soundo 
Put your marker under the second row 8 Ready J 
Runn.in£ Knit ti£g Nut 
Put your marker under t he next rowo Ready! 
Fishing Mouth St ockins Skating 
Put your marker under t he next rowo Ready j 
Sailing Sing ing Swim 
Now put your mar ker under the l ast rowo Ready! 
Ri m Pa in t ing 
I NI TIAL TH 
'l'eacher: Cla s s 9 listen to this poem about The Old Gray Goose~ 
An o l d gray g oose am I 
Th ooth& t h ! 
I stretch my neck and cry 
At puppies passing by 
I l i ke to make them cry~ 
Th~ th! th! 
I think it's lots of fun 
I'm sure they'd like to be 
An old gray gpose like me! 
Th! th! th! 
Would you like to be an old gray goose? Let us all make 
believe we are a young gray gooseo We smile and show 
our teeth while our tongue peeks through our teetho Now 
we blow gently (like this)o Now listen carefully to my 
goose sound th-th- t h- t ho (Teacher makes sound and class 
listens) Ready g Let us make the goose sound together--
th-th=t h- tho (Teacher and class) · 
99 
Teacher:- Sometimes we use the goose sound when we say wordso Lis-
·. ten to the goose sound at the beginning of these wordso 
Thirsty Thum:e Threw Thousand 
Listen to the goose sound in these wordso 
Thank Thigh Third Th irteen 
Now I am going to say some more wordso Some of the words 
begin with the goose s .oundo I want you to clap your hands 
every time you hear a word that does begin with the g oose 
soundo ListenJ -
Thursdait Thatch ~ M 
GoodS Thursday v tha tc·h, and thaw begin with the goose sound 
so you clapped ,your handso Put did not begin with the goose 
sound so you did not clap your handso 
Listen againand clap your hands everytime I say a word 
that begins with the goose soundo 
Thirst Thunder Look Thought 
Goodg Thirst 9 thunder and thought did b~gin with the 
goose sound so you clapped your handso Look did not beg in 
with the goose sound 8 so you did not clap your handso 
Now 9 we are going to play a game with pic t ureso I will say 
the n ames of the pictures o Some of the names of the pictures 
will begin wi t h the goose sound and some wi 11 not o You will 
have to listen very carefully because I am not g oing to help 
you o 
INITIAL T ~\:L ( 2) 
Pass out t est papers and markerso Th e first row is a sampleo 
A'OO JLo 
TBacher~ Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the first r ow of pictureso 
Be sure al l children have their markers under the firs;t row of pictures o 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their nameso Draw 
a line like this / (Teacher draws line on board as an example) 
through each one that begins with the goose soundo 
Remember! Only draw a line through the ones that begin wi th 
the goose soundo Ready! 
Thumb 
Did thumb begin with the goose sound? Yes~ it dido So you 
will draw a line through thumbo 
Here is another wordo 
'Jlh i mbl e 
·Thimble does begin with the goose sound so you should have 
a mark through ito 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctlyo 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordo 
Bat 
Bat does not begin wi th the goose sound so you should no t 
draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo ReadyJ 
Three 
Three does begin with the goose sound as you will draw a 
line · through ito 
TEST 
Teacher: Now 9 I will say some more wordso Remember to mark only t he 
ones that begin with the goose soundo 
Put your marker under the second row 1 Ready! 
Thread Tie Throne Throw 
Put your marker under t he next rowo Ready! 
Thea t re Turkey Thick Think 
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready! 
Throat Whis t le Thistle Thermometer 
Now put your marker under the last rowo ReadyJ 
Through Thirtz Thin Shin 
iOj 
INITIAL SH 
Teacher: Once upon a time in Oceanlan.d there lived a very sad little 
seashello He was tiny and colorless and very c hinpedo His 
voice was so very weak that when he made his sh sound like 
all the other seashells he could hardly be heardo All the 
otl;ler seashells would not play with" him but instead would 
say9 "Sl;l-ah-sh-sh" very loudly, · "look at that ugly seashello" 
Now the sad little seashell used to dream that one day 
he would be beautiful with a very strong voice so that he 
could say, "sh-sh-sh" very loudlyo One day there was a 
great storm at seao The whole sea bottom was turned up-
side down and the ,ugly little sea~he 11 was washed up on 
the beaeho Suddenly the ugly little seashell was picked 
up by two tiny handso "Look Monmy~" cried the owner of 
the two little hands, · "Look at the beautiful seashell I 
have foundo I shall hold it close to my ear because I 
.love so to hear its strong sh sound~" The ugly little 
seashell hearing these kind words of love beamed and made 
the loudest sh sound ever heard in Oceanlando 
Teacher: I put my finger to my lips and say sh-sh•sh each time I 
wish the class to be quieto Make some noise and when you 
hear me say, sh-sh-sh-sh, I want you all to be very quiet··~ 
little seashellso 
Teacher does the aboveo Children quiet downo 
Teacher: To make the quiet seashell sound, the sides of the tongue 
are pressed against the teetho Our lips are pushed out 
like this: sh-sh-sh-sho 
Now I will make some noise and you will tell me to be 
quiet by making the seashell soundo 
Class says sh-sh-sh-sho 
Teacher: Sometimes we use the seashell sound when we say wordso 
Listen to the seashell sound at the beginning of these 
words 0 
She Shut Shall Sheet 
Listen to the seashell sound in these wordso 
Show Shadow Shaft Shot 
Now: I am going to say some more words o Some of the words 
begin with the seashell soundo Some of the words do not 
begiri with the seashell soundo I want you to clap your 
hands everytime you hear a word that does begin with the 
seashell soundo Listen& 
Shave She Shawl Ball 
-
GoodJ Shave, she, and shawl begin with the seashell sound 
so you clapped your handso Ball did not begin with the 
seashell sound so you did not clap your handso 
'J- '- • J..) ~..:·· l) -~ -;. f ~-; ~ · ~---1 ' 
-
l_ ' - ,; ;~ .. ~~:. ~ ~ ~ ~lmt ~ .. :_.. ;.:. ..... 
!. i i.· n,:r.y /" 
INITIAL SH {2) 
Teacher: ListenJ again and clap your hands everytime I say a word 
that begins with the seashell soundo 
Sharp Shepherd Shoulder 
Good! Sharp 1 shepherd, and shoulder did begin v'li th the sea-
shell sound so you clapped your handso Dog did not begin 
with the seashell sound, so you did not clap your handso 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictureso 
say the names of the pictureso Some of the names of 
pictures will begin with the seashell sound and some 
noto You will have to listen very carefully because 
not going to help youo 
Pass out test papers and markerso The first row is a sampleo 
I will 
the 
will 
I am 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of 
pictures. 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names. 
Draw a · line like this / (Teacher draws line on board as 
an examp~a) through each one that begins with the seashell 
soundo 
Remember! Only draw a line through the ones that begin with 
the seashell soundo ReadyJ 
Shoe 
Did shoe begin with the seashell sound? Yes~ it dido So 
you will draw a line through it. 
Here is another word. 
Shine 
Shine does begin with the seashell sound so you should have 
a mark through ito 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctlYo 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordo 
Mouse 
Mouse does not begin with the seashell sound so you do not 
draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo Ready! 
Shelf 
Sheir" does begin with the seashell sound so you should have 
a mark through ito 
INITIAL SH (3) 
TEST 
i_C3 
Teacher : Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
the ones that begin with the seashell sound. 
Put your marker under the second rowo Ready! 
Shade Cake Shirt Shake 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready£ 
Shed Shoot Shovel Sun 
Put your .marker under the next row. Ready£ 
Shell Jack Shack Shower 
Now, put your marker under the last row. Ready! 
1_04 
FINAL SH 
Teacher: Sometimes we say the seashell sound at the end of wordso 
Listen to the seashell oound in these wordso · 
Push Hush Thrush Rush 
Listen to the seashell sound in these wordso 
Wash Fresh Finish 
Now I am going to say some more wordsa Some of the words 
end with the seashell soundo Some of the words do not end 
with the seashell soundo I want you to clap your hands 
everytime you hear a word that does end with the seashell 
soundo Listen! 
Wish Hash Lash Ball 
Teacher: Good! Wash, hash 8 and lash end with the seashell sound so 
you clapped your handso Ball did not end with the seashell 
sound 9 so you did n9t c lapyour hands·o 
Listen~ again and clap your hands everytime I say a word 
that ·ends with · the seashell soundo 
Trash Polish Swish 
Goodg Trasha polish, and swish did end with the seashell 
sound so you clapped your handso Drop did not end witi,l., ,the 
seashell sound, oo· you did not clap your handso 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictureso I will 
say the names of the pictureso Some of the names bf the 
pictures will end with the seashell sound and some will noto 
You will have to listen very carefully because I am not 
going to help youo 
Pass out test,papers and markerso The first row is a sa.m.pleo 
-~-.... ~ - \:~{ . 
T.eac her: Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the .first row of pictureso 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of picturesc 
Teacher~ You will look at the pictures while I say their nameso Draw 
a line like this / (~eacher draws line on board as an exampleo 
through each one that ends with the seashell soundo 
RememberA Only draw a line through the ones that end with 
the seashell soundo Ready! 
Dish 
~dish end with the seashell sound? Yes, it dido So 
you will draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo 
:lOS 
FINAL . SH ( 2) 
Teacher: Toothbrush 
Toothbrush does end with the seashell sound so you should 
have a mark through ito 
Check papers to see that children are marking correetlyo 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordo 
Ball 
Ball does not end with the seashell sound so you do not 
draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo Ready! 
Push 
Push does end w1 th the seashell sound so you should draw a 
line through ito 
TEST 
Teacher:: Now I will say some more wordso Remember to mark only the 
ones that end with the seashell sound. 
P~t your marker under the second row. Ready1 
Bush squash Polish Needle 
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready1 
Splas~ Eylash Sash 
--
Ladder 
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready! 
Trash Smash Fish Fizz; 
Put your marker under the last rowo Readyl 
Mesh Cash Watch Wash 
1_06 
FINAL . SH ( 2) 
Teacherr Toothbrush 
Toothbrush does end with the seashell sound so you should 
have a mark through ito 
Check papers to see that children are marking correetlyo 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordo 
Ball 
Ball does not end with the seashell sound so you do not 
draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo Ready! 
Push 
Push does end wi tb. the seashell sound so you should draw a 
line through ito 
TEST 
Teacher:- Now I will say some more wordso Remember to mark only the 
ones that end with the seashell sound. 
P~t your marker under the second row. Ready1 
Bush Polish Needle 
-
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready1 
Splash Eylash Sash Ladder 
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready! 
Trash Smash Fish Fizz 
Put your marker under the last rowo Ready! 
Mesh Cash Watch Wash 
:107 
INITIAL L 
Teacher ~ List en to a song I am going to singo Some of y ou may know 
i t o 
Here we go looby loo 
Here we go looby la 
Here we go looby loo 
All on a Saturday Nighto 
Let 9 s all sing the song togethero 
Teacher and Class repeat songo 
Teacher: Listen to the funny words in the song: 
"Looby-loo, looby-la" 
You say them with meo 
"Looby-loo 8 looby-1a" 
, 
Did you feel your tongue moving when you said the funny 
.vords? We put the tip of our tongue on the little ridge 
behind our teetho The sound comes out over the sides _of our 
tongueo Put your tongue behind your ridge ahd say loo s loop 
loo , loo , loo with mao 
Sometimes we say real words that begin with the same sound 
as looby-looo Listen to the way these words begino 
Look Little Like Live 
Listen to some more words that begin like "looby-looo" 
Let Lost Last Laugh 
Teacher: Now I am going to say some more wordso Some of the words 
begin like "looby-loo" o Some of the words do not begin 
like "looby-loo" o I want you to clap your hands everytime 
you hear a word that ~· begin like "looby-looo" .Listen~ 
Lemon Lakes . Lilacs 
Good~ Lemon , lakes 9 and lilacs begin like "looby-loo" 
so you clapped your handso Top did not begin like "looby~ 
loo" so you did not clap your handso 
Listen~ again and clap your hands everytime I say a word 
tha t begins like "looby- looo" 
Lost Look Drain Learn 
Good! Lost 9 look, and learn did begin like "loobt=l oo " 
so you clapped your handso Drain did not begin like "looby-
loo 8 " so you did not clap your hands o 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures o I will 
say the names of the pic turesa Some of the names of the· 
1.08 
INITIAL L { 2} 
pic t ures will begin like 11 looby-loo" and some will noto 
You will have to listen carefully because I am no t going 
to help youo 
P~ss out test papers and markerso The first row is a samplea 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the first row of pictureso 
. _.· - :· ~ 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first 'i:eow of 
pic turesa 
Teacher~ You will look at the pictures while I say their name so Draw 
a line like this / (Teacher draws line on board as an ex-
ampleo} through each one that begins like "looby-looo" 
. Ready~ ;:t'.ii·· . 
Lamb 
Didlamb begin like "looby-loo"?: Yes, it dido So you will 
draw a line through ito 
Here is another wordo 
·Letter 
Letter does begin like "looby-loo" so you should have a 
mark through ito ' 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctlyo 
Teacher: Ready for the next rowo 
Nail 
Nail does not begin like "looby-loo" so you do not draw 
a line through ito 
Here is another wordo Ready! 
Li:e_s 
Lips does begin like "looby-loo" so you should dra.w a iine 
through ito 
TEST 
Teacher: Nowa I will say some more word$o Remember to mark only the 
ones that begin like 11 looby-loo"o 
Put your marker under the second rowo Ready! 
Leaf Vase 
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready& 
Lettuce Radio Light Ladder 
Pu t your marker under the next rowo Ready! 
1 ··9 - - ..; 
INITIAL L (3) 
Yard Lard Lunch 
Now 9 put your marker under the last row. Ready1 
Line Lock Rock Loll;yJ~Op 
'· · ,. 
1_:10 
FINAL L 
Teacher: Sometimes we say words that end the way "looby-loo 11 beginso 
Listen to these words .. 
Hill Rule Thrill Mall 
Listen to some more words that. end the sarrie ..Jiay .. 
Fill Sell Fell Drill 
Teacher: Now., I am going to say some more words. Some of the words 
end like hill and ruleo Some of the words do noto I want 
you to clap your hands everytime you hear a word that does 
end like hill and ruleo ListenJ 
Pull Hall Story_: Bill 
Teacher: GoodJ Pull , hall, and bi 11 diil .end like hill and rule 9 so 
you clapped your hand so Sto~'l did not endiTke hill and rule 
s o you did not clap your hands .. 
Listen! · again andclap your hands everytime I say a word 
that ends like "hill 11 and 11ruleo 11 
Tell Book Sill Bowl 
Good& Tell 1 sill 1 and bowl did end like hill and rule 9 so 
you clapped your handso Book did not end like hilr-ind rule 9 
so you did not clap your hands .. 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures., I wfil 
say the names of the pictures.. Some of the names b f the 
pictures will end like hill and rule and some will noto 
You will have to listen-cirefully because I am not going t o 
help youo 
Pass out test papers and markerso The first row is a sampleo 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the first row of pictures .. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pictures .. 
Teacher:· You will look at the pictures While I say their names o Draw 
a line like this I (Teacher draws line on board as an example ) 
through each one that ends like hill and rule. Ready! 
W;ell 
Did well end like hill and rule? Yes, it did., So you will 
draw a line through it.. ----
Here is another word .. 
Ball 
E:all~ does end like hill and rule so you should have a mark 
through ito 
• 
FINAL L (2} 
Check paper s to see that children ar e marking correctly. 
I 
Teacher= Ready for the next word. 
fu~ lng does not end like hill and rule9 so you should no t 
have a mark through it.---- ----
Here is another wordo Readyl 
Whale 
Vfuale does end like hill and rule, so you should have a 
mark through it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now ~ I wi.ll say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
.ones that end like hill and rule. 
Put your ma.r;ker under the secon.d rowo Ready! 
Shell Pa:tl Doll Scarf 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Scale Milk Easel Roll 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready1 
Sail Owl Hour Shovel 
Now , put your marker under the last rowo Ready! 
Rain Rail Bell 
-
;-
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INITIAL K 
Teacher:- Let's pre tendo Lis ten:: 11 k-k-k-lc-k-kl" V'/ha t 1 s ~:. 11 the 
noise about? Oh-h1 
Show picture of a squirrel. 
Chippy Squirrel is angry and he .. is frightened. You ·,vt)Uld 
be too, if you were a little squirrel and you saw a hun-
gry cat climbing up the tree to eat you. -cat is still 
climbing. Listen to. Chippy scold: "k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kl" 
Said a little louder than before. 
Up comes Cat. "k-k-k-lc-k-k-k-k-k" goes Chippy. "Get out 
of my treel" I guess that frightened Cat1 Cat fell right 
out of the treel There goes Chippy up to the top of the 
tree. He is still scolding. Listen: "k-k-k-k-k-k-k." 
Teacher:' Let's pretend we are Chippy Squirrel. Here comes Pussy 
Cat. Let's scold and frighten her away. "K-k-k-k-k-k-k." 
(Children with teacher.) 
She 's still climbing up our tree Let's scold some more. 
Individual children may be Chippy Squirrel and scold cat. 
Teacher: Listen while I make the squirrel sound: "K-k-k-k-k-k-k-k." 
Now all of you make the squirrel sound. Notice how it 
feels like a coughing sound in the back of your throat. 
Let's make the squirrel sound and be sure you feel it on 
the back of your throat. 
Teacher does with pupils. Pupils do it alone. · 
T eacher:~ Let 1 s look at these pictures 
Teacher takes large pictures of k sound. 
Teacher: '11hey are pictures of things the names of which begin witt. 
the squirrel sound. Look at each picture as I hold it up 
and listen for the squirrel sound. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Kid Kickball Kidney bean Kim on a 
Look and listen again for the squirrel soQ~d. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Kilts Keyboard Kettledrum 
Teacher:· Now I am going to show you four pictures. I will tell 
you the names of all of the pictures. If you hear a name 
that beg ins with the squirrel sound, raise your hand. 
Show pictures and name them. 
INITIAL K ( 2) 
Katherine Vanilla Keel 
Teacher:: Good! Katherine, ~ and kel.e, began with the squirrel 
sound, so you raised your hands. Vanilla did not begin 
with the squirrel sound, so you did not raise your hands. 
Look and listen again. Raise your hand when you hear the 
squirrel sound. 
Show pictures and name themo 
Kerosene Kennel Kickoff Wool 
--~2~ 
..!L Ul 
Teacher: Good! Kerosene, kennel and kickoff began with the squir-
rel sound-;-8o-you raised your hands : ·-wool did not begin 
with the squirrel sound, so you did not raise your handso 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
The first row is a sampleo 
Teacher:: Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker undel' 
the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
tures. 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names. 
Draw a line like this through each one that begins with the 
squirrel sound. 
Draw a line like this / on the board. 
Teacher: Remember, only draw a line through the ones that begin with 
the squirrel sound. 
Ready! 
Teacher: Kitten 
Did kitten begin with the squirrel sound? Yes, it did. 
So we will draw a line through kitteno 
Here is another word. 
King 
King does begin wlth the squirrel sound, so you should 
have drawn a line through it. 
Check to see if the children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next word! 
Comb 
lJidcomb begin wlth the squirrel sound? Yes. Did you 
draw a line through it? Good1 
Here is another word. Ready! 
Rabbit 
INITIAL K ( 3) 
Rabbit did not begin with the squirrel sound, so you did 
not need to mark it. 
TEST 
Teacher:; Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
the ones that begin with the squirrel sound. Put your mar-
ker under the second row like this. 
Demonstrate. 
Ready! 
Cow Moon Cake 
Put your marker under the next row . like this. 
Demonstrate. 
Ready! 
Corn Van Got Case 
-Put your marker under the next row like this. 
Demonstrate. 
Ready! 
Cane Coat Goat 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Demonstrate. 
Kite Cable Table · 
--
Teacher:: Sometimes we hear the squirr•el sound at the end of words .. 
Let's look and listen while I say the names of things that 
end with the squirrel round. 
Teacher takes large pictures of endlng k sound. 
Look at each picture as I hold it up and lis t en for the 
squirrel sound on the end of each word. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Milk KayB;_k Rock Dick 
Teacher: Look and listen a gain for the squirrel sound on the end 
of each word. 
Show pictures and na.me them. 
Puck Shark Shack Junk 
Teacher: Now I am going to show you four more pictures and tell 
you their names. If you h ear the squirrel sound on the 
end of these words, be sure to raise y our hand. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Jack Stitch Ink Sink 
Teacher: Good1 Jack, ink and sink had the squirrel so~~d on the 
end, so you raised your--hands. Stitch did not have the 
squirr el sound on the end, so you did not raise your hands. 
Look and listen again. Raise your hand when you hear the 
squirrel sound on the end of a word. 
Show pictures and n ame them. 
Nozzle Wink Dock Disk 
-
Teacher: Good1 Wink, dock and disk had the squirrel sound on the 
end, so you rais-ed your hands. Nozzle did not have the 
squirrel sound on the end, so you did not ra:I.se your hands .. 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
The first row is a sample. 
Teacher : Look at the p ictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the first row of p ictures. 
Be sure all childr>en have their markers under the fir st row of pic -
tures . 
Teacher : You will look at the pictures while I say their namese Draw 
a line like this t hrough eac h one that ends wlth the s quirrel 
sound. 
Draw a line like thi s / on the board. 
FINAL K ( 2) 
Teacher: Remember, only draw a line through the ones that end 
with the squirl•el sound. Readyl 
Cake 
Did cake end with the squirrel sound? Yes, it did. So 
we will draw a line through cake. 
Here is another word. 
Sock 
Sock does end with the squirrel sound, so you should have 
drawn a line through it. 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordl 
!~1ilk 
Did milk end with the squirrel sound? Yes. Did you 
draw a line through it? Good! 
Here is another word. Readyl 
Leaf 
Leaf did not end with the squirrel sound, so you did not 
need to mark it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
the ones that end with the squirrel sound. Put your mar-
ker under the second row like this . 
Demonstrate. 
Ready! 
Stick Mask Sun Book 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Block Track Gar a~ Desk 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Rake Truck Locl{ L_9__g 
Put your marl{er under the last rovJ like this. Ready! 
Clock Tack Fort Fork 
1_27 
HTITIAL N 
Teac.her: Let 1 s p :r•etend! Awa y we go to the make - be lieve toy shop . 
Show p i cture of t op o 
· Teacher:; What i s this? . A top, a musical topl Close y our eyes and 
lis ten wh il e it sings a song to you . ( Ma ke top s ou n d . ) 
"N-n - n-n-n-n-n-n" Let's li s ten one e a gain: "N -n-n-n-n-n-
n-n-n-n-n-n-n". ~/'hat a pretty little top song l Listen ! 
"N -n-n-n-n-n-n-n-n-n ." 
Now pr•etend you are the musical top singing your song to 
someone you want to buy you. 
Do as a group or choose some one child v1 ho makes the top so ng. 
Teac.her : Le t ' s all b e musical tops again. 
Listen while I ma k e the top sound . "N- n - n - n-n-n-n-nn 
Put you r tongue on the to p of your mouth i n back o~ your 
uppe !' teeth and make the top sound in your nose. b e sure 
you:r• lips and y our teeth are a little way a part. 
Teacher d o with pupi ls then pupils do alone . 
Teacher: Let ' s look at these p:tctures. 
Teacher takes large pictures of n sound. 
Teacher: They are pic tures of things the names of which b egin with 
the top sound . I"ook at each p ic ture as I hold it up a nd 
lis ten for t he top sound. 
Show pic t'..:tre s and name them. 
Te acher: Nash Nancy N ann_y_g_o at Necklace 
Look and lis ten again for the top sound . 
Show pictures and name t hem. 
Teacher: Nozzle Nightcap Nos e ~a;y: Nutcrac ke r 
- --·- ·-
Now I am going to show you four pictures .. I will te ll 
you the names of all of t he pictures. If you hear a name 
that b e g i ns wi t h the top sound , raise your hand e 
Show pictures a..n.d name theme 
Wax Ni_npers Nutmeg 
Good ! Na.P.tha, nippers and nutmeg_ b egan wi th the t ;.:; p sound 9 
so you raised yourna.ndso 'Nnx d i d not begin with the t op 
sound, so you d i d not r aise your hands . 
Teacher: Look and lis ten again 
to p sound o 
Hais e your hand whe n you hear the 
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Show pi ctures and name themo 
Teacher: Kid Nasturtium North Neighbor 
Good! Nasturt ium, north, and neighb_or began wi th t h e top 
sound, so you raised your hands. Kid did not begin with 
the top sound, so you did not raise your hands. 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
The fir s t row is a sample. 
Teacher : Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marlce1• unde r 
the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all the children have their markers under the first row of 
pictures o 
Teacher : You will look at the pictur•es while I say their names. 
Draw a line like this through es.ch one that begins with 
the top s our:td o 
Draw a line like this / on the board. 
Teacher: Remember, only draw a line through the ones that begin with 
the top sound. Ready! 
Teac h er: Nut 
Did nut b egin with the top sound? Yes, it did. So we 
will draw a line through nut. 
Here is another word. 
Te ac her: Needle 
Needle does begin with the top sound, so you s hould have 
dravm a line through it. 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teach er: Ready for the next word! 
Shell 
Shell did not begin with the top sou nd, so you did not 
n eed to mark it. 
Here is another word. Ready! 
Teacher : Nose 
Did nose begin with the top sound'? Yes. Did you draw a 
l ine Uu0ugh it? Goo d! 
TgsT 
Teacher ; Now I wlJ.l s ay some more words. Remembe r to mark only the 
ones t ha t b eg in with the top soundo Put your mark er undEl r 
the sec, ond row l i ke this.. ('Liemonstra te) Ready J 
INITIAL N {3} 
Nest Numbers Paw Nickel 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Net Nurse N~ws:ea,eer Ladder 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Nine NJ.~htgown Dune Noon 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready 1 
Nail Mail Notes Nee ktie 
--
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Teacher: Sometimes we hear the top sound at the end of words. Let 1 s 
look and listen while I say the names of things that end 
. with the top sound. (Teacher takes large pictures of end-
ing n sound.) Look at each picture as I hold it up and lis-
ten for t h e top sound on the end of each word. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Teacher: 
Corn Rain Can ~;eo on o 
Look and listen again for the top sound on the end of each 
word. 
Show pictures and name them. 
'reacher: Clown Acorn Fawn Man 
Now I am going to show you four more pictures and tell you 
their nameso If you hear the top sound on the end of these 
words, be sure to raise your hando 
Show pictures and name theme 
Teacher: Fern ~woodchuck Dan Pecan 
Teacher: 
Good! Fern, Dan, and Peca.E_ had the top sound on the end,~~ 
so you raised your hands. Woodchuck did not end with the 
top sound, so you did not r~e your hands. 
Look and listen againo Raise your hand when you hear the 
top sound on the end of the wordo 
Show pictures and name themo 
Teacher: Stone Bean Balloon Vlool 
Goodt Sto~, bean and balloon had the top sound on the 
end, so you raised your handso Wood did not end with t he 
top sound, so you did not raise your hands. 
Pass out test papers and markerso 
The first row is a sampleo 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the first row of pic tu res. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
tures. 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names., 
Draw a line like this through each one that ends wi th t h e 
top sound. 
Draw a line llke this / on the board. 
Teacher: Remember., only draw a lin e throu gh the ones that · end wi t h 
FINAL N (2) 
the top sound., Ready! 
Teacher: Barn 
Did barn end with the top sound? Yes, it dido So vve will 
draw a line through barn. 
Here is another word. 
PumEkin 
Pumpkin does end with the top sound, so you should have 
drawn a line through it., 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next word. 
Witch 
Witch di.d not end with the top sound, so you did not need 
to mark it-;--
Here is another word. Headyt 
Sun 
Did sun end with the top sound? Yes. Did you draw a 
line through it'? Good! 
Tl:<~ST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words . Remember to ma!•k only the 
ones that end with the top sound. Put your marker under the 
second row 1 ike this o ( Demonstrate) Ready L 
Wa~on Horn q_rayy_l'l Pig 
Put your marker under the next row like this., Ready! 
Crown Gun Fan Seal 
Put your marker under the next row like this o Heady! 
-pe_~ \ J:::>~'('\~ 
Moon He-n H-e-ad- Mitt en 
Put your marker under the next row like th.i.s . Ready£ 
Pin Lemon Comb Cone 
INITIAL V 
1J.l eac h er: (Show picture of vacuum cleaner.) 
Today let's pretend that we are mother and take our vacuum 
cleaner. "oh, my," said Mother. "Fuzzy Cat has been get-
ting hairs all over my living rooml I must take my vacuum 
cleaner and clean up. I will clean off the big chair., 
(De mon strate.) "V-v-v-v-v-v-v-v-v" went the vacuum cleaner .. 
"Dear, dearl Hair on the sofa," said Mother. "V-v-v-v-v-
v-v-v" went the vacuum cleaner. "Hair on the little .chair," 
said Mother. "V-v-v-v-v" went tbe vacuum cleaner • . "Eair 
all over my rug," said Mother. "V-v-v-v-v-v-v-v~v-v-v" 
said the vacuum cleaner. Just then Puzzy Cat come in the 
door. "V-v-v-v-v-v-v-v" said the vacuum cleaner. tty'ou 
g et out of here, Fuzzy Cat.r: "V-v-v-v-v-v-v-v." And 
Fuzzy Gat was so frightened that he ran into the kitchen 
and never went into the living room again. 
Teacher: Let 1 s all make the vacuum cleaner noise. (Do) 
Now let's have one person pretend that he (or she) is 
Mo ther's vacuum cleaner. First tell us where you are clean-
ing and then make the vacuum cleaner sound. 
Teacher: Lis ten while I make the vacuum cleaner sound: "V-v-v-v-vo" 
Now you make the vacuum cleaner sound. Use your upper 
teeth and your lower lip. Bite your lower lip g ent ly wi th 
your upper teeth and blow out your breath as you make the 
vacuum cleaner sound. Put your fin ger on your voice box 
(Demonstrate) and feel the tickle. 
Teachel' with children then children alone. 
Teacher: Let's look at these pictures. 
Teache r tak es larg e pictures of v sound. 
Teacher :; They are pic turaes of things the names of which begin with 
the vacuum cleaner sound. Look at each picture as I hold 
it up and lis ten for the vacuum cleaner- sound. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Vehicle View Vanishins_, Crea~ Valve 
Teacher: Look and lis ten again for the vacuum cleaner sound o 
Show pictures and name them. 
Vitamin ;e~ll Veloc :i.pede Varnish Victor ia 
Teache .r: Now I am going to show you four pictures. I will tel l you 
the names of all of the pictu~es. If you hear a name that 
begins with the vacuum cleaner sound, raise you r hand ., 
Show pictures and name them. 
• 
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Vanilla Venti lator Vene t ian blind · Kickball ... ____  _ 
Teac her : Good 1 Vanilla, ven tila t or and ven etian blind b egan with 
the vacuum cleaner sound, s o you raised your hands . Kic k -
ball did not begin wl t h the vacuum cleaner so und, so you 
d i d not raise your hands. 
Loo k and listen again. Raise your hand when you hear t h e 
vacuum cleaner sound. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Teacher : 
Favm Vine ent Vire o 
. Good! V~er sparrow, Vine en t and ~..£ b e gan 
vac uum clean er sound, so you 1~aised your hands. 
not begin v6 th the vacuum cleaner sound , s o you 
ra ise your hands. 
with the 
Pawn did 
did not 
Pass out test pap ers and markers. 
The fir s t :r•ow is a sample. 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. Pu t your marker und el'' 
the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
tures. 
Teac her: You will look at the pictures while I say their n ame s . 
Draw a line like this through each one that begins with t h e 
vacuum cleaner sound. 
Draw a line like this / on the boa rd. 
Teacher: Remember, only draw a line through the ones tha t beg i n with 
the vacuu m c leaner so und . Ready! 
Ve~etable 
D:i. vegetab le b e gin with t h e vacuum cleaner sound? Ye s it 
did 5 So we will d r a w a line thr ough vegetable . 
Here is another word. 
Viol in 
Violin does begin with the vac uum cleaner sound , so y ou 
should have dra~m a line through it. 
Chec k papers to see that children are markin g correctly. 
Te acher : Ready for the next word1 
Van 
Did van begin with the vacuum cleaner• sound? Yes . Did 
you draw a li.'rle through it? Good! 
• 
• 
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Teacher : Here is another word. Ready l 
Cake 
Cake did no t begin with the vacuum cleaner sound, so you 
did not neea to mark it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Hemember to mark only the 
ones that begin with the , vacuum cleaner sound. Put your 
marker· unde r the second row lil{e this. (Demonstra t e) 
Ready! 
Val en tine Leaf Veil 
Put your mar ker u ndet• the next row like this. Ready 1 
Vine Violet Vest Nest 
Put your mai•lcer under t he next rmv like this. Ready! 
Village Vault Face Vase 
Put your marker under the last row like this. Ready! 
Vaseline Voice Vise Dice 
• 
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Teacher: One cold, snowy winter's day, Little Engineer went out t o 
start Little Bngine. (Show picture of engine.) Little 
Engine was cold. First it went "ch-----ch----ch----ch" 
( slov'lly). Then Little Engine began to get warmer and 
warmer. (Demonstrate slowly then faster and faster.) 
"Ch----ch---ch---ch--ch--ch--ch-ch-ch-ch." I"i ttle Eng-
ineer drove Little Engine down the tracks.. Firs_t Little 
Engine went merrily through the snow. (Derr,onstrate with 
the fast "ch--ch--ch--ch".) Then suddenly he bumped right 
into a big snow drift and --------stopped. (Demonstrater 
"ch-ch-ch-ch-----------Ch.) How that surprised Little 
Engineer! Little Engineer said, "Come on, Little Engine, 
push, push, pushl" So Little Engine pushed and pushed. 
If you had been there listening, you would have heard him 
going "CH-CH-CH-CH1" (Demonstrate loudly and slowly.) 
But he couldn't move at alll "Push harder, Little Engine!" 
said Little Engineer. So Little Engine pushed harder and 
harder. (Demonstrate as before-· just a little louder.) 
Then--all of a sudden out of the snowdrift he came with a 
great big "OH"l Then away went Little Engine and Little 
Engineer merrily down the tracks. (remonstrate) "Ch-ch-ch-
ch-ch-ch" all the way to the next station(, "ch-ch-ch-ch-ch. 
And all the way home, "Ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-oh.' 
Teacher:: Let's pretend that we are Little Engine. (All demonstrate 
after teacher.) 
Now you may be Little Engine by yourself. 
if you are warming up, going slowly, going 
the snowdrift, or trying to get out of the 
Then let us hear your sound. 
Let several children demonstrate. 
First, tell us 
fast, stuck in 
snowbank. 
Teacher: Listen as I make the engine sound. "Ch-ch-ch-ch-ch." 
Now you make the engine sound. Touch your tongue in back 
of your front teeth as if you were going to say 11 t" 
(Demonstrate). Now say "sh" (Demonstrate) as if you were 
asking Baby to go to sleep. Now say "t" and "sh" to-
gether quickly, like this--"ch". (Demonstrate). You use 
your breath and make the engine sound. Use your fingers 
to feel how your lips push out. Find the hole between 
your lips, too. Make the engine sound again. 
Teacher with children then children alone. 
Teacher: Let's look at these pictures • 
Teac her takes large pictures of CH sound. 
Teacher: They are pictures of things, the names of which beg in wi th 
the engine sound. Look at each picture as I hold lt up 
and listen for the engine sound. 
Show p i c tures and name them. 
• 
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Chariot Checkers Chart Che s sman 
Teacher: Look and listen again for the engine sound .. 
Show pictures and name them., . 
Chickadee Chisel Chec k 
---
Teacher:; Now I will show you four pictures·., I will tell you the 
names of all the pictures. If you hear a name that begins 
with the engine sound, ral se your h and. 
Sh.ow pictures and name them. 
Teacher: Chalice Number Chai r table 
Good! Chali_~: cho'll~_sJ.o g, .and chair . table _be gan with the 
engine sound, so you raised your hands. Number did no t 
begin wl th t be engine sound, so you did not raise your 
hands .. 
Look and listen again. Raise your hand when you hear the 
engine sound. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Chinchilla Warbler C h i!!!J2an z e_ e. 
Teacher: Good! Chinch}.)). a, chi!J!E...~~-~~ and c hipEi!_lg__~arrow began 
with the engine sound, so you raised your hands. Warbler 
did not begi n with the engine sound, so you did notraise 
your hands. 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
The first row is a sample.. · 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first r m·; of 
pic tttres., 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names. 
nraw a line like this through each one that begin s with the 
engine sound., 
Draw a line lik e this / on the board • 
Teachel" :- Remember--·-only draw a l ine through the ones that begin \Vi th 
the engine sound. Ready! 
Chair 
Did chair begin with the engine sound.? Yes, it did., So 
we will draw a line t hrough chair. 
Here is another wordo 
• 
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Chimnez 
Chimney does begin with the engine sound, so you should ha v e 
drawn a line through it. 
Check papers to see that children a~e marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordl 
Rose 
Rose did not begin with the engine sound, so you did not 
need to mark it. 
Here is another word. Readyl 
Cheese 
Did cheese begin with the engine sound? Yes. Did you 
draw a line through it? Good! · 
TEST 
Teacher~ Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
ones that begin with the engine sound• Put your marke1~ 
under the second row like this. (Demonstrate) Readyl 
Cherries Chicken Chain Barn 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Church 
-·---
Knife Chalk Child 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready1 
Chest Churn Fern Ch.2J2per 
Pu t your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Chief Chipmunk Shiek Cheek 
---
• 
FINAL CH 
Teacher: Sometimes we hear the engine sound at the end of words. 
Let's look and listen while I say the names of things that 
end with the engine sound. (Teacher takes large pictures 
of ending ch sound.) Look at each picture as I hold it 
up and listen for the engine sound on the end of each word. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Sketch Starch Winch Ketch 
Teacher: Look and listen again for the engine sound on the end of 
each word. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Latch March Pouch Inch 
Teacher: Now I am going to show you four more pictures and tell you 
their names~ If you hear the engine sound on the end of 
these words, be sure to raise your hand. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Reach Finch Corn Coach 
Teacher: Goodl ~ch, finch and coach had the engine sound on the 
end, so you raised your hands. Corn did not have the engine 
sound on the end, so you did not-raise your hands. 
Look and listen again. Raise your hand when you hear the 
engine sound on the end of a word. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Stitch Nozzle Hitch Torch 
Teacher: Good! Stitch, hitch and torch had the engine sound on the 
end, so-yo-u-raised:1our hands. Nozzle did not have the 
eng ine sound on the end, so you did not raise your handso 
Pass out test papers and markers~ 
The f irst row is a sample. 
Teacher:- Look a. t the pictures on your paper. Put your marker 
under the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of p i c -
tures. 
Te ac her: You will look at the pictures while I say their names. 
Draw a line like this through each on e that ·en ds w:t t h t h e 
eng ine sound. 
Draw a line like this / on the board. 
\ 
• 
.. 
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Teacher:· Remember--only draw a line through the ones that end with 
the engine sound. Ready! 
Porch 
Did porch end with the engine sound? Yes, it did. So we 
will draw a line through porch. 
Here is a not her word. 
Witch 
Wit(}h does end with the engine so~nd, so you should have 
drawn a line through it. 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next wordl 
Peach 
Did peach end with the engine sound? Yes. Did you draw 
a lin e through it? GoodJ 
Here is another word. Readyl 
Shell 
Shell did not end with the engine sound, so you did not 
need to mark it. 
TEST 
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Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
ones that end with the engine sound. Put your marker under 
the second row like this. (Demonsti•ate) Ready1 
Match Bench Pl~ Patch 
------ ---
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Wrench Broom Dutch Spinach 
----
Put your marker under the next row like this . Readyl 
Beach Lunch Cows Couch 
-- --- --
Pu t your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Watch Wash Punch Hatch 
--- --
• 
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Show picture of dog. 
Teacher: Let 's pretend we are visiting a dog kennel --- a place 
where they keep all kinds of dogs for sale. Yle want to 
buy a dog. My! What a lot of noise these dogs make! 
Let's listen. That one has a big voice. 
Demonstrate each voice. 
"Wuh-wuh-wuh!" That one has a middle-sized voice. "Wuh-
vruh-wuh.11 And that one has a little voice. "Wuh-·wuh-wuh." 
I like the one with the middle-sized "Wuh-wuh-wuh." And 
I llke the one with the little "wuh-wuh-vruh." All sorts 
of voices! 
Demonstra te all three voices again. 
Teacher: Which voice did you like the best? You may show us with 
your voice how your dog talked. 
Let individual children demonstrate the voice of the dog they liked 
best. Let group demonstrate how all the dogs sounded as they were 
all barking at the kennel. 
11eacher: Listen again while I make the dog sound-- "Wuh-wuh-wuh." 
(Said in a normal tone.) Now you make the dog sound. 
Feel how round your lips are as you make the dog sound. 
Teacher does with pupils, then pupils do alone. 
Teacher: Let's look at these pictures. 
Teacher takes large pictures of w sound. 
They are ·pictures of things the names of which begin with 
the dog SOQ~d. Look at each picture as I hold it up and 
listen f or the dog sound. 
Show pictures and n ame tbem. 
Walk 'vYax Walrus Wink 
-
Teacherr Look and lis ten again for the dog sound. 
Show pictures and name them. 
Waiter Waitress Waterbug Weasel 
Teacher: Now I am going to show you four pictures.. I will tell you 
t he names of all the pictures.. If you hear a name that 
begins with the dog sound, raise your hando 
Show pictur e s and name them. 
Woodchuc k Warbler Sink WampliP.! _b_el~t 
INI'l1 IAL W ( 2) 
Teacher:: Good ! Woodchuck, warbler and wam;eu~_belt began with the 
dog sound, so you raised your hands. Sink did not begin 
with the dog sound, so you did not raise your hands. 
Teacher: Look and listen a gain. Raise your hand when you bear the 
dog soundo 
Snow pictures and name them. 
Wool Kerosene Winter Warrior 
Teach er: Good! Wool, winter and warrior began with the dog sound, 
so you raised your . hands. Kerosene did not begin with 
the dog sound, so you did not raise your hands. 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
The first row is a sample. 
Teacher: Look at the p ictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the first row of pic tureso 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
t u re s .. 
Teac her: You will look at the pictures while I say their names. 
Draw a line like this trhough each one that begins with the 
dog sound. 
Dr2•• a line like this / on the board. 
Teacher: Remember, only draw a line through the ones that beg in with 
the dog sound o Ready 1 
Windmill 
Did windmill begin with the dog sound? Yes it dido So 
we will draw a line through windmill. 
Here is an other word. 
Wagoq 
W'agon does bee;in with the dog sound, so you should have 
drawn a line through it. 
Chec k papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Te acher~ Ready for the next word! 
Worm 
I5Id worm begin with the dog sound? Yes. Did you draw 
a l ine through it? Good! 
Here ia another wor•do Heady! 
Shoe 
Shoe did ·n o t beg in with t he dog sound, so you did not 
need to mark ito 
INITIAL . W ( 3) 
TEST 
Teache:r•: Now I will say some more words. Rememb er to mark on ly 
the ones that begin with the dog sound. Put your rnarke.t~ 
under the second row like this. 
Demons trateo 
Readyl 
Witch Wand Lace Window 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Re ady1 
Wash Wall Money Well 
Put your marker under the next row like this. Ready! 
Wo lf Run One Watch 
Put your marker under the last row like this. Ready! 
Wallet Walnut Woof Hoof 
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. . 
Directions: 
Show picture of Mother using sewing ~chineo 
.· Teachert: · See Mother! Sh~ is very busy.o Do you know what Mother is 
doing? Yes, spa i _, _ .. sewing on · the sewing machineo Does 
your mother use a ~ ¥~wing machine?? ·· · 
ListenX The sewing machine sings a litJ~Je song as it sews.., 
It · say~, "D-d-d-d-d-<;lo" ·} 
~ • I . 
Let's all be sewing .Ips,gliine_·~- -.and make · ·tne sewing machine 
soundo J)-d-d-d-d-do ; ··. -; . . . ·. \ .. ' .. 
Let's help Mother with ·h~':r worko Come on o We will stitch 
the clotheso D-d-d-d-do · 
! 
.Wasn't that rung 
Teacher: Now we a~~ going to play another game ~ Open your mouth like 
this... '\ 
Show how lips are half open to ma.·k:e the d sound o 
Teacher:: 
Teacher:: 
Now we'll be sewing ~achines 
soundo D-d-d-d-do I . . 
Did you feel the little taps 
yo~r mouth? 
l:lnd make the sewirl'g machine 
< .:,_ 
your tongue made on the top of 
Let's be sewing mac pines again X S~e if you feel your ton-
gue make .],.1 ttle taps on the top of your moutho D-d-d-d-do 
Did you fdel it? - · 
Let's play another ga.meo You will have tp listericarefuilyo 
I am going to say some words that begin w\th the ,sewing ma-
chine soundo Watch my mouth whel)., I say words that begin 
with the sewing machine sound a See if you can hear the 
sewing machine sound at the beginning o~ the wordso Ready?· 
Say the following words., emphasiz 1ng th~ beginning sound: 
. }. Dark Den Do 
Teacher:; Did you hear the sewing machine sound? 
Let's all say the words the. t begin with the sewing machine 
soundo See if you feel your . tongu$: tap the top of your 
mouth when you say words· that begin ·with the sewing machine 
soundo Ready& Dark Dig ~ Do 
Goodl .·Did your tongue tap the to.P :pf your mouth?,' 
Here are some other words that begin with the s ·ewing machine 
sound o Say them after me o'· See what your tongue doeso 
Dance Date Da;y: Deep 
1 c ... 
INITIAL D (2) 
What did your tongue do? Yes~ it tapped the top of' your 
mouth o Wasn w t that fun!· 
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Teacher: I haVe another game o Q.a:h you li.sten carefully to the wOrds 
I say? Some of the words will b 'egin with the sewing machine 
sound o· Rome of the words will not begin with · the :;~ewing rna~ 
c h i ne soundo I wan:t ~ you to raise;-'your hand every ·time you 
hear a word that 9-oe~. beg1n with the sewing machine sound o 
Don? t let me fool you! · Remembero You will hear some words 
that do not oegin with the sewing machine sound ~ but only 
raise yo~ hand when you hear a word that does begin with 
the sewing machine ·soundo Ready& ----
Dock Dim Dive This 
Did Dock begin with the sewing machine sound? Did you raise 
you~ hand? _ 
Did Dim begin with the sewing machine sound? Did you raise 
your hand? 
Did Dive begin wf~h the sewing machine sound? Did you raise 
your hand? · · 
Did This ·begin with the sewing machine sound? Noo This 
did not begin with the sewing machine sound so you did not 
need to raise your hando 
Here are some more wordso DonVt let me fool you~ Listen 
ver;: c arefullyo ·Raise your hand every time you hear a word 
that begins :with the sewing machine soundo Ready! 
Did.· · ··· .·· Shut · Don Deek .. 
Did 8 Don 8 and Deck begin w.tth the sewing machine sound c Did 
you remember to raise your hand? Shut did not begin with 
.th.e s.ewing machine sound o · You .did not need to raise your· 
· hand for Shut o 
Teacher~: Now we are going· to play a: new game!.. This game has pictureso 
I will say tbe names of the pic tureso Some of the names of 
the pictures will begin with the sewing machine soundo 
Some of the names of the pictures will not begin with the 
sewing machine soundo You will have to-risten very care-
fully to hear which words begin with the sewing machine 
so undo 
Pass out test papers and marker• a~­
The first row is a sampleo 
Teacher~. Look at the pictures on ~1lr papero 
Put your marker under the-. first row of pic tureso 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first r ow of pictureso 
Teacher: · L-ook at tb.S pictures while I say their nameso 
Draw a line like this through each one that begins with the 
sewing machine soundo 
Draw a line like this / dh the boardo 
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Teacher~ Remembero Only draw a line through the ones that begin with 
the sewing machine soundo Ready! 
Duck 
Did Duck begin with the sewing machine sound? Yes 9 it dido 
Did you mark it? 
Check to be sure all children have marked Duck correctlyo 
Teacher·:: Here is another wordo Listen carefullyo 
Dollo 
Did Doll begin with the sewing machine sound? Be sure you 
rna r k JJoil o 
Ready for the next word! 
Doc tor 
Did Doctor begin with the sewing machine sound? Yeso 
Did you draw a line th:r;-ough 1.t? Goodo 
Ready .for the nex~ word! 
Thimble 
Did Thimble begin with the sewing machine sound? Noo You 
do not mark Thimble because it does not begin wi·th the sew-
ing-mAchine soundo 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I am going to say some more wordso Remember to mark only 
the ones that begin with the sewing machine soundo 
Put your marker under the second rowo Ready! 
Teacher reads the wordso 
Door Shoe Desk 
Put your ·marker under the next rowo Ready! 
Teacher reads the wordso 
Deer Dutch Dog Nut 
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready! 
Teacher reads the wordso 
:Palsy Monke:y: Donke:y: 
Now look a ;t the last rowo Ready! 
Teacher reads the wordso 
Dish Dime Time Dollar 
FINAL D 
Directions: 
Teacher: We played games with words that begin with the sewing ma-
chine sound. Nmv we are going to play a new g ame! We ar•e 
going to play a game with words that end with the sewing 
machine soundo 
Can you listen verY: carefully so you will hear the sewing 
machine sound at the end of the words~ Ready! 
Teacher says the following words emphasizing the end ing sound: 
Teacher:~ 
Teacher: 
'reacher: 
Red Sand Hide Blonde 
Did you 
words?i 
machine 
of your 
Red 
hear the sewing machine 
Let 1 s all say the words 
soundo See if you feel 
mouth at the end of the 
Sand Hide Blonde 
Did 
end 
you feel your tongue tap the 
of the words. Good! 
sound at the end of the 
that end with the sewing 
your tongue tap the top 
words. Ready! 
top of your mouth at the 
Here are some more words that end with the sewing machine 
sound. Say them after me. Feel what your tongue does. 
Slide Round Fred Stood 
GoodG Vfuat did your tongue do? Yes, it tapped the top of 
your mouth. 
Here is another game! You will 
fully to the words I say. Some 
the sewing machine soundo Some 
with the sewing machine round. 
hand every time you hea r a word 
sewing machine sound .. 
have to listen ver~ care-
of the words will end with 
of the words will not end 
I want you to raise-your 
that does end with the 
1_5 
All ready! Remember. Only raise your 
end with the sewin g mac h ine sound. 
hands for words that 
Proud Said Glass Land 
Does Proud end wit h the sewing machine sound? 
you remember to raise your hand? 
Does Said end with t h e s e wing mac h i ne sound. 
r a ise your han d? 
Does Glass end with the sewing machine sound'?' 
not raise your hand for Glass because it d oes 
t he sewing mac h ine sound. · 
Does Land end with the sewing machine sound? 
raise your hando Good. 
Yes. Did 
Yes. Did you 
No. You d o 
not end wi t h 
Yeso Did y ou 
Teach er:: Here are some more words., Raise your hand every time y ou 
h ear a word t ha.t ends with the sewing machine sound. Re ady ! 
Hood Ned Load Mill 
Teacher: Hood 8 Ned 8 and Load end with the sewing machine sound s o 
you raiSed your nando Mill did not end with the sewing 
machine sound 8 so you did not need to raise your hand. 
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Teacher: Now we are going to play a game with pictureso I will say 
the names of the pictureso Some of the names of the pic-
tures ·will end with the sewing machine soundo Some of the 
names of the pictures will not end with the sewing machine 
soundo 
You will have to listen very ca~efullyo 
Pass out test papers and markerso 
The first row is a sampleo 
Teacher:; Look at the pictures on your papero 
Put your marker under the - first row of pictureso 
Check to be sure that all children have marker under the first rowo 
Teacher: Look at the pictures while :t say their names o _ 
Draw a line like this through each one that erids with the 
sewing machine soundo 
Draw a line like this [ on the boardo 
Teacher: Remember! Only draw a line through the ones that end with 
the sewing machine soundo Ready! 
Bird 
Does Bird end with the sewing machine sound? Yeso Draw a 
line ~ugh Birdo 
Check papers to see that children have marked ~ c orrec tlyo 
Teacher:: Here is another wordo Listen carefully! 
Bread 
Does Bread end with the sewing machine sound? Yeso Mark ito 
, Ready for the next word! 
House 
Does House end with the sewing machine sound? Noo House 
does not end with the sewing machine sound so you do not 
mark ito 
Here is another wordo Ready! 
Hand 
Doe.s Hand end with the sewing machine sound? Yeso Did y-ou 
mark it? 
TEST 
Teacher: _Now I will say some more wordso Remember to mark only the 
ones that end with the sewing machine soundc 
Put your marker under the second rowo Ready! 
Teacher reads wordso 
Sled Bed Wade Camel 
Put your marker under the next row! Ready! 
Teacher reads words o 
1lLr.;8 J. Ll· 
FINAL D (3) 
Wood Thread Toad 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Teacher reads wordso 
'"~te. Road Robe Cloud 
Now look at the last row. Readyl 
Teacher reads wordso 
Head Cart Card 
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INITIAL M 
Show to p ., 
Teacher: 
---···--- ........ 
'l1oday we are going to play someJ;ameswit h fh:i:s. top . 
Listen while I play the top . '- --· 
Start to p humming . 
Teacher : 'J.lhe top hums o It says M-rn-m-m-m- m- m. Lis te'h! Did you 
hear it say, uM-m-m-m-m-m"? / 
Let 's all b e tops and make· the humrrd.ng sound. 11M-m-m-m-m." 
Wasn't that f un ! 
Choose one ch ild to make th e top go . 
Teacher: (Child's name) may make the top go . Let's all b e tops too 
and make the humrning sound. M-m-m- m-m- m-m- m. 
That was very good! 
Teacher : Now we ar·e going to play another game . Put your two lips 
tGg e the r like this o 
Sl1ov1 hew l ips are together to make the humming sound. 
Teacher : N mv let's be tops and make the hurmning sound. Be sure 
your lips are t ogether. H-m-m-m-m-m-m-m .. 
Do you feel the sound in your nose as you hum? 
Let 's do i t again% Are your lips togethe r? 
See how you feel the sound in your nose as you hum o M-m-m-
m-m-m-m-m-m o 
Let's p lay another game . You will have to li s ten yery_ 
c arefully. I am going to say some wor~s that beg_i~l! with 
the humming sound .. Ylatch how my lips are together to make 
the humming sound .. Now listen car efull.;t to hear wol~ds that 
begin with ti'le humm i ng sound . 
Teacher says the following words emphasizing the beginning sound : 
'I' e ache r : 
rllove Mouth Make 
Did you hear the hunnning sound ? Did you see how I pu t my 
lJ.ps together to say words that begin with the hlill1."ning 
.90 1J.Ud? 
Let ' s all say the words that begi n vvith the hurrun:i.ng soundo 
Are your lips together? Readyl 
Move Mouth Make 
Did you fee 1 the sound in your nose? 
Here are some other 
Say t hem after me . 
March Man 
----*"-
words that begin with the humming sound .. 
Be sure your lips are togethero 
Mill Mat 
INITIAI., M ( 2) 
Wasn 1 t that fun l 
Now we'll play another gameo You will have to listen 
ver::z c arefu 11 y to the words I sayo Some of the words 
begin with the huL~ing soundo Some of the words do not 
begin with the humming sound o I want you to raise your 
hand every time you hear a word that does begin with the 
humming sound. ~-
Watch my lips to see if they are together for words that 
begin with the humning soundo 
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Don 1 t let me fool you novrl Remember you may hear some words 
that do not begin wi.th the humming soundo Raise your hands 
only when you hear words that do begin with the humming 
sound. Ready! 
' 
Mind Made Most Boat 
Good % Mind, Made, and Most begin with the humrl1 ing 
sound so you raised your hands for those words. Boat 
did not begin with the humning sound so you did n~ 
raise your hando 
Here are some more words. Watch my lips! Raise your 
hand every time you hear a word that begins with the hum-
ming soundo Ready! 
Moo Mornir1£ Run Mild 
Tba t was fine l Moo, Mor!lir~g, and Mild begin with the 
humming sound so you raised your hands.. Run did not 
begin wl th the humming sound so you did nothave to raise 
your he.nd. 
Teacher: Now we are going to play a game with pictureso I will say 
the names of the pictureso Some of the names of the pic-
tures wi 11 begin with the hurrming sound and some wi 11 not .. 
You will have to listen ver~ carefully because this time. I 
am not going to help youo 1 ·1is t ime you will not see my 
lips go together when I make the humming sound. 
Pass out test papers and markerso 
'I'he firs t row is a san1ple o 
Teacher: Look at the pic tur es on your paper. 
Put your marker under the first row of pictures o 
Be sure all chj_ ldren have their markers under the firs t rov;> of pic= 
tures. 
'11 eacher: You will l ook at the pictures while I say their nameso 
Draw a line like this through each one that begins VJith the 
humming sound o 
INITIAL M (3) 
Draw a line like this / on boardo 
Teacher: Remembero Only draw a line through the ones that begin 
with the humming sound. Ready! 
Mouse 
DiaMouse begin with the hurmning sound? Yes, it did. So 
you will hRve a line thrrugh Mouseo 
Here is another wordo Don 1 t let me fool you noVIJ 
Man 
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Man does be g in with the hunn:ning smmd so you should have a 
mark through it. 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next word! 
Match 
Did 11atch begi n with the hununin g sound? Yes. 
Did you draw a 1 ine through :tt? Good. . 
Here is another word. Ready~ 
Saw 
Saw did not be g in with the humming sound so you did not 
need to ffia:rk it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more ¥vords. Remember to mark only the 
ones that begin with the hurndng sound. 
Put your marker under the second row. Ready! 
Milk Leaf Muff l\Ioon 
Put yot~ marker under the next row. Ready! 
Mitten Monker Milkman Hake 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Bunny Money_ Marbles 
Now look at the last row. ReadyJ 
Mother Mail Nail Mirror 
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Directions: 
Teacher: Vie played games with words that begin with the humming sou n do 
Now we are going to p lay a new game1 We are going to play 
a game with words that end with the hurmning sound. 
Lis ten c a 1• e ful l y so you will hear the humming sound at the 
end of the words . Ready& 
Teacher says the following words emphasizing the ending sound. 
Plum Cream Hum Stor:rt 
Teacher•:. Did you hear the humming sound? Did you see my lips to-
gether at the end of the words ? 
Let's all say the words that end with the humming soundQ 
You will feel your lips together at the end. See if you 
feel the sound in your noseo Ready! 
Plum Cream Hum Storm 
Did your lips come together? Did you feel the sound in 
you:n nose?. 
Teacher:: Here are some more words that end with the humming sound o 
Say them after me. Be sure your lips come tog ether at 
the end . Peady1 
Teacher:. 
Home Them Tom Ham 
That was very good. 
Here is another gamel You will have to listen very care-
fully to the words I say . Some of the words will end w.i t h 
the humm. ing SJound. Some of the wor ds wi 11 not end with 
the humming sound. I want you to raise your-hand every t ime 
You hear a 'Nord that does ene!_ wlth the hurmnin g soundo 
Don 1 t let me fool you! Watch my lips to see how they c orne 
together on words t ha t end with the humming sound. 
Remember, only rlase your hand when you hear v10rds that end 
with the humming sound . Ready! 
Rlm Some Climb Dress 
Does Rim end with the humming sound? Yes. Did you raise 
your hand? 
Does Some end with the humming sound? Yes. Did you rai s e 
your hand? 
Does Climb end with the humming sound? Yes. Did you raise 
your hand? 
Does Dress end with the humming sound? No o You did not 
need to raise your hand for Dress. 
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Teacher: Here are some more words. Watch my lips1 Raise your hand 
every time you hear a word that ends with the humming sound. 
Ready 1 
Stem Crumb Doll Rhyme 
Teacher: That was fine! Stem, Crumb, Rhyme end with the humming 
sound so you raise~your hands. Doll did not end with the 
humming sound so you did not need~raise your hand. 
Now we are goin8 to play a game with pictures. I will say 
the names of the pictures. Some of the names of the pictures 
will end with the humning sound. Some of the names of the 
pictures will not end with the humming sound. 
You will have to listen ~ery carefully because this time 
I am not going to help you. This time you vall not see my 
lips go together at the end of words that end with the hum-
ming sound. 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
The firs t row is a sample. 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. 
Put your marker under the first row of pictures. 
Be ru re all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
tureso 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names., 
Draw a line like this through each one that ends with the 
humming sound. 
Draw a line like this / on the boardo 
Teacher:: Remember. Only draw a line through the ones that end 
with the hummin g sound. Ready! 
Broom 
Did Broom end with the humming sound? Yes, it did. So 
you will have a line through ~~· 
Check papers to see that children have marked Broom correctly. 
Teacher: Here is another word. Don't let me fool y ou nowl 
Drum 
Did Drum end wi th the humm ing sound. Did you mark it? 
Ready for the next wordl 
Roof 
Did Roof end with the humming sound? No. You do not mark 
Roof because it does not end wit h the humming sound. 
Her e is another wordo Readyt 
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Teacher : Jam 
Does Jam end with the hurnming soun d? Ye s1 Did you mark i t ? 
TEST 
Te acher:, Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
one s that end with the hurruning sound. 
Put your mar ker under the second row. Ready1 
Teacher says words. 
Thumb Well Farm S'v im 
Put your mal,kel" under the next row. Ready! 
Teacher says worclso 
Room Dime Ladder Worn 
Put your marker under the next row. Readyt 
Teacher says words .. 
Lamb ~-~~ Bomb Arm 
Now look at the last l"OWe Ready! 
eacher says words. 
Time Gun Gum Limb 
FINAL Z 
Dirac ti ons :: 
Teacher: One e there was a little girl named Sally Ann. She was play-
ing in the garden one day when she heard a strange sound. 
It sounded like Z-z-z-z-z-z. Sally Ann looked all around 
and what do you suppose she found! Honey bees! 
Show picture of Sally Ann and the bees. 
Teacher~ See Sally Ann and the honey bees?. The bees are singing a 
song while they make honey. They. are saying. "Z-z-z-z-." 
Let's all be bees and make the honey bee sound. Z-z-z-
z-z-z. Wasn't that funl 
Teacher:: Let's play another game. Put your teeth together like this. 
Show how teeth are together to make the honey bee sound. 
Teacher~ Now let's be honey bees and make the honey bee sound. 
Z-z-z-z-z-ze Did you feel your tongue hide behind your 
teeth when you made the honey bee sound? Now put your 
fingers on your throat. 
Demonstrate tips of fingers on Adams Apple. 
'l'eacher: Feel the buzz when you say the honey bee sound? 
Come onl Let's make the honey bee sound again. See if 
your teeth are together. See if you blow out to make the 
sound. See if your tongue hides behind your teeth. Feel 
the buzz in your throat with your finger tips. Readyl 
Z-z-z-z-z-z-z. You were very good honey beesl 
'l'eacher:: Here is a new game! You will have to listen very carefully. 
I am going to say some words that end with the honey bee 
sound. 
Listen carefully so you wi 11 hear the honey bee sound at 
the end of the wot•ds. Watch my teeth to see them come 
together at the end of the words. Readyl 
Say the following words, emphasizing the final sound. 
Clothes Ties Tells 
Teacher: Did you hear the honey bee sound at the end of the words? 
Did you see my teeth come together? 
Let's all say the wrds that end with the honey bee sound. 
See if your teeth come together at the end of the words. 
Ready! 
Clothes Ties Tells 
F'INAL Z ( 2) 
Teacher:. Did your teeth come together? Did you hear the h oney bee 
found at the end? 
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'l'eacher : Here are some more words that end with the honey bee s oun d. 
Say them afte1~ me . See if your teeth come together at the 
end . Readyl 
Calls Tease Sings Noise 
That was go od1 
Teacher : We are going to play a new game. You will have to listen 
very carefully to the words I say. Some of the words end 
with the honey bee sound and some do not. I want you to 
raise your hand every time you hear a word that doe s end 
with the honey bee sound . 
Watch my teeth to see how they come together at the end of 
words that end with the honey bee sound. 
:1emember. You may hear · some words that do not end with 
the honey bee sound. Raise your hand only when you hear 
words that do end with the honey bee sound. Ready! 
Froze Lick Shells 
Did Froze end wi th the honey bee sound? Did you r aise your 
hand? 
Did Buys end with the honey bee s ound? Did y ou raise your 
hand? 
Did Lick end with the honey bee sound. No . You did not 
needtoraise your hand for Lick because it did not end 
with the honey bee sound . 
Did Shells end with the honey bee sound. Yes ., Did you 
raise your hand? 
'l1eacher: Here are some more words . Raise your• hand ever•y time y ou 
hear a wo r d tha t ends with the honey bee sound $ Ready l 
Cho se Please Lie s Clown 
Chose, Please, and Lies end wi th the hon ey be e sound o Did 
you hear the honey beesound'? Did you r·ai s e your hand'? 
Clown did not end wi tb the honey bee sound . Di d y ou remem ... 
ber not to-riise your hand? 
Teacher: Now we are going to pla-y a game with picture .s . I wil l ~my 
the names of the pictures. Some of the names of the pic:-
tures will end with the honey bee sound . Some of the n ames 
of the p:i..ctures will not end with the honey be e s otu ld o 
You will ha·v e to listenver·z carefull y bee ~use t hid time 
I a..rn not going to help y ou . This time you will not s e e 
my teeth go together at the end of words that end wi th 
the honey b ee sound. 
FIRAt Z ( 3) 
F as s ou t t e s t pa p er• s and rna r ke rs . 
· 'The f lr·st r ow is a sample. 
Teacher: Look a t t he picture s on your paper. 
Put your marker under the first row of pictures. 
all children have their markers under the first row of 
tures. 
Teacher:: Look at the pictures while I say their names o 
Draw a line like this through each one that ends with 
t he honey bee sound. 
Draw a line like this / on the board. 
Teacher: Remember. Only draw a line through the ones that end with 
the h oney b ee sound. Readyl 
Hose 
~Rose end with the honey bee sound. Yes. "!Draw a line 
through Rose. 
Check papers to see that children have marked Rose correctly. 
1'eacher: Here is another word. Listen carefully! 
Cheese 
Does Cheese end with the honey bee sound? Did you mark it? 
Here is another wordl Ready l 
Chic k 
Does ·chick end with the honey bee sound? No. You will 
not draw a line through Chick because it does not end with 
the honey bee sound. 
Ready for the next wordl Nose 
Nose ends with the honey bee sound. Did you mark it? 
---- TEST 
'l'eacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
the ones that end with the honey bee sound. 
Put your marker under t he second row. Readyt 
Toes Hos e Toys Horn 
Put your marker under the next row. Readyl 
Boys Dog Birds Trees 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready1 
E~es Ice Balls Cookies 
Now look at the last row. 
Rings Flies Belt 
Ready1 
Bells 
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INITIAL J 
Dirac tions: 
Show picture of Jack-in-the-box, or a real oneo 
Teacher recites poem: 
I am a jolly Jumping Jack 
In a box of red and black· 
Lift the lid and I jump out 
See me smile, 
I nev,~~ pouto 
Teacher: _Did you hear the Jumping · Jack sound when I said u jolly 
Jumping Jack?" Listena j-j-j-j-j-jo Let's all be 
.... ;· 
Jumping Jack& and make the Jumping Jack soundo Push your lips 
forward, pres~ the tip of your tongue on the top of your 
mouth behind your upper teetho Now, make your tongue jump 
down as you say the Jumping Jack soundo Let's all say jo 
GoodX Let's all say the Jumping Jack sound againo Get 
readyo Push your lips forwardo Press your tongue at the 
top of your mouth behind your teetho Can you feel your 
lips pushed outo Can you feel your tongue pressed against 
the top of your moutho Good! Now let's say the Jumping 
Jack sound by making our tongues jump down in our moutho jo 
Teacher: Here is a new gameg You will have to listen v~rz care-
fully., I am going to say words that basin with the Jumping 
Jack soundo 
Teacher says "'the following words emphasizing the beginning sound: 
Jello Just John Jelly 
Did you hear the Jumping Jack sound at the beginning? 
Let's all say tm words that begin with the -Jumping Jack · 
sounQo 
Teacher: Here are some other words that begin with the Jumping Jack 
sound o Say them after me., 
Job James Join 
-
Teacher: I have another gameo Can you listen verz carefully to the 
words I say? Some of the words will begin with the Jump- . 
ing Jack soundo Some of the · words will not begin With · the 
Jumping Jack soundo I want . you to raise your hand every, . 
time you hear a word that. does begin with the Jumping Jack 
soundo 
Remember o Only raise your hanq for words that do begin with 
the Jumping Jack soundo Ready~ 
Jolly,: Wall Jour-nal 
Did Jolly begin with the Jumping Jack sound? YesX Did you 
raise your hand? 
Did Joy begin with the Jumping Jack sound? Yes" Did· you 
raise your hand? 
Tif'ITIAL J ( 2) 
Did Wall begin with the Jumpiil.g Jack sound? No.o You do 
not raise your hand for Wall because it doe's not begin with 
tne Jumping Jack soundo 
Did Journez begin with the Jumping Jack sound? Yeso Did 
you raise your hand? 
Teacher: Here are some more wordso Don't let me fool you! Listen 
very carefullyo Raise your hand every time you hear a 
word that begins with .the Jumping Jack soundo Ready! 
Junior Joke Jim . Pull 
--
Junior 9 Joke 8 and Jim begin with the Jumping Jack sound~ . 
Did you remember t~aise your hand? Pull did not begin· 
with the Jumping Jack soundo You did--not" need to raise 
your hand for ~o 
Teacher: Now we are going to play a new gamet This game has picturesi 
I will say the names of the pictures o Some of the name~,· · ··· · · • 
of the pfu tures wi 11 begin w1 th the Jumping Jack sound~ 
Some of the names of . the pcitures will not begin with the· 
Jumping Jack soundo · · -
You will have to listen vei?' t;arefully to hear which words: 
begin with tl:e Jumping Jac soundo · 
Pass out test papers and markerso 
The first row is a sampleo 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your papero 
Put your marker under the first row of pic tureso . 
Check to see that all children hav.e markers under the first rowo 
~eache r:: Look at the pictures while I say their nameso 
Draw a line like this through each one that begins with the 
Jumping Jack soundo · 
Draw a line like this / on the boardo 
Teacher: Rememberl Only draw a line through the ones that begin lwith 
the Jumping Jack soundo Readyl 
Jar 
Did Ja~ begin with t~ Jumping Jack sound? Yeso Draw a line 
through Jar o '" · · · · 
Check to see if all children have marked Jar correctlyo 
Teacher:. Here is an other wordo Ready! 
Jacks 
Did Jacks begin with the Jumping Jack sound? Be sure you 
mark Jackso 
Ready for tbe next word! 
Wagon 
Did Wagon begin with tbe JUJllping Jack sound? .Noo You do not 
mark Wagon becau~e it does not begin with the Jumping Jack 
soundo . ' 
Ready g 
Jackknife 
INITI AL J ( 3) 
Did J ackknife begin with the .Jumping .Jack sound? Yes ., 
Mark .Jackknife. 
TEST 
_.i1-.. 
Tea.cher:: Now I am g oing to say some more wordso Remember t o mark 
only the ones tha t begin with the Jumping Jack sound., 
Put your marker under the second rowo Ready1 
Teacher reads the wordso 
J ac k-o- lantern Giraffe Jail 
Put your marke r under the n ext row.. Ready! 
Teacher' readr, the words., 
Jacket Juice Jaw 
Put your marker under the next row$ Ready1 
Teacher reads the words., 
Jam Jack Shack 
Now l ook at t he last row. Ready~ 
Teacher reads the words., 
Jet Zoo J ewel 
JL71 
INITIAL H 
Directions: 
Show p icture of dog . 
'l1 eacher:· This dog's name is Spot.. One day Spot felt very fl"'isky. 
He ran and ran and rano Soon, he was a long way from homeo 
Spot thought to himself, "I'n: hungry.. I guess I'll g o h ome 
and eat o 11 So he ran and jumped all the way home. Vlhen 
he got home, he was so tired he couldn't eat. All Spot 
could do was lie down and pant very fast like this: H-h-h-
h-h-h-h .. 
Let 1 1'3 all be Spot and make the tired dog sou nd. H-h-h-h-h .. 
Wasn't that fun! You sounded just like tired dogs& 
Let's be dogs again. Th:i.s time we will make believe that 
we saw a cat and chased and chased. and chased it until i t 
ran up a treeo How do we feel now? Oh, how tired we are ! 
Let's Rll make the tired dog sound. H-h-h-h-h-h, 
That was fun! 
Now we are going to play another gamel Open your mouths 
like this .. 
Show how mouths should be open. 
Teacher: :tif ow we 1 ll be dogs and make the tired dog soun d . H-h-h-h o 
Did you feel a puff of breath th:r•ough your open mouth? 
Put your hand in front of your mouth eR you make the t ired 
dog sound .. 
Show how hand should be held in front of mouth .. 
Teacher: See if you feel little puffs of breath against your hand 
when you make the tired dog souJ1d• H-h-h-h-h-h .. Did you 
feel it? 
Come on. Let'a do it agai n . Be sure your mouth is openQ 
Hold your hand up to feel t he little puffs of breath .. 
H-h-h·-h-h-h .. 
Here is a new game. You will have to listen very carefully. 
I am going to say some words that begi.t_! with the ti red dog 
sound. Watch how my mouth ia open to make the tired dog 
sound.. Now listen carefully to he,qr words that beg in w.i th 
the tirei dog sound. 
Say the following words, emphasizing th e beginning sound: 
Home Heel He r Hide 
Teacher: Did you hear the tired dog sound? Did you see how I open 
my mouth to say words that begin with the tire~ dog sow1d? 
•. 
INITIAL H ( 2) 
Teacher: Let 1 a all say the words that begin with the tired dog 
sound. Is your mouth open? 
Home Heel Her Hide 
:1L72 
Here are some other words that begin with the tired dog 
sound. Say them after me. Hold your hand in front of 
your mouth t o feel the puff of breath. Readyl 
Hook Him Hunt Hem 
Wasn 't that funl 
I have a new game. Can you listen very carefully to t he 
words I say? Some of the words begin with the tired do g 
sound. Some of the words do not begin with the tired 
dog sound. I want you to raise your hand every time . you 
hear a word that does begin with the tired do g ·sound. 
Watch my mout~ to see if it is open for words that begin 
wit h the tired dog sound. ·· 
Remember. Only raise your hands when you hear words t ha t 
b egin with t h e tired dog sound. Readyl 
Ho ld Have Hall 
Hold, Have, and Hall begin v1ith the tired dog sound so you 
had to raise your hands. Boz did not begin with the tired 
dog sound so you did not raise your hands. 
Here are some more . words. Don 1 t let me fool you. Raise 
your hands only when you hear words that beg in with t he 
tired dog sound • . Readyl 
Ho t Hurt Hole Gate 
Hot, Hurt, and Hole begin with the tired dog sound so you 
raised your han~ Gate did not begin with the tired dog 
sound so you did not have to raise your hands. 
Now we are going to play a gam e with pictures. I will 
say the names of the pictures. Some of the names of t h e 
pictures will begin with the tired dog sound and some 
wi 11 not. 
You will have to listen verz carefully because this time 
I am not going to help you. This time you will not se& 
how my mouth makes the tired dog sound. 
Pass out test pap Ars and markers. 
The f irst row is a sample. 
Teacher : Look at the pictures on your paper. 
Put your marker under the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the firs t row of pic t u res. 
'·• 
INITIAL H ( 3) 
Teacher: You ·.vill look at the pictures while I say their nameso 
Draw a line like this through each one that begins with 
the tired dog sound. 
Draw a line like this / on the board. 
Teacher: Remember. Only draw a line through the ones that begin 
with the tired dog sound. Ready! 
Hand 
Did Hand begin with the tired dog sotmd? Yes 1 it dido 
Put a-lline through Hand. 
Here is another word. Don't let me fool you now! 
Hair 
Does Hair begin with the tired dog sound? Yes. Mark it. 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next word! 
Hat 
Did Hat begin with the tired dog sound? Yes. Did you 
draw-aline through it? Good! 
Here is another word. Ready! 
Bell 
~Bell begin with the tirea dog sound? No. You will 
not have a mark through it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
ones that begin with the tired dog sound. 
Put your marker under the second row. Ready! 
Teacher says the word~. 
Teacher: House Goat Horn 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Hammer Hoe Socks Horse 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Heart Wheel Heel Hanger 
Put your marker under the last row. Ready! 
Hill Hen Pen Helmet 
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INITIAL B 
Direc tiona:. 
Show picture of bottle. 
Teacher: One Saturday morning mother -was washing the dishes. After 
she washed a milk bottle she filled it with cold water to 
rL11se out the soap. As the water came out of the bottle 
it said b-b-b-b-b-b. Let's pretend that we are pouring 
water from a bottle and make it say this sound, b-b-b-b-b. 
Now I want you to watch my mouth when I make the bottle 
sound. See how my lips open and then close. B-b-b-b-b-b. 
You make the bottle sound and see if your lips open and 
close like mine did • . Let's make the bottle sound again. 
B-b-b-b-b-b-b. 
Here is a game. You will have to listen very carefully. 
I am g oing to say some words that begin with the bottle 
sound. Watc h how my mouth opens and closes when I make 
the bottle sound. Now listen carefully to hAar words that 
begin with the bottle sound. 
Say the following words, emph.asizing the beginning sound. 
Teacher: Boot Bundle Baker Bath 
Did you hear the bottle sound'? Did you see how my lip s 
closed and opened?; Let's all say the words that beg1n 
with the bottle sound. Cah you feel your lips touchinc ?' 
'Root Bundle Baker 
------ -----
Wa;s:n' t that furr«>. 
S ere are some other words 
sound. Say them after me. 
Bone Beach 
Bath 
that b~gin with the bottle 
Ready. 
Berr~ 
I have a new game. I am g oing to show you some pictu res 
that begin with the bottle sound and s ome that do not. 
In this game you will put a mark like this on the pictures 
that begin with the bottle sound. 
Draw a mark like this / on the board. 
Teacher: Can you listen very carefully as I say the words. 
Teacher holds up each picture in test order and says name. Class 
repeats name. Teacher places pictures on chalk tray. 
Teacher: Listen carefully to the first word. 
Butter 
Does Butter begin ml"ith the bottle sound? Yes, it does. 
Jane, you come up and put a line through Butter. 
-· .. -:·· 
:184 
IlfiTIAl.. B ( 2) 
Teac her : Her•e ls anot.her wor d . Don ' t let me f oo l yon . 
TI bz 
oes Baby b eg in wi th the bot tle sound'r Yes . Mark it, f:"a :t'Y o 
Listen to the n ext wor d . 
Man 
Does Man beg in with the bottle sound? No . You wi l l not 
mark it . 
List en c arefully to the las t wor d . 
Banana 
Do es Ba~ana begin With the bott le sound? Yes . You put 
a line through it , Joe . 
Teacher remove s above p i c ture s f rom chalk traay and us ing iden tical 
procedure precedes in this or der with the fo l l owing pictures i n the 
chalk tray . 
Bottl e Bed Basket 
Pas s out t e st papers and markers . 
Teac h er : Here is another game vJith picture s . This t l me the picture s 
are on your paper. Keep your h ands folded and l ook at the 
p ictures . 
When all papers are passeJ out children wJll take crayon i n hand ., 
Teac h er: I wi 11 say the n ames of the pic ttn~es . Some of the pic ture .s 
beg in wi th the b ott le sound and some do not . 
Look at the pictures on your pape r . Put your marker under 
the first row of pictures . 
Be sure al l childr~n h ave thei r marker s under t he first row of p ic-
tu rae s . 
Teacher :- You will look at the p~c-r;ure s while I say their name:3 o 
Draw a line like this just as we d i d with the picture s at 
the boarri o 
Draw a lin e like t his / on the board . 
Teacher: Ready t 
Bell 
Does· Bell begin with the bottle sound? Yes . Put a line 
th!~ough Bell o 
Here i s another word . Don ' t let me foo l you . 
Bow 
Does Bow begin wi th the bo t t l e sound"' Yes . l'IIark it . 
~ . 
... 
.  
I NITIAL B (3) 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next word. 
Fan 
15'0es F'an begin with the bottle sound? No. Do not mark it. 
Now the last word. 
Belt 
Does Belt begin with the bottle sound? Yes. Mark it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
ones that begin with the bottle oo und. 
Put your marker under the second row. H.eady1 
Bat Bag Bus Lock 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Bird Box Violin Bo:t: 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Book Beads Pear Bear 
----
Put your marker under the last row. Ready! 
Boat Ball Doll B1c y_c le 
,. 
FINAL B 1_86 
Directions: 
Show picture of bottleo 
Teacher: c-: uome words have the bottle sound at the end of them. 
Let's listen while I say some words that end with the bot-
tle soundo . Watch my mouth when I say the end of each word . 
Say the following words, emphasizing the final sound. 
Drab Sob Ebb Fib 
Teacher: Did you hear the bottle sound at the end of each word? 
Let's all say the words that end with the bottle soundo 
See if your lips touch at . the end of each word. 
Drab Sob Ebb Fib 
Teacher: Here are some other words that end with the bottle sound. 
Say them after me. Ready! 
Rob Slab Dab Dib 
I have a new gamee I am going to show you some pictures 
that end with the bottle sound and some that do not. In 
this game you will mark like this the pictures that end 
with the bottle sound. 
Draw a mark like this / on the board. 
Teacher: Can you listen very carefully as I say the words. 
Teacher holds up each picture in test order and says name. Class 
repeats name. Teacher places pictures on chalk tray. 
Teacher: Listen carefully to the first word. 
Job 
TIOes Job end with the bottle sound? Yes. You mark it, 
(Call up a chi ld). 
Teacher: Here is another wordo Don't let me fool you. 
RiP.. 
Does Rip end with the bottle sound? No. Do not mark it. 
TeR.cher: Lis t en to the next word. 
Grab 
Does Grab end with the bottle sound? Yes. You mark i t , 
(Call up a child). 
Teacher: Listen to the last wordo 
Stab Does Stab •3nd with the bottle sound? Yes. Mark it, 
(Call u p a child)a 
1.87 
FINAL B ( 2) 
Teacher removes the above pictures from chalk tray and u sins identi-
c al procedure precedes in this order with the followin g pictures in 
the chalk tray. 
Mob Fab Curb Chair 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
Teacher: Here is another game with pictures. This time the pictures 
are on paper. I will say the names of the pictures. Some 
of the pictures end with the bottle sound and some do not. 
Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the first row of pictures .. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
tures. 
Teacher: I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures 
end with the bottle sound and some do not. 
Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
t h e first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
tures. 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names. 
Draw a line like this / just as we did with the pictures 
at the board. 
Ready! 
Tube 
Does Tube end with the bottle sound? Yes 1 it does. Put 
a line through Tube. 
Here j_s another w:::> rd. Don 1 t let me fool you. 
Bulb 
Does Bulb end with the bottle sound? Yes. Mark it. 
Ready for the next word. 
Tub 
Does Tub end with the bottle sound?, Yes, put a mark 
through it. 
Teac her : Now the last word. 
Milk 
Tioes Mi l k end with the bottle sound. No. Do not mark i t . 
1_88 
FINAL B (3) 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
ones that end with the bottle sound. 
Put your marker under the second row. Ready! 
Crib Bob Bib Knife 
Put your marker under the next row. ReEtdyl 
Club Rub Seal Grab 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready! 
Sub Cab Cap . Rob 
Put your marker under the last row. Ready' 
Knob Wed Vleb Cub 
JL89 
INITI AL N 
DJ..::.~' ::.~.:) tions:: 
Show picture of large Mosqu ito . 
Teacher: Let 1 e pre t end it is a hot summer night and we ar•e sitt ing 
out on the front lawn. Listenl N-n-n-n-n-n-n-n-n. Ouc h ! 
That was a mosquito . You pretend you are a. mosquito. Sing 
your soft mosquito sound and fly away with your voice. 
Chj_ldren. imitate individually or as a group. 
N-n-n -n-n-n-n-n - n . 
Now I want y ou to feel your nose when you ma k e the mosqu i to 
sound. 
Childr en place h ands on nose . 
Tflacher:~ Di d you feel it in your nose? 
Let 1 s make the mos quito sound again . N-n-n-n-n-n . 
Here i s a game . You will have to listen very carefully .. 
I am go i ng to say s ome words that begin with the mos quito 
sound . Vlatch how my mouth makes the mosquito sound . See 
t he tip of my t ongue b ehind my u pper• front tee th . 
Se.y tho fo ll owing words , emphas i z ing tbe beglnning sound : · 
Next Knot Nun Near 
Teacher : Did you hear the mosquito sound? Did you see how I opened 
my mouth to say words that begin with the mosquit o sound? 
Let' s all say the words that begin wlth the mosquito sound o 
See if you can feel them in your nose. 
Next Knot Nun Near. 
---
Teacher: Here are some other words that begin with the mos quL.o 
s ound. Say them af t er me. Readyl 
Nibble Name Noise 
Wasn 't that fun. 
I have a new game ., I am going to show you s ome pictures 
that begin wlth the mosqu ito sound and some that do not ., 
In this game you wi l l mnr k like this / (Teacher· pu ts mark 
on the boar-d) the pictures that b egin wi th t he mosquit o 
sound .. Can you listen very carefully as I say t h e words .. 
Teacher holds u p each p ic t ure in test or d er and says n ame. Class 
repea t s narne . Teacher p l aces pictures on chalk tray~ 
':P e ac h er : L i sten c ar•e fu l ly- t o the fi r s t word . 
INITIAL 1:1 ( 2 ), 
Teac h er: NaE 
Do es Nap begin with t he mosquito sound? Yes, it does . 
(Jack) , you come up a..'1d put a line through Nap. 
Here is another word. :T:lon't let me fool you. 
~apkin 
· oes napk in begin with the mosquito sound? Yes. Mark 
it, (Jane). 
Listen to the next word. 
1'!iPaJJ.t 
Doe s Night begin with the mosquito sound? Yes. So you 
put a line through it, (Mary). 
Listen carefully to the last word. 
~urn.£ 
1_90 
Does Jump begin with t h e mosquito sound'( No. You will not 
mark it. 
Teacher removes the above pictures from chalk tray and using iden-
tical procedure proc edes in this order with the followin g pictures in 
the chalk tray. 
Knee Kite Knife Note 
Pass out test papers and markers. 
Teacher: He r e is another game with pictures. This time the pic-
tures are on paper. Keep your hw1ds folded an d look at 
the pictures. 
When all papers are passe d out children then take crayon i n hand. 
Teacher : I will say the names of the pictures. Some of the pictures 
begin with the mosquito sound and some do not . 
Look at the pic tur•es on your paper. Put your mar ker under 
the first row of pictures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic-
tures. 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their names~ ~aw 
a line li ke this/ just as we did with the pictures at the 
board. 
Ready1 
Nut 
1':fc)"6s Nut beg in with the mosquito soundZ Yes, it does. Put 
a line through Nu t . 
1.9:1 
DfiTIAL N ( 3) 
Teacher: Here is another word. Don't let me fool yout 
Needle 
Does Needle begin with the mosquito sound? Yes, Mark it. 
Ready for the next word. 
Shell 
.Does-Shell begin with the mosquito sound? No. Don't mark 
ito 
Now the last word: 
Nose Does Nose begin viTi th the mosqu ito sound '?' Yes. Did you 
put a line through it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
t he ones that begin with the mosquito sound. 
Put your marker under the second row. ·ReadyJ 
Nest Numbers Paw Nickel 
----
Put your marker under the next row. Ready. 
Net Nurse News~a_Eer. Ladder 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready. 
Nine Nif1AtftOW11 fune Noon 
Put your marker under the last row. Ready. 
Nail Mail Notes Necktie 
- ----
F'INAL N 
Dl!' ec'.: t i. on s: ~~ 
Show picture of large mosquito . 
'r eacher : .:>orne wor ds h ave the mos quito sound a t the end of themo 
Let 's listen whi le I s ay some words that end wi th the rnos-
qui to f!nund .. Wa t ch my mouth when I say the end of each 
wo r•d . 
Say the following words 9 emphasizing the final sound: 
Teacher : Pi geon Queen Iron Rain 
Did you hear the mosquito sound at t he end of each word? 
Le t v s a ll say the wor•ds that end with the mosqu ito sound. 
See· if y ou can f ee l t hem in y our n os e . 
I ron Rain 
HerE-; are some other words t hat end w5_ t h t he mosqui t o s ound o 
Say them after me . Heady. 
Chin Skin Pan Win 
Teacher : I have a new game . I am going to s row you some pictur es 
tha t end with the mosqulto sound a ncl. s ome t."IJ.a t do not o 
In this game you wi l l mark like thi s / (Teacher puts mark 
on the board) the pictures that end with the mos quito 
s ound . Can you lis ten very carefully as I say the words o 
Teacher holds up each picture in test order and says name . Class 
r·epeats n ame . Teacher· places pic tures on chalk tray. 
Teache r: Listen c arefully to the first word o 
Kitten 
Does k:l. t t en end wi t h the mos quit o sound?. Yes o (Jo ) 9 y ou 
c~me and .mark it o 
Here is another word . Don Yt le t me fool you .. 
Cur t ain 
Does curtain end with t he mosquit o sound o Yes: . 
( 'r om ) o 
Lis ten to t he next word ., 
Balloon 
Mark ita 
Does ball oon end with the mos qu ito sound? Yes o You mark 
it ., (Child w s n ame . ) 
Listen to the last word .. 
Qog 
Does Dog end with the mosquito s ound. No o Do not mark it., 
FINAL N ( 2) 
Teacher r emoves t h e ab ove pictur e s from chalk tray and using 
i dentical procedure, precedes in this order with the fo llowi n g pic -
tur e s in t he chalk tray. 
Lion House Pen 
Pass out test papers and maPke:rs. 
Teacher: Here is another game with pictures. This time the pictures 
are on paper. I will say the names of the pictures. Some 
of the pictures end with the mosquito s ound and some do no t . 
Look at th e pictures on your papero Put your marker u n der 
the first row of pictures. 
Be su re all children have their mark ers under t h e first r ow of pictu r e s ., 
Teacher: You will l ook at the pic tures while I s a¥ the ir name s . ~aw 
a line like this / (Demonstrate on board ) through eac h on e 
that ends. with th~ mosquito sound just like we did at t h e. 
b oar·do Remember~ Only -_ draw a line tttrough the on es that 
end with the mosquito sound . 
Ready:: 
Barn 
Do e s Barn end wlth the mosquito sound? Yes, it doe s . 
Put a line through Barn. 
Teacher : Here is another word. Don't let me fool you. 
Teacher: 
Pum;ek in 
Does Pumpkin end wi.th the rno s quito sound? Ye s . Ma r k it. 
Ready for the next word. 
Witch 
Doe s Wi t c h en d with t h e mo s qu i t o sound? No . Don ' t n1ark :tt . 
Now the las t word. 
Sun 
Does Sun enc1. with the mosquito s-;ound? Ye s. Di d -you put 
a ma r k through it? Good. 
TEST 
Now I will say some more words. 
ones tha t end with the mosquito 
Remember to mark on l y 
so und. 
Put you r mar ker under th e s ec on d rovio Ready ., 
Horn 
Put you r marker under the n ext row. Re ady. 
Crown Gun Fan Sea l 
t ho 
~ ~M 
FINAL N ( 3) 
'l1eacher: Put y our marker under the next row. Ready. 
Moon Pail Mitten 
Put your marker under t he last row, Ready. 
Pin Lemon Comb Cone 
INITIAL f SOUND 
DIRECTIONS: 
SHOW PICTURE OF A KITTEN. 
Teacher: See this kitty. Did you ever have one? I did and do 
you know what she would do when she was angry? She'd 
say: f-f-f-f-f. Isn't that a funny sound? Letts all 
~ pretend that we are all kittys and say f-f-f-together. 
Teacher: Now I want you to watch my mouth when I'm the angry 
kitty. See how my teeth touch my lower lip. You be the 
kitty. and see if your mouth does the same as mine. 
All do it---f-f-f-f-f. 
Teacher: Here is a new game. You will have to listen very care-
fully. I am going to say some words that begin with the 
kitty sound. Watch how my top teeth touch my lower lip. 
Now listen carefully to hear the word~ that begin with 
'Tl-the kitty sound. 
l 
feel fall fast fever 
- -
Teacher: Did you hear the kitty sound? Did you :~ee how my top 
teeth touched my lower lip? Letts all say the warda 
that begin with the kitty sound. Can you feel your top 
teeth touching your lower lip? 
e feel fall fast fever 
-
Teacher: Here are some other words that begin with the kmtty sound. 
Say them after me. Ready. 
fiddle fig fill. find 
-
Teacher: Now I have a new g~e. I am going to show you some 
picturea that begin with the kitty sound and some that 
do not. In this game you will put a mark like this: / 
(Teacher puts mark on the board) on the pictures that 
begin with the kitty sound. 
Teacher holds up each picture in test order and says name--clasa 
repeats. name--then teacher places pictures in the chalk tray. 
Teacher: Liaten carefully to the first word. Ready? 
Fruit 
Doea fruit begin with the kitty sound? Yes. It does. 
You mark it, • 
Teacher: Here is another word. Don't let me fool you. 
fox 
Does fox begin with the kitty sound? Yes. It does. 
You mark it , m • 
Ready for the next word. 
Doea fireman 
You mark it, 
begin with the kitty sound? 
----· 
Teacher: Here ia another word. 
Garden 
Yes. It does, 
begin with _the kitty sound. No. We do 
_....xeacher removes the above pictures and using the identical pro-
- cedure. procedes. :Ln this orf.er with the following pictures in tray. 
famiJ:.I, 
I -NITIAL F SOUND 
Continued 
hat 
--
fat farm 
Teacher: Now we are going to · play a game with some more p.i.otu!'e s 
only th:i.s time the pictures, are going to be on pap er/ 
Pass out rapers and markers.. The first row is a sample/ 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker 
under the first row of pictures. (Be sure all the 
children have their markers under the first row.) 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I say their namesa 
Draw a line like this / through each one that begins 
with the kitty sound, just as we did on the boarda 
Teacher: Remember. Only draw a line through the ones that begin 
with the kitty sound. Ready? 
Fish 
-
Does fish begin with the kitty sound? Yes, it does, so 
you wrrr-have a line through it. 
Teacher: Here is the next word. Don't let me fool you. 
Fork 
Does fork begin with the kitty sound? Yes • . It does. 
Did you-mark it? Good. 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next word? 
Door 
-
.. ·~ c J.t. ·o 
Does. door begin with the kitty sound. No. Do not mark it. 
-
Teacher: Here is another word. Ready? 
Fire 
Does fire begin with the kitty sound? Yes. Put a mark 
througn-Tt. 
TEST 
-
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
the ones. that b e gin with the kitty sound. Put your 
marker under the second row. Re a dy? 
fence father. foot ma sk 
Teacher: Put your marker under the next r ow. Ready? 
faucet watch firerlace feather 
Te acher: Put your marker under the next row8 Ready? 
finger :e_an fan fairy 
Put : . .:your marker unde r the last r 'OWo Ready? 
f ender furna ce f a ce vase 
FINAL P 
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Direct ions:: 
Sh ow picture of kitten:: 
Teacher: Here is 
fully. 
so undo 
l isten 
sound . 
another game. You will have to listen very care-
I am go i ng to say some words that end with the kitty 
Watch how my top teeth touch my lower lip . Now 
carefully to hear the wor>d s that end wi th the kit tv ~- ... 
Say t he fol lowing wor ds, emphasizing the last sound. 
T~ac her: 
Gr uff Stiff 
Dicl you hear tr1e kt tty sound at t he end of each wol .. d ? 
you see how my top teeth t ouched my lower lip? Le t 's 
say the words that end with the kltty soundo Can you 
your top teeth touching your lower lip? 
Gr uff Stiff 
Did 
all 
fe el 
Here are some ot her words tha t end with the kitty s ou nd . 
Say them a fter me. Ready. 
Riff Woof Scuff Tariff 
Teacher : Now I have another game . I a m going to show you some pic -
t ures that end with the k i tty sound and some that do n o t. 
In this game you will put a mark like t his / (Teac h er puts 
mark on the board) on the p ictures that end with the kit t y 
SOlilld o 
Teachei• holds up each picture in t .es t order and says name . Glass 
r epeats name, then teac her p laces p:i.c tur es in the chalk tray . 
Teacher: Listen carefully to the fir s t word . Ready . 
Co-q,g£ 
Does cough end with t h e ki tty sound? Y;es , it do e s . You 
mark i t e '---~-· · · ~ · 
Teacher : Here i s another word. Don ' t let me foo l you .• 
Gulf · Does gulf end with the kitty sound? Yes. You mark itJ> 
• 
Here is a.'1 ot 1-:e r word . Don't l et me fool you., 
Fluff 
Does fluff en d with the kitty sotmd? Yes i t does . You 
come up and mark i t., --,·- · ~·---· 
Here is ano ther wor d o 
FINAL F ( 2) 
Te acher:· Does coasting end with the kitty sound?.· No . So we d o 
not mark 1 t. 
Teacher removes the above pictures and using th13 identical procedure 1 
precedes in this order with the following pictures in chal k 
tray. 
Stuff Puff 
Teacher: Now we are going to play a game with some more pictures 
only t his time t h e pictures are going to be on pa per. 
Pass out papers and markers. 
The first row ls a sample. 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. 
Put your marker under the first row of p ic tures. 
Be sure all children have their markers under the f irst row of 
pic turea. 
You will look at the pictures \mile I say their names. 
Draw a line like this / through each one tha t endst with 
the kitty sound, just like we did at the board. 
Remember. Only draw a line through the ones that end wi th 
the kitty sound. Readyl 
Leaf 
Does leaf end with the kit ty sound? Yes it does . So you 
will have a line through it. 
Here is the next word. Don't let me f ool you. 
Kn ife 
Does kn i f e end with the kitty sound? Yes , it does . Did 
you mark it? Good. 
Check papers to see that children are marking corr ec t ly. 
Teacher t· Ready for the next word. 
Roof 
Does r oof end with the k itty sound?: Yes, so you wi ll mark 
it. 
Here is another word. Ready. 
Ball 
Does ball end with t he kitty sound? No . Do no t mark i t G 
,. 
Teacher: 
FINAL F ( 3) 
TEST 
Now I will say some more v'D rdso Hemember to mark 
ones that end with the kitty sound. 
Put your marker under the second row. Ready:: 
Calf Ring ~-:f. Wolf 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready. 
Hoof Scarf Cuff Robe 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready. 
Cougq Muff Mouth Elf 
- - ·-
Put your marker under the last row. Ready. 
Shelf Laugh Stove Loaf 
----
:1._99 
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Di rec t i ens: 
Show p i ctur•e of shel l . 
Taacher: Once upon a time in Oceanland there li ved a very a ad l itt l e 
seashell. He was tiny and colorles s an d very chi r~,pec, . 
His voice was so very weak that when he made his s h s oun d 
like all the other seashells he could hardly be he a r d . 
All the other seashells would not play w j_ t h him but instead 
would say, "Sh-sh-sh-sh-sh-ah" very l oudly "look at that 
ugly seashell." Now the sad little s eashell used t o c11•ea m 
t h at one day he would b e beautiful ,Ni th a very s t r on g voic e 
so t h at he could say, 11 Sh-sh-sh-s.h-sh" very loudly . One 
day there was a great storm at sea. The whole sea bottom 
wa s turned upside down and the u g ly li tt le seashe l l was 
wash ed up on the beach. Sud dnely t he ug l y litt le s eashel l 
vm s pic ke d u p by two tiny hands. "Look Mommy!" cried the 
mvn er o f the two little hands, "Look at t he ':J e au ti f"u. l s ea-
shell I have found. I shall hold it c lose to my ear b e-
e au s e I love so to hear 1 ts strong sh sound." 'l'he u g l y 
litt le seashell hearing these kind word s of love b eamed 
and made the loudest "shtt sound ever heard i n Oc ean land . 
Teacher: Let's all make the shell sound; sh-sh-sh-sh-sh. Wa s n 1 t 
that fun. You sounded just like shells. 
Now we are going to play another game. Push your lips 
forward like this. Be sure your teeth are touching l ike 
this. 
Show p lac ement of teeth. 
Teacher: Now we will make the shell sound again. Sh-sh- sh- sh o 
Did you feel the air' come through your mouth.? 
Here is a new game. You will have to li s ten very car efullyo 
I am eoing to say some words that be g in with the she l l 
sound . Watch how my lips are rounded to ma ke t h e she ll 
soun d o Now listen carefully to h ear the words that begin 
with the shell sound. 
Sa y the fo llowing words o 
She Sh all Shame 
Teacher: Did y ou hear the shell sound? Did y ou see how I opened 
my mouth to say words that begin wlth the shell sound? 
Let 1 s all say the words that begin with the shel l sound o 
Is you r mouth open? Can you feel your teeth t ouc hlng? 
She Shall Shame ...._,.. _ __ _ 
Hera are some other words that begin with the shell s o .).:1<'l o 
Say them after meo Ready? 
Sheriff Sr.1a wl Shear 
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Teacher:- Wasn~ t that fun . 
I have a new g a."lle.. I am e;o ing to s how you some pictures 
that begin with the shell sound and s ome that do not. In 
this game you will put a mark like this / (Teacher puts 
mark on the board) on the pictures that begin with the shell 
sound. 
Teacher holds up each picture in test order and says name. Class re-
peats name. Then teacher places pictures on chalk tray. 
Teacher: L isten carefully to the first word. Ready. 
e.~am2oo 
Does shampoo begin with the shell sound'? Yes, it does., 
You put a mark throuf)l shampoo, ~---·---· 
Here is another word. Don't let me fool you now .. 
Sl}_a..!:E. 
Does sharp begin with the shell sound. Yes it does. Mark 
it., --·- ·- --· 
Ready for the next word. 
Taste 
Doestaste begin with the shell sound., No. Do not mark it. 
Here is another word. 
Shave 
1Joes-shave begin with the she 11 sound. Yes. You put a 
line throug..h it, _ • 
Teacher removes the above pictures and using the identical procedureS~ 
precedes in this order with the following pictures in chalk ti•ayo 
Sheet Shadow Cherr~ 
Teacher:· Now we are going to play a game with pictures only this 
time the pictures are going to be one paper. 
Pass out test papers and markers .. 
The f irst row is a sample. 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper., 
Put your marker under the fir s t row of pictures . 
Be sure all children have their markers under the f irst row of pictures ., 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures while I s ay their names. 
Draw a li..r1e like this throug h each one that begins wl. th the 
shell sound, just as we did at the board. 
Remember. Only draw a line through t he ones that begin 
wi th the shell sound. Readyl 
·' 
L~ITIAL SH ( 3) 
Teacher: Shoe 
Does shoe begin with the shell sound? Yes, it does. So 
you will have a line through shoe. 
Here is another word. Don 1 t let me fool you .. 
Shine 
Shine does begin with the shell sound. Did you mark it? 
Check papers to see that children are marking correctly. 
Teacher: Ready for the next word., 
Mouse 
Does __  mouse begin with the shell sound? No. Do not mark 
it. 
Here is another wordo Heady. 
Shelf 
Do~s-shelf begin with the shell sound? Yes. Put a mark 
through it. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
the ones that begin with the shell sound. 
Put your marker under the second row. Ready:-
Shade Cake Shirt Shake 
Put your marker under the next row. Readyl 
Shed Shoot Shovel Sun 
Put your marker under the next row. Readyl 
Shell Jack Shack Shower 
Put your marker under the last row. Readyl 
Shee'£ 
.. • 
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DIRECTIONS: 
SHOW PICTURE OF SHELL. 
Teacher: Here is another game. You will haveto listen very care-
fully o I am going to say some words tha t end with the 
shell sound. Watch how my lips arc pushed out and my top 
teeth touch my lower teeth. Now li.s.tcn carefully to hear 
the words that th end with the shell souhdu 
Teacher: Say the following words: 
dash clash 
Teacher: Did you hear the shell sound at the end of each word? Did 
you see how my top teeth touched my lower teeth? Letts 
all say the words that end with the shell sound~ 
dash josh gash clash 
Teacher: Here are some other words thr. t end with the shell sound. 
S n.y them n.fter me. Ready? 
bn.sh hash r o. sh dash 
-
Teache r: Now I have another g ame. I am going to show you some 
pictures that end with the she ll sound n.nd some tho. t 
.. do not 3 In this go.me you will put a mark like this 
.., / (teacher puts mark on the board) on the pictures 
thn t end with the shell sound. 
Teacher~holds up each picture in test order and snys nrume--cla ss 
repeats name--then teacher pla ces pictures in the shalk tr ay. 
Teacher: Listen c a refully to the first word. Ready? 
crash 
Does cra sh end with the shell sound? Yes, it does. You 
come up end mo.rk it, • 
Teacher: Here is another word. Dontt let me fool you now. 
hush 
· Does. hush end with the shell sound? Yes. You mark it, • 
--
Te acher: Here is an~~--._--~-------------------------------------------------
Tea c .· 
. •. · .. 
'· -> 
Teacher: 
F5.nal sh s bu.nd 
c ontJnued 
You wlll look at the pictures h"hile ! say 
Draw a lJ.ne li!-;:e this~ / ithrou.gh each one 
ends w:l. -tth t."lc EJhell soundo Do lt just as 
the boardo 
their names, 
it."lat 
we did on 
Teacher: Remern..b n-" o OP_:Ly dravJ a line t:b~~ough the ones that end 
with the shell soundc Ready~ 
Dish 
Does d:i.sh end with the shell sou..Dd? Yes, it doeso So 
you wTTrha·iTe a line through it,. 
Teacher: Here is the next word~ Donrt let me ~ool you. 
Brush 
Does brush end with the shell sound ~ Yes, it does. Did 
you ma1~-rt? Good. 
(Check papers to see that children are marking correctly.) 
Teacher: Ready for the next word? 
Ball 
-
Does ball end with the shell sound? No o Do not mark it. 
Teacher: Push 
Does push end with the shell sound? Yes/ Mark it~ 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I will say some more words. Remember to mark only 
the onea that end with the shell sound. Put your marker 
under the second rowo Ready? 
bush squash polish needle 
Teacher: Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
splash lash sash ladder 
Te.scher: Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
trash smash n.sh fizz 
---
-
Teacher: Put your marker under the last rowo Ready? 
mesh cnsh wo.tch wash 
. ~ 
r 
'.-;.· -
' 
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Directions:~ 
Show picture of caro 
Teacher: One cold winter day Daddy got up early to go to work,jl but 
when he went outdoors to start his car it wouldn't goo 
205 
It just made this funny noise·9 R-r-r-1"-r-r-r-r.. Isn't t hat 
a funny· noise? Here's a car like Daddy 1 so. Let 9 s all make 
the same sound the car madeo R-r-r-r-r-r-r. 
Now I want you to watch my mouth when I make the car 
sound.. See how my mouth is opened a little bito I can 
feel my tongue curl and when I make the sound I can feel 
my vo i c e box move a 
Show how mou th is open and place hand on voice boxo 
Teacher: Now see if you can feel your• tongue curl as you open your 
mouth to say R-r-r-r-r-r-r-r and feel your voice box moveo 
· Let' s make the car sound again~ R-r-r-r-r-re 
Here is a game .. You will have to listen very carefully .. I 
am going to say some words that begin with the car sound ., 
Watch how my mouth is open to make the car sound.. Now lis-
ten carefully to hear words that begin w:i.th the car soundo 
Say the following words., 
Teacher: RiJ2. Roller Skates Raft 
Teacher: Did you hear the car sound? Did you see how I opened my 
mouth to say words that begin with the car sound? Let's 
all say the words that begin with the car sound~ Can 
you feel your tongue curl? 
Roller Skates Raft 
Here are some other words that b e gin wlth the car sound., 
Say them after mea Ready~ 
Rock Riv9r Railroad Real 
Wasn nt that fun? 
Teacher: I have a new ga.~neo I am going to show you some pictures 
that begin with the car sound and some that do not~ In 
this game you will pu t a mark like this / (Teacher puts 
mark on the board) on the pictures that begin wlth the 
car s oundo Can you lis ten very care fully as I say the words. 
Teac her holds up each picture in test order and says name.. Class re-
peats nameo Te acher places pictures on chalk tray .. 
Teacher: Listen carefully to the first worde 
Ride 
... 
' p 
IN I ':,l i AL R ( 2) 
'Teacher: Doe s Ride begin with the car sound? Yes 11 it do es o (Jack) ll 
you come up and put a line through Rideo 
Here is another wordo Don't let ine fool you nowo 
Red 
Doe s Red begin with the car sound? Yes 3 Mark it» (Janeo) 
Listen to the next wordo 
T~ 
Does Top begin with the car sound? Noo You will not mark 
ito 
Listen carefully to the last wordo 
Rain 
Does Rain begin with the car sound? Yeso So you put a 
line through it a (Mary) o 
Teacher removes above pictures from chalk tray and us ~ ng identical 
procedur e .~~ procedes in this order with the following pictures in the 
chalk trayo 
Ru l er Fish Rat Run 
Pass out test papers and markerso 
Teacher: Here is another game with pictureso This time the pictures 
are on your papero Keep your hands folded and look at the 
pictures o 
Vfu en all papers are passed out children then take crayon in hando 
Teacher: I will say the names of the pictures o Some of the pictu res 
b egin with the car sound and some do not o 
Look at the pictures on your papero Put your marker under 
the firs t row of pictureso 
Be sure all children have their markers under the first row of pic~ 
tures o 
Teacher~ You will look at the pictures while I say their nameso Draw 
a line like this / (Demonstrate) just as we did with the 
pic tures at the boardo Ready A 
Rat t le 
Does Rat tle begin wit h the car sound? Yes 3 it doesa Put 
a line through Rattleo 
Here is another wordo Don't let me fool you now" 
Rope 
Does Rope begin with the car sound? Yes.P Mark it., 
Check papers to see that c h ildren are marking c orrec tlyo 
.. 
... ~ .. 
.... 
' . 20'7 
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Teacher: Ready for the next word. 
~ J:)()e"'s Rug begin with the car sound't Yes. Did you draw a 
line through it? Good. 
Ready for the next word. 
P ii?,e 
Does pipe begin with the car sound? No. You will not have 
a mark through ito 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I w:i.ll say some more words. Remember to mark only the 
ones that begin with the car sound. 
Put your marker under the second row. Ready. 
Rad:i.o Valentine Reindeer 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready. 
Rubbers Robe Rabbit Kite 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready. 
Rooster \Nreath Lak~ Rake _.._____ ..  
Put your marker under the last row. Ready. 
Robin Ring Wing Rose 
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